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ABSTRACT
Australia's oceans rrovide many econorn1c and environmental bcnelits both nationally
and regionally, and arc of particular social, rccrcallonal and cultural Importance
Western Australia's most intensively used marrnc embayment

1s

Cockburn Sound,

11

supports one of tlw most extcns1ve /'ostdonw seagrass communities in Western

Australia. The protected coastal \Vaters ofT the southern metropolitan coastline of Perth
arc utilised intensively for industrial, commercial and recreational

purpose~;

Over the

past 50 years. wastes have been rouunely discharged into Cockburn Sound causmg
extensive phytoplankton and epiphyte blooms, partJcularly dunng the 1960's and
1970's.

The development of industrial and naval facilities and the intensification oflanduses 1n
the surrounding catchments over the past 50 years have together contnbuted to maJOr
losses of seagrass meadows in Cockburn Sound. Along with the contammat1on of b1ota,
sediments and water, ra1s1ng many concerns particularly for the future uses of the area.

The Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) has expressed the v1ew that industnal
developments should not be considered in isolation, either from each other or existing
activities but should be integrated in Cockburn Sound. Smce the late 1970's, there have
been reductions in the quantities of wastes discharged, ho\vever continued monitonng
and the implementation of environmentally sustamable policies must continue. as
Cockburn Sound remains in a delicate state of ecological balance.

This study involved a detailed examination of the industrial development of Cockburn
Sound since it began in 1953, and how this development significantly reduced

Posidonia seagrass meadows. Original aerial photographs of Cockburn Sound m 5 year
intervals since 1948 were used, and the study area of James Pomt \vas mapped to

II

establish spatial and temporal patterns m l'o.mloniu scagrass meadows. These patterns
were further defined by grouping them into 5 distinct I 0 year periods

These 5 periods grouped spatial and temporal patterns wh1ch were found to be most
pronounced between 1960 and 1975 Th1s destructive pcnod accounted for 85 % of
seagrass loss in Cockburn Sound, ma1nly from the combined phys1cal (man-made) and
chemical effects. These losses immediately commenced with the mdustnal1sat10n of
Kwinana in 1953, and as a consequence the physical destruction of large mshorc
seat,'Tass meadows for the construction of groyncs, JCttles and manna's re<:u\ted

The 1960's and 1970's decacfes are characterised by the chem1cal (particularly nutnent)
discharges into Cockburn Sound as a result of heavy 1ndustnes \vh1ch had been
established ir. the Kwmana lndustnal Area dunng the 1950's Large amounts of
nitrogen and phosphorous entered the Sound from the slow release of sediments and
heavily impacted upon seagrass meadows.

From this study ."'os1donw seagrass meadows were found to be lost due to the
destructive effects of the industrialisation, and that by the end of the 1970's almost all
seagrass meadows had been effected. Dramatic seagrass movements occurred and the
expanding industrial and residential sectors greatly impacted upon their distributions.
The further loss of whatever seagrass meadows that still occur m Cockburn Sound may
seem inevitable, but once meadows have been lost they do not easily recolonise, 1f at
all. Therefore incorporating ecologically sustainable development measures should be
an immediate priority in such an already heavily degraded marine environment.

iii
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CIIAPTER 1: INTROD!ICTION ANI) OB.JECTIVES

1.1

INTROIWCTION

The most severely degraded mannc area around Perth IS Cockburn Sound {Ftgurc I I J

Due to its phys1cal charactcnstics and pro:-:1mlly to Perth, the Sound has cxpencnccd
numerous problems assocmted with a d1vcrs1ty of landuscs such as. tndustnal,
residential, and recreatiOnal 1mpmgmg upon Jts ecosystem (Environmental Protect10n
Authonty, 1998;

K~rkman,

\997) By the early 1970's, Cockburn Sound had already

been contaminated with heavy metals and had lost most of 1ts scagrass meadows
(Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study. 1996) For example, nutnent discharges
that had started as early as the mid-1950's. resulted

1n

ep1phyt1c gro\\1hs wh1ch are

believed to have contributed to the decline of seagrasses m Cockburn Sound ( K1rkman.
\997)

Major studies from the late 1970's :o the mid-1980's (e.g. Cambndge. 1979. Cambndge
and McComb, 1984) identified many causes of the problems wnhm the Sound. and as a
result management plans were developed. Management of these problems have proved
partly successful due to the efforts of the Environmental Protection Authonty !EPA).
and the ability of Government regulators. They recognised and ensured waste
discharges were reduced, such as the level of heavy metal contamination and nutrient
loads directly discharged into Cockburn Sound (Environmental Protection Authority,
1998).

The Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) ( \998) noted that sediment
concentrations of heavy metals were generally highest in the southern half of Cockburn
Sound and adjacent to the Kwinana Industrial Area (KIA). Concentrations ofTributylin
(TBT). arsenic and mercury have been recorded high, raising concerns about the water
quality (Environmental Protection Authority, 1998).

s·
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Figure 1.1 - Locality map of Cockburn Sound (Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters
Study, 1996, p. i).
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Tht: damage to, and loss of seagrass meadows 1s

J

senous environmental

prohl~.:m,

as

well over 160 000 ha of seagrasscs have hccn lost m Australta In Western Australia,
th~:

Cockburn Sound has lost about 3 300 ha. lh1s h1ghltghts
knowledge base of researchers and develop more cf'fCctJVC
wastes,

particularly

m

nearshore

tndustnal

Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study, 1996.

K~rkman.

mannc

need to Jmprovr.: the

stratcg1c~

for managmg

cnvtronmcnts

(Southern

1997)

In Western Australia, thts Important role was adopted by the EPA They rccogntsed
current and potenual pressures. and realise an Improved undcrstandmg of long-term
environmental implications of waste mputs to our coastal waters

IS

reqmred

(Environmental ProtectiOn Authonty, 1998). Along wnh th1s, the need to cxamme past
mistakes and further 1mprove the state of the Sound for future generations are
important

Cockburn Sound represents many things to d! nerent people_ T0 the crO\\'ded City
dweller the sheltered ann of the sea IS cons1dered to be most des1rable for a vanety of
recreational activities, such as swimming or SCUBA 1 d1vmg wh1ch are popular m the
Sound. To professional fishennan. it represents an area of pnmary production and a
direct source of income. Teachers have a readily accessible diversny of educational
matr:rial for practical studies in biology and geography withm the metropolitan area
Finally, for the industrialist, it serves a variety of purposes mcluding: safe harboar for
entry of raw materials or the dispatch of finished productions, cheap low-lymg land
which can be reclaimed for factory sites, mineral or lime sands which can be acquired,
abundant water as a coolant, or a convenient sump for discharging umvanted waste
products (Australian Conservation Foundation, 1989; Ryan and Styles. 1992) The
potential for conflict is high and multi-purpose strategies are needed to cater for all

1SCUBA: Self-Contained Underwater Breathing Apparrattus

3

these functions m such coastal environments (Southern Mctropolrtan Coastal Waters
Study. \996\

The economic Importance of Cockburn Sound

w&.

d1scusscd m Ryan and Styles ( 1992).

they found that the KIA was a sign1fic.ant economic resource for Western Australia
which cannot be overlooked, but be managed

111

balance w1th the Sound

Th~s

equilibnum Js extremely Important 1fthe max1mum amount ofgrov.-1h IS to be ach1cved.
without the environmental exploitation wh1ch occurred

111

the past, and sull contmues

to

occur m many marine environments throughout the \\·'Ofld (Southern Metropolitan
Coastal Waters Study. 1996). Western Austraha·s economy depends largely on mmeral
and agricultural resources. and GO\·crnmcnt policy 1s to mcreasc local partJcJpauon of
these sectors and further develop resources It 1s also Government policy to mcrcase the
contribution of the manufactunng mdustry to the economy Fundamental to these
objectives is the provision of appropriate Government mfrastructurc, such as electnclty.
rail and port facilities in the KIA (Halpen. Glick and Maunsc\1. \996) Furthermore.

Cockburn Sound has been targeted by the Federal Government for a S200 million
marine and offshore engineering complex a! Jerv01se Bay to be operat10nal by the end
of 2001. This project promises to significantly expand and hit Western Australia's
heavy engineering and fabrication industries out of a deep slump (Appendix El (Fimt.
1999; Amalfi, 1999; Pryer, 1999)

As demands increase, so do the competing landuses which place pressure to better
understand the cumulative long-tenn impacts of waste inputs on seagrass distributions.
This study was initiated to better provide an environmental examination. but also a
humanistic understanding of the dimensions of Cockburn Sound. The main focus 1s on
providing an explanation for the decline in Posulonia seagrasses over space and t1me
within James Point from 1948to 1999. Aerial photographs at intervals of about every 5

years were analysed for spatial and temporal changes in l'osuloma seagrass
distributions and landusc changes.

4

1.2

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

1.2.1 PHILOSOI'IIICAL AI'PROACII

The primary objective of ccologtcal and bwgeographtc stud1cs

1s

to attempt to

understand the interactwns between orgamsms and thcrr environment. and the

way~

m

which these relationships afTcct population dynamiCS over space and tlme (Davis, 1998,

p. I I.

Geobrraph!C studies focus on the distributions on the surface of the Earth, and our
appreciatiOn of landscape change m the natural and human scJences Th1s provides a
necessary subdivision of knowledge without \vh1ch. progress

IS

very d1fficult m the

advancement of understandmg. A dJSClplme like Geography takes the findmgs of
separate systematic stud1es {mside and beyond the

diSCI pi me)

and puts them together to

create a description of the whole phenomenon complex It very much straddles the Arts
and the Sciences and IS the bridging diSCI pi me between the two, prov1dmg ntches for
scholars and researchers (Johnston. 1986: Gamter. 1963 l

In this study, a philosophical approach (OEP) was m1t1ated w mvesttgate whether
Posidonia seagrasses were depleted because of the industnallsat1on of Cockburn Sound.
this approach centres around several key points:

•

That so·::.iety produces waste;

•

That even with the best recycling and re-use programmes, some of this waste will
inevitably end up in near-shore marine environments. Any amount of waste entenng
this environment has the potential to cause change to fragile marine ecosystems.

5

•

Between the state of no change (I c_ from natural vanat1on) and the

~tate

JUst hcf'orc

the mllural system begms to break down, there 1s a level of alteration to the naturul
cnvtronmcnt that soctety may be prepared to accept lOr economtc, socml or other
pcrcetvcd benefits ( Ftgurc I 21

Therefore the acceptable level of change

IS

detcrmmcd from a balance between cxtstmg

and pcrcetved future uses. on the condttton that the pnnctplc of equity. ts mamtamcd

I Boelens, 1992. Nip and Udo De Hacs. 19951

SOCIAL

ECONOMIC

su·rmn

UJf.'/JT

ENVIRONMENTAL
SIISTAINAHII.IIY

Figure 1.2- Integrated environmental management (Brown and Burke, !993, p. 18)
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1.3

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

The 'sudden· loss of seagrass meadows on cast Parmclla Bank m the early 1970's. and
the alanmng water quality results

obtamcd dunng

1980 summer mor11tonng

programmes, remforced the Jdea that envtronmcntal degradation was occurnng m the
Sound's manne ecosystem (Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study, 1996,
Env1ronment Australia. !997a)

Seagrasses play seveml tmponant roles m Cockburn Sound, among other thmgs, they

stabilise the ocean noor and prov1de feedmg and breedmg b'TOunds for aquatiC ammals
tWalker and McComb. 1992) l1ke other plants. seagrasses need suffic1ent light for
photos~nthesJs to

ensure their surv1val However. once meadows of large l'o.Hdrmw

seagrasses are lost, they are etTecU\·ely lost for ever. because unlike most other plants.
re-establtshment
(K~rkman,

IS

extrc:melv slow and may take many decades tf It occurs at all

1997)

The populatiOn of Perth is projected to reach 2 million, assoctated \\-'lth this Increase
there is likely to be a 1,;orresponding rise m commerctal and mdustrtal activity
(Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1998). The metropolitan coastal waters are currently·
used as receiving waters for some mdustrial was\e and for more than 95% of Perth's
reticulated domestic wastewater, such as sewage effluent (Southern Metropolitan

Coastal Waters Study, 1996). With this proJected populat1on mcrease. and a
corresponding rise in commercial and industrial activity, waste inputs are expected to

increase (WA Planning Commission, 1995: Ryan and Styles, 1992). Furthennore. the
community has grown to CXJX:ct a high standard of environmental integrity to be
maintained in our coastal environment, requiring careful planning and management
from Government regulators.
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1.4

OBJECTIVES

Thts study was miuated to serve the followmg purposes

To discuss the ecologtcal stgnrficancc of f 1o.Hdunw scagrasscs 1n Cockburn
Sound

2.

To document the spattal and temporal distributions of l'o.Hdonw seagrasses w1thm

Cockburn Sound (James Pomt), from 1948 to 1999

3.

To assess whether acnal photography can prov1de an effecttve tool for momtonng

the changing distributiOn of 11mrd(}nw seagrasses wuhm shallow mannc habitats.
such as Cockburn Sound.

4.

To determine whether the decline or

advanc~

of scagrass diStribution comctdes

with changes attributed to the mdustnal development of Cockburn Sound.

1.5

TERMINOLOGY

Biodiversity in an environment is Indicated by the numbers of different spec1es of
plants and animals (The Hutchinson Dictionary of Science. 1993)

Biogeography is a science that deals with the geographical distribution of animals and
plants, it revolves around two fundamental ideas: energy flow and nutrient recycling
(Davis, 1998, p. I).

Biota are the plants, animals and micro-organisms, which through natural or unnatural
means have colonised a specific region (Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Studv.
1996).
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Bush plan

IS

a maJor Western Australian State Government mlliatlvc that recommends

the protection of' 285 reg1onally s1gn1ficant bushland areas covcnng S 200 ha of the
Swan C •as tal Plam of the Perth Metropolitan Area Bushplan has replaced the pn:v1ous
System S1x areas (Environmental Protect1on Authority, 1998)

Chlorophyll a 1s a complex molecule that along wllh other molecules,

IS

able to

capture sunlight and convert it mto a fonn that can be used for photosynthests All
plants contam chlorophyll a and the concentration of th1s molecule m water 1s
commonly used as a measure ofphy1oplankton b10mass (Southern Metropolitan Coastal
Waters Stud\. 1996)

Ecology

IS

a branch of sc1ence concerned w1th the mterrelat1onsh1ps of orgamsms and

the1r environment (Playford. 1976)

Ecosystem is a community of orgamsms mteractmg \VJth the environment and each
other (The Hutchinson Dictionary ofSc1ence. 1993 l

Epiphyte is a plant which can

!:,TfOW

above the ground surface, usmg other plants or

objects for support, they do not root in soil and are not parasitic (The Macmillan
Dictionary of the Australian Environment, 1991 ).

Eustatic

IS

pertaining to world-wide changes of sea level that effect all oceans.

Eustatic changes have various causes. dominant change in the last few million years
was caused by additions of water to, or removal from the continental icecaps (The
Hutchinson Dictionary of Science, 1993 ).

Eutrophication is an increase in the supply rate of organic rnaner to an ecosystem
caused by unnaturally high loads of nutrients to the ecosystem (Southern Metropolitan
Coastal Waters Study, 1996).
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Geogrll11hic Information System (GIS)

IS concerned w1th the usc of computers LO

input. store, retneve, analyse, and d1splay geographic Information (Kennedy, 1996)

Global Positioning System (GPS) allows you to know where you arc by consultmg a

radio recc1ver, accurac1es range form a few milllmetrcs to somewhere around 100m
(Kennedy, 1996)

Nyoongar is the Abongmal tenn for the md1gcnous people of the Southwest regwn of
Western Australia (O'Neill. 1999)

Pleistocene

IS

relating

to,

or designating the geolog1cal epoch at the start of the

Quaternarv Penod, from approximately 1 8 million to 10 thousand years ago. when
glacial 1ce was widespread and modern human first approach (The Hutchmson
Dictionary of Sc1ence, 1993 ).

Pollution is the introduction by man, d1rectly or mdirectly, of substances or enerm.1 mto

the environment, which results in deletenous effects on the environment (Southern
Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study, 1996).

Remote Sensing is broadly defined as collectmg and mterpreting mfonnatwn about a
target without being in physical contact with the object (Sabms, 1987 ).
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CIIAPTER 2: RESEARCII AND MKI'IIODOLOGY
TECIINIQtrES

2.1

QliALITATIVE RESEARCH

Ontolob'Y was cxplamcd by O"Bnan ( 1999} as the vtcw one has whtch shape..., peoples
understandmgs and mqUJry mto phenomena An observer seeks understandmg~ of. or

sets of anS\'.'Crs to phenomena 111 terms consrstent wtth thctr ontoiOb'Y A dtchotomy
describes thts pursuit of understandmg and explanatron of phenomena. as one whtch ts

either truth seekmg or perspecttve onentatcd As such, a rcsearcher"s ontologtcal
ts

alread~·

\"JC\'.'

predisposed when rcsearchmg parttcular phenomena. the collect JOn of data

and to a range of research methodologtes (0-Bnan, 1999).

Truth-seekmg research frequently attracts the label of quantnatt\'C research It generates
theories and traditionally employs methodologieS found

1n

positiVISt. scientific modes

of thought and mquiry (Philhps and McRov. 1990) The conduct of quanutatl\'C
research

IS

usually

charactensed

by

expenmental

and

quas1-expenmental

methodologies wh1ch provide statJstJcal, numenc data Quantitative methodologies seek
to discover the cause-effect relationship between vanables wh1ch. m the expenmental
tradition, are isolated and then investigated in a decontextuahsed settmg ((J'Bnan.
1999). This quantitative research method was adopted as a framework for the many

studies of Cockburn Sound in the 1970's (Kirkman, 1997)

In contrast, this study has employed a humanistic approach to Cockburn Sound. rather
than the past conventional methods. Perspective-speaking, qualitative research Js a
naturalistic. subjective form of inquiry. It seeks to explain phenomena m their natural
setting and develops context-sensitive understandings. Qualitative researchers are

predisposed to research likely to be recognised within geography, history. psychoiQb'\'
and sociology. Methodologies used in these traditions are designed to collect records of

II

speech and act10ns to further develop 1ssucs These

fundam~ntal

rmnc1plcs predispose

qua!Jtallve research towards the use of observation and 1nterv1cw as a means hy wh1ch
data

IS

collected (O'Bnan, 1999). It

IS

on the bas1s of these generally accepted rules of

research, that the mterpretat10n and understandings of acnal photographs was dcnved
Such a qualttallve approach prov1ded a useful and valid mvest1gat10n mto fJosJJoma
seagrass distnbut10ns over space and llme

2.2

LITERA TliRE REVIEW

2.2.1 PREVJot:s STliDIES AI>D FINDINGS

Since the early

1970's, there have been several environmental studies by

Commonwealth State agencies and mdustry These studJes have made s1gmficant
contributions to the understanding of the manne environment and surrounding \\.'aters of
Cockburn Sound (for example, Cambndge, 1979; Cambridge and McComb, 1984 ). Past
I

studies, like the 1976 - 1979 Cockburn Sound Envtronmental Study, or studies of
similar environments like the 1961 - 1999 Owen Anchorage Study provided some
valuable data and research methods for defining seagrass meadows

In the early 1970's, major studies commenced when dramatic seagrass losses were
occumng in Cockburn Sound. For some time, people had suspected there were
problems, partly because of above average seagrasses decaying on local beaches
(Kirkman, 1997). Action was taken by specially commissioned pepple, whose studies
confirmed seagrasses had been reduced. This resulted in monitonng programmes and
sectors of the community such as Universities and Government agencies becoming
involved. Prior to these events, not much was known about the importance or relative
abundance of seagrasses in Cockburn Sound (Environmental
1998).
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Pr~tection

Authority,

The Western Australian Government approved funding for a maJOr three-year
environmental study of these waters in 1976. The Cockburn Sound Envtronmcntal
Study {1976-1979) was to provide the necessary technical information to arrest the
ecological deterioration of the Sound. Through ancillary studJes of the rccrcattonal
usage and public attitudes of people, comprchenstve en\'tronmcntal strategies were
developed arresting one of the major causes of pollution. nutnent dtscharges mto
Cockburn Sound (Cockburn Cement Limited, 1995; Southern Metropolitan Coastal
Waters Study, 1996)

Numerous localised envuonmental impact studies have been conducted m Perth's
southern waters by industry and Government agencies. These studtes have ansen from
the formal requirements of the EPA's environmental impact assessment process. and
from monitoring requirements attached as conditions to the granting of potnt source
discharge licenses by the DEP to companies (Environmental Protection Authority,
!998).

The following briefly describe some of the major on-going studies and management
strategies in and around Cockburn Sound. The Water Authority of Western Australia

conducted extensive environmt:ntal studies in an area known as the Sepia Depression
between 1981 and 1983. Later in 1984, the Cape Peron Outfall was commissioned, and

annual monitoring and management is still continuing there (Halpen, Glick and
Maunsell, 1996).

Cockburn Cement Limited has dredged shellsands from Parmelia and Success banks in
Owen Anchorage, adjacent to Cockburn Sound since 1972 (Cockburn Cement Limited,
!995). Over this period, they undertook numerous ecological and oceanographic studies

to assess the direct and indirect environmental impacts of mining on seagrass meadows
and bank stability. Currently, Cockburn Cement Limited is undertaking an extensive
suite of studies, including a seagrass meadow restoration programme to further provide
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infonnation on the environmental acceptability of its proposed long-term mmmg
o~rations

in Owen Anchorage (Cockburn Cement Limited. 1995 J.

2.2.2 RELEVANT LITERA T!JRE

Much of the mformation pertment to this study was obtamed from the EPA, many
environmental studtes are contained m their library and current mformauon of
Cockburn Cement Limited studtes are only obtamable there_ The CSIRO provtded
access to vanous publications by spcctalist seagrass experts and professtonal research
contacts. Some of the studies may be less crittcal but more ·sympathetic' to\\'ard
company findings, crucial for their long-term sustainability Rather than be critical of
what caused Cockburn Sound to be m a delicate state of ecologJcal balance. they
analyse what has been achieved and projections for the future. This viewpoint directly
involves companies not being commissioned by Government, tmportant for balanced
management strategies.

An example of some companies which have an interest in Cockburn Sound include:

•

Cockburn Cement Limited prepared environmental reports involving various
Government agencies, they spent around $3 million on monitoring and have been
able to extend their dredging lease (Cockburn Cement Limited, 1995 );

•

Alcoa, BHP, BP. Cockburn Cement Ltd, CSBP, Western Mining Corp. contributed
to a study of the economic impact of the Kwinana Chemicals and Heavy Industry
Sector on the Western Australian economy (Ryan and Styles, 1992).

Many previous studies increased the public awareness of Cockburn Sound. Local
people had suspicions, and the results of such investigations provided supporting
evidence for their concerns (Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study, 1996).

Large scale mapping was first undertaken in 1977 by Cambridge, it identified whether
seagrass losses were associated with industrialisation and chemical (particularly
nutrient) discharges mto Cockburn Sound. Further mappmg of seagrass distributions
was followed in 1980 and 1984, which assessed the extent of change that had occurred
since the last mappmg period. The current figures on the decline of seagrasses have
originated from these studies, however with mcreased technoiOb'Y· attempts are bemg
made to further update them for management purposes (Southern Metropolitan Coastal
Waters Study. 1996)

A study concentrating on the distribution of l'o.Hdonw seagrasses, from the mitial
stages of industrialisatiOn to the present has not been conducted. Prev10us studies have
mainly concentrated on shorter periods of 12 or \6 years. Many not clearly
differentiating between 1962 and 1972 when maJor seagrass losses occurred, an
example of undifferentiated data can be seen in the study conducted by the Department
of Conservation and Environment in 1989. A d1agram of a fully vegetated bank is
placed along side a diagram of another bank completely devoid of seagrasses. with little
explanation of what had occurred (Figure 2.1 ).

A sectional approach to environmental management of coastal environments, where
industries are not integrated with the ecosystem is unlikely to achieve the required level
of co-ordination and integration. As such. there is a need to develop more appropriate
management frameworks for Perth's coastal waters, particularly Cockburn Sound. A
philosophical approach. involving integration of both environmental and economic
sectors was used to achieve a realistic 'workable model' (Department of Environmental
Protection, 1996).

. '.":-.,·-.
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Figut'e 2.1 - Broadscale changes that occurred in seagrass meadows from 1961 to

1972 (Department of ConservatiOn and Environment, 1989, p 82)

The literature contains discrepancies of varymg degrees, incl uding different dates
assigned to periods of scagrass loss, and 'vvhether Posidoma seagrasses can be
revegetated after being lost. Also, little is known about the significance of the area if
any, to the Aboriginal (Nyoongar) people of Western Australia.

2.3

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH'\'

Remote sensing was broadly defined in Sabins ( 1987) as collecting and interpreting
information about a target without being in physical contact with the object Aircraft
and satellites are common platforms for remote sensing observations
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Demography, the statistical study of population changes and the1r causes, concerns the
biotic processes that generate spatial and temporal patterns of' mass and numbers
observed in groups of individuals Jivmg in a geographic area (Phillips and McRoy,
1990). These spatial and temporal patterns can best be observed from a distance by
remote sensing, particularly aerial photographs ( K1rkman. 1997)

Aerial photography

IS

the origmal form of remote sensmg and remams the most w1dely

used method (Kirkman, 1997) Analyses of aenal photography have played maJor roles
in the discovery of oil and mmeral deposils around the world (Playford, 19761 In the

1960's, technologic developments enabled the acqu1siuon of Images at other
wavelengths, including thennal mfra-red (IR) and microwave. The development and
deployment of manned and unmanned earth satellites provided an orbital vantage point
for acquiring

image~

of the Earth. This further improved the scope of results.

particularly for specially commissioned purposes (Sabim, 1987; Dury, 1960)

An air photograph often presents puzzling or unknown features, and m this case it

IS

best to approach the problem of interpretation systematically (Kirkman, 1997). As much

infonnation should be obtained from other sources to aid the interpretation process. If
the approximate location of the photograph is known, books and articles of the area
should be consulted and the exact location be identified on a map or with a hand-held
Global Positioning System (GPS). Dury (1960) suggests to orient the photograph and
select a pattern or shape which is boldly marked, particularly: distinctive railways,
lakes, coastlines, or isolated patches of scrubland. This orientation was best obtained
from shadows, since many air photographs are taken during the middle hours of the day,
to obtain the best lighting conditions (Sabins, 1987; Dury, 1960).

With the availability of higher quality water penetrati:1g aerial photography, it was
feasible to use photography to interpret information. These photographs depict natural
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boundaries which can be verified from accurately positioned field survey data, such as a
GPS (Cockburn Cement Limited, 1995)

2.4

COLLECTING PROCEDURES

The majority of mformation collected was aenal photographs of Cockburn Sound.
located m accessible archived vaults at the Department of Land Admtmstrat1on
(DOLA). They prov1ded a \\Tittcn confirmation of the availab1l1ty and access of aenal
photography O\'er Cockburn Sound from 1948 to 1999 (Appendix B) The EPA was also
a major source of assistance m the interpretation of b1olog1cal matenal, particularly
seagrasses. A letter of introduction from Edith Cowan Umversity provided access to
important information (Appendix A). which otherwise would not have been made
available because of its sensitive content.

Information on the significance of

.~ockburn

Sound to the Nyoongar people of Western

Australia came from the Aboriginal Affairs Depanment (Appendix D). They provided
access to an automated Geographic Information System (GIS) search register of
Aboriginal sites in and around Cockburn Sound. Many informal mterviews in person
and over the phone were also conducted, along with specialist biological and
geographical

people !Tom

Universities, Government

de.,anments and

private

compames.

2.5

DATA ANALYSIS

The period studied spanned 51 years, from 1948 to 1999, starting from the
commencement of industrialisation of Cockburn Sound in 1953. This study used
individual prints and hand-laid photomosaics, which provided sufficient accuracy for
the geographic assessment of changes occurring at the time. Rather than concentrating
on all of Cockburn Sound, spatial and temporal variations in Posidonia seagrasses were
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focused on a broad area surrounding James Point, making the study manageable and
within reach.

Seasonal or long-term changes m seagrass meadows arc best cxammcd w1th the a1d of
aerial photographs, combined w1th a more detailed knowledge of scagrass meadows
(Phillips and McRoy, 1990). The mappmg of seagrass d1stribuuons requ1res a
knowledge of the overall biomass to aid in the mterpretat1on process

In discussing estimates of seagrass areas, K1rkman ( 1997) found that a class1ticat1on
system usmg the following broad categories

•

patchy;

•

sparse;

•

medium~

•

dense.

IS

reqUired to accurately group them

This study uses a similar approach to accurately assess and categorise seagrasses. When
interpreting aerial photographs, increased colour or density in phototones were not
always due to seagrass beds. Depth differences, reefs, detrital patches, turbidity and
macroalgae also show up as areas of higher tone (Cockburn Cement Limited, 1995;
Kirkman, 1997).

GIS integration accurately helped overlay and delete information not necessary for this
study. This assisted to group and quantifY changes in seagrass distributions between
specific dates. With the advent of improved, and more readily available position fixing
equipment during the 1990's, notably the GPS, it was possible to map and relocate field
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Sites with greater accuracy using a Megcllan hand-held GPS. Accuracies arc typically
quoted as-15m, while more complex DifTerential GPS (DGPS) systems can provide
accuracies

or better than -I

m.

Improved accuracy m mapping and photography with improved site positions makes the
interpretation of changes possible These changes m seagrass distributions cover larger
areas at shorter time spans (five years) and with lower rates of change (a few metres per
year) than previously possible

Once the aerial photography was exammed, Phillips and McRoy ( 1990) suggested that
some form of ·ground truthing· be carried out ThiS usually takes the form of SCUBA
divers examining specific sites recognisable from aerial photographs While thiS was
beyond the scope of this study. such ground truthing m Cockburn Sound has already
been attempted in previous studies. Considerable work has been carried out to establish
whether seagrass patches can be certified, past studies aided to ·ground truth' seagrass
meadows. The individual prints were cros:.-checked against previous studies that used
photographs in the same aerial run. They confirmed the area mapped contained
seagrasses and other occurrences such as sand waves and dredged channels.

The major objectives of seagrass mapping were:

•

To determine the distribution and relative abundance of Posidonia seagrasses v.'ithin
study area, and

•

To determine the gams and losses in seagrass cover during the period of
photographic records (1948 to 1999), and show temporal trends.

The information collected was grouped and placed under 5 time frames (Appendix C),

...

~

-

it w3s analysed and compared to determine the degree of change (Table 2. I)
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Table 2.1 - Chronological sequence of Urnes frames analysed.

2,6

SEQUENCE

PERIOD

2
3
4
5

1948-1958
1959-1968
1969-1978
1979-1988
1989-1999

INTERPRETATION

In the interpretation of aerial photographs, D1ckmson ( 1969) recommends to analyse the

photograph from the whole to the pan. Broad d1stincuons such as ocean and land,
housing and industry are important definitions to be established. On the photograph,

general characteristics like distributions of patterns or features (number of occurrences,
characteristic setting and associated similarities or differences) should also be
examined. These distinctions are important before attempting to make any specific
interpretations derived from its size, shape or tone (Dickinson, 1969; Sabins, 1987). A

map of the area which shows sufficient detail of roads, railways, and place names,
together with all allotment boundaries was also consulted. This map greatly aided the

interpretation process because aerial photographs can distort and segment the coastline
(Coggins and Hefford, 1967; Dury, 1970).

The scale on maps or aerial photographs is the ratio of the distance between t\vo points
on an image to the corresponding distance on the ground. Taking photographs on a
series of parallel flight lines provides broader coverage. Along a flight line, successive
photographs are acquired with a 60 % forward overlap. Flight lines are spaced to
provide 30 % sidelap, which then overlap between aerial photographs. A pair of
successive overlapping photographs along a flight line constitutes a stereo pair (Dury,
1970). Sabins (1987) suggests they be best viewed with a stereoscope to produce a

three-dimensional image called a stereo model (Sabius, 1987; Dury, 1970).
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In a localised urban study such as Cockburn Sound, Longmans and llcfTord (1967)
suggested the following features were an Important part the landscape to be cons1dercd
in the interpretation process. They 1nclude the pattern of settlement or relative !ocat1on
of residential, industrial, commercial and recreational areas. Important to localise the
study. The type, size and location of industncs m relatiOn to both labour supply and
markets are to be derived. Resources such as the water supply, mmeral deposits. port or
harbour facilities, and the relationship of the area to transport, commumcatwns and
economic markets are crucml in locahsed stud1es to estabhsh them nationally or
internationally in significance. Finally, the type of amemt1es available to res1dent1al and
industrial areas, such as transport, electncity, deep sewerage. sh('lppmg centres.
professional services and public buildings, provide the necessary soc1al mfrastructures
to facilitate the everyday needs of communities (Sabins, 1987)

Once patterns of urban and mdustrial settlement have become cstabhshed. there are
ways in which landscape and seagrass distributions may be mapped_ Th1s can take place
from aircraft, spacecraft and balloons. The collected data may take the form of
photographs or digital readouts, but whatever the results, some mterpretauon 1s
necessary in all types of aerial photographs if comparisons are to be made (Philhps and
McRoy, 1990). The following are some of the specific issues and features of
interpreting aerial photographs for their landuse and seagrass patterns m this study

2.6.1 ACCURACY

Judgements are routinely made about the data quality, therefore knowing the quality is
critical in its applications. When spatial analyses are manually done using overlays,
boundaries slightly overlap. An overlay may not be precisely registered but, with these
manual adjustments it can be shifted so the area can be registered closely enough
(Aronoff, 1989; Kirkman, 1997).
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Geography and GIS particularly depend on the concept of JocatJOn, workmg w1th
location tmplics that space be organised and mdexed (Kennedy, 1996) An mfOnnal
assessment of data quality and allowance for maccuractcs break down when an
automaled GIS

IS

used. lmphcit assumptwns about data quality arc made explicit so

that they arc addressed. In a computer-based GIS, roads etther meet or do not. the
computer

IS

programmed to treat lines endmg I mm short of a road as connected 1 o

mamtatn accuracy, tnt5alignment caused by positional error
1ssues when usmg GIS data (Robmson el a/. 1995.

The likelihood that the mformat1on provided

IS

accuracy. The first and more fam!11ar aspect,

IS

one of several qual tty

Sabtn~. 1987)

correct, focuses on two components of
IS

that

It

predicts the proportion of

information expected to be correct or the magnitude of error The second, and often
ignored aspect of accuracy,

IS

that it rnvolvcs a probability wh1ch must be taken rnto

account (Aronoff, 1991; Sabins, 1987)

2.6.2 SCALE

No other single feature of an aerial photograph or map

IS

so important as the scale. A

scale controls the area available for the representation of detail, and affects its des1gn
and appearance. Even more important, the scale expresses the relationship between the
size and shape of objects in relation to an air photograph or map, enabling distances

to

be calculated on the ground (Dickinson, 1979; Sabins, 1987).

A common Australian aerial photograph scale is I :20 000, which means that I umt on a
map or photograph equals 20 000 units on the ground. Sensing systems on high-altitude
aircraft and satellites acquire photographs of excellent quality at much smaller scales.
The optimum scale is determined by how images are to be interpreted. With the advent
of satellite imagery, researchers have available to them a vast array of information that
can be acquired from very small scale images. In this study, scales range from I: I0 560
23
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in 1948 to 1: 15 480

1n

1965 and 1:20 000 an 1999 (Sabins, 1987: Robinson

111

ul., 1995~

Department of Land Administration. 1999)

2.6.3 BRIGHTNESS AND TONE

Remote sensing systems detect the intensity of electromagnetic radiation that an object
reflects, emits, or scatters. Variations in the intensity of rad1ation from terrain are
commonly displayed as variations in brightness and tone on images. The brightness and
tone of objects becomes directly proportional to the intensity of radiation that is
detected from that object (Aronoff, I991: Monmomer, 1996 ).

Brightness and tone 1s the response produced in the eye by ltght and

IS

subJective,

therefore only determmed approximately (Sabins, 1987). Interpreters rarely make
quantitative measurements of brightness variations on an 1mage. vanattons

tn

brightness

are best calibrated \o\<ith the aid of a grey scale (Figure 2.2). I he bnghtness and tone of
obJects can enhance or destroy the interpretation process because each disungUJshable
shade from black to white becomes separate. In this study as in practice, areas on an
image are characterised as being light, intermediate or dark in tone usi ng a mental
concept of a grey scale (Coggins and Hefford, 1977; Robinson eta/., 1995).

Figure - 2.2 Grey scale (Sabins, 1987, p. 7).
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2.6.4 OCEAN

An ocean, because of Its light absorbmg propcrt1cs may appear very dark, nearly black

on a1r photographs. In the same way, moist or

mar~hy

ground appears darker than dry

areas. However, even on the same photograph consJderablc vanat1on may occur Muddy

or silty water g1ves a rather lighter tone, npple or wave markmgs g1ve a different texture
to the surface In particular cJrcumstanccs. the water may reflect the sun directly mto

the camera g1vmg very bnght patches, ev1dent m some aenal photographs m this study
(Monmonier, 1987)

Shallow water is often mconsp1cuous bemg penetrated by ltght and allowmg bottom
details, such as channels, sandbanks and seagrasses to show through This research was
based on seagrass meadows sufficiently showmg through to be analysed Th1s also
becomes a property of considerable use to researchers and Government authonues
(Robinson. Sale and Morrison, 1978: Dickinson 1969)

Few features are more clearly defined than the line of contact between land and sea, the
shape of coastlines are almost always detectable. such as Cockburn Sound. Although
warping of the Earth's crust ultimately imposes a limit upon the extent of submerged
shorelir.es which are established (Dickinson. 1969).

2.6.5 COMMUNICATIONS

A conspicuous light tone such as a road, indicates only the nature of its surface not its
importance. Very often, prominent white roads have only bare soil or loose gravel
surfaces, whereas because of metalling. oil drip and tyre marks, main roads appear
darker. Even the same road tone may vary abruptly due to surfacing. and the class of
road has to be inferred from other evidence, such as cut-off comers, traffic densities,
well-defined kerbs and so on. At the other end of the communications range. footpaths
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and tracks are normally recorded in amazing detail. This is largely because the flattened
earth or vegetation produced by the passing of even one vehicle or person usually forms
a distinct and rather reflective surface than its undisturbed surroundings. Many of these
features are very evident in the aerial photographs of Cockburn Sound (Dury, 1960;
Dickinson, 1970).

Although railways are much less conspicuous on air photographs, the number of tracks
may be impossible to distinguish, their distinctive form and associated features
(cuttings, tunnels, under and over bridges, smooth curves, stations) render them
unmistakable as with harbours and airports (Robinson et al., 1995; Monmonier, 1996).

2.6.6 BUILT-UP AREAS

While buildings of different ages and types can often be differentiated, large factory
sites and more modem industrial areas are not easily distinguishable. Distinctions
between housing, shopping and business areas are usually not possible. In the same
way, sizeable industrial buildings are usually distinctive as a class but rarely allow
specific identification. Information about the uses of buildings was mainly inferred
from past literature so that they were correctly identified (Monmonier, 1995; Sabins,
1987).

Housing and commercial areas form characteristic urban features which possess varying
degrees of distinctiveness. For example, cemeteries are often recognisable from their
combination of minuscule texture, formal layout and typical border of trees. Modem
schools are distinguished by their size and adjacent playing field, but older schools by
their hard-surfaced playgrounds. Even so, in most urban areas there remains much that
is obscure and umecognisable, this is where a good large scale map often proves
superior as a source of information (Robinson et al., 1995; Sabins, 1987).
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2.7

COPYRIGHT AND ETHICAL CONSIIlERATIONS

In order to ensure that the copynght laws of Western Austraha were not v1olated, the

use of photographs acquired lrom DOLA, stnctly followed established copynght
guidelines. The DOLA logo appears on the face or base of each map or photo The
publication date of the original photo is clearly printed on the face or base of the map or
photo under the DOLA logo. The scale 1s included and cannot be altered or overpnnted
with additional infonnation (exceptions are specified). Finally, in no way are any of the
interpretations or assumptions made from the material directly liable to DOLA, the user

takes full responsibility for all implicatiOns (Department of Land Administration, 1999)

In order to ensurt

the confidentiality of all persons mfonnally interviewed,

identification by name or employer has been reserved. These procedures were m

accordance with the approval g1ven by the Committee for the Conduct of Ethical
Research at Edith Cowan University.

2.8

LIMITATIONS

In making comparisons between seagrass areas based on the interpretation of aerial
photographs, it was necessary to make a number of assumptions and qualitative
judgements which inject an element of subjectivity into the procedure (Kirkman, 1997).

Where the seagrass of an area is comprised of a single species, or two or three, it is
possible to imply with some degree of confidence that intennediate phototones
represented variations in seagrass cover or density (Phillips and McRoy, !990;
Kirkman, 1997). However, where a larger number of species occur within a variable

assemblage structure, changes in phototone are due to changes in species composition
rather than cover or density (Cockburn Cement Limited, 1995).
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Water and atmosphcnc penetration arc other sources of variation. The former bcmg
caused by algal blooms, suspended partJculate rnatenals due to turbulence from nvcr or
waste discharges. The latter being caused by smoke, water vapour, dust and a1r
pollution which sometimes results m reduced defmition_ Both of the above 1m pacts arc
usually not evident when the photograph is taken (Cockburn Cement Limited, 1995).

Studies of changes m seagrass distribution based on the analysis of aerial photographs
can also sutl'er from a number of problems, these include. incomplete coverage of the
study area, because the original photography was commissioned for other purposes, an
absence of significant seafloor detail can also be due to poor water penetration and
surface reflection (sun flare) !Cockburn Cement L1mited, 1995, K1rkman, 1997).

Furthermore, photograph quality 1s critical in the mterpretation process. Poor
atmospheric conditions can persist for many weeks m Perth, especially during summer
months when frequent inland bushfires cause smoke haze. Conversely, temperature
inversions occasionally occur during still winter mornings, addmg more factors which
are difficult to interpret.

Time constraints restricted this study to a site temporal variation of Po.Hdoma
seagrasses within James Point. The size and scope of Cockburn Sound as a whole, was
far too large for the complete Posidonia seagrass photograph analysis. A specially
commissioned study group is approaching the complete analysis of seagrass
distributions within Cockburn Sound. Rather than analysing congruently, James Point
made the study unique and manageable within the time limits.

Even when adequate lead time is available, it is unlikely to expect that high quality
photographic coverage can be obtained more frequently than every second year or
beyond. Therefore, a broader five year interval rate provided greater flexibility, rather
than a more rigid and narrowly spaced time frame (Cockburn Cement Limited, !995;
Kirkman, 1997),

:',-·
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Industrialisation of the Coo gee area, located on the shoreline adjacent to Success Bank
and Owen Anchorage, occurred earlier than that in Cockburn Sound. In particular, the
development of meat processing industries at Robb's Jetty Abattoir (Cockburn Cement
Limited, 1995). Many of these processing industries were discharging significant
amounts of organic waste into the sea before aerial photography became available and
the distribution'of seagrasses mapped (Cockburn Cement Limited, 1995; Berson, 1978).
Consequently, there is no way of determining the influence of these discharges on the
original distribution of seagrasses.

Other early changes were the dredging of the Fremantle Port Authority shipping
channel, shoreline modifications affecting the distribution of sediments and more
recently, dredging of the banks for shellsand by Cockburn Cement Limited (Southern
Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study, 1996). In addition, loss of seagrasses due to
dredging, changes in seagrass cover due to pollution, reclamation for manna
construction, dredging of navigation channels and natural impacts, such as inundation
by mobile sands and colonisation of previously bare areas add to the limitations of this
study (Berson, 1978; Environmental Protection Authority, 1998).
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CHAPTER 3: THE COCKBURN SOUND ENVIRONMENT

3.1

COCKBURN SOliND

The geomorphology of the Cockburn Sound environment adequately JUStifies the

planning decisions which favoured Cockburn Sound as an appropriate geo&TJ"aphlcal
environment to adequately establish a heavy industrial area. These landuse rezonmgs
lead to the establishment of the Kwinana Industrial Area and as a result, s1gmficantly
impacted upon the surrounding marine and terrestrial environments of the Cockburn
Sound ecosystem.

3.1.1 LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION

Cockburn Sound is a semi-enclosed basin situated on the southwest coast of Western
Australia, between Latitudes 32° 08' S - 32° 16' S and Longitudes 115° 40' E 115° 47' E, next to southern metropolitan Perth. The Sound extends from 10 km to 26
km south of the Swan-Canning estuary mouth at Fremantle (Figure 3.1) (Environmental

Protection Authority, 1998). Cockburn Sound occurs in a region of biogeographical

overlap, between the warm temperate southern Australian marine biota found from
Cape Leeuwin to South Australia, and the tropical marine biota of the region northeast
of Northwest Cape, and continuos with the Indo-West Pacific region (Playford, 1976;
Environmental Protection Authority, 1998; Monk and Murray, 1990).

In the region between Cape Leeuwin and Northwest Cape, both tempemte and tropical
species are found, but the species diversity is far less than the two main biogeographic
regions. Cockburn Sound is at the southern end of the overlap region and therefore
temperate species predominate. The Sound stretches from Woodman Point (25 km
south of Perth) to Mangles Bay (27 km north Mandurah) and west to Garden Island
.· (C~ckbum Cement Limited, 1995).
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Figure 3.1- Detailed locality map of Cockburn Sound and adjacent areas
(Environmental Protection Authority, 1998, p. 2).
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Cockburn Sound has a relatively large, deep basm (approximately 14 km long, 5 km

wide and ranges from 9- 22 m m depth) surrounded by shallower marg,.,c; The eastern
margin is generally less then I 0 m deep and up to 4 m wide. A much narrower western

margin borders the coasts of Pen gum, Green and Garden Islands. The I 0 km w1de

northern opening is generally restricted to a depth of about 5 m due to the overuse of a
transverse sand bank. A 15 m deep shipping access channel has been d:-edged across the
Southern Flats to create a relatively shallow southern entrance, between Garden Island
and the mainland (Environmental Protection Authority, 1998; Cockburn Cement
Limited, 1995; LeProvost, Dames and Moore, 1996 ).

There are three major habitats in Cockburn Sound: the sandy shoreline, the seagrass
meadows and the central basin (Environmental Protection Authority, 1998). It was
reported in Walker and McComb ( 1992) that the surface area of Cockburn Sound

IS

about 10 050 1•!'I. Erosion and accretion associated with changes of sea level during the
last 10 000 years have together resulted in a land link between ridges at Rockingham to
the south, and shallow submerged sills, Parmelia and

~uccess

Banks to the north. A

shelf about 3 km wide was cut into the Spearwood Ridge by wave action and is
submerged to a depth of 6 to 8 m. Within the Sound, dredged channels lead to ports at
Rockingham and Fremantle, and to the coastal industrial strip around Kwinana
(Department of Conservation and Environment, 1989; Walker and McComb, 1992).

Most of the Sound is lined by relatively narrow sandy beaches, such as at Kwinana and
Rockingham. With industrial development (heavy industries) lining the shoreline, sand
dunes have been levelled along parts of the coastline, though the foredune has been left
intact in a few localities (Environmental Protection Authority, 1998). In certain areas,
overuse of the dunes by the public (e.g. trampling), has resulted in accelerated wind
erosion (Department of Conservation and Environment, 1989).

Along the eastern foreshore, limestone cliffs occur at James Rocks (Owen Anchorage)
and along 3 km of the coast nonhwards from the vicinity ofMt Brown. There are cl1n's
at Cape Peron, and to the west, occasional headlands along Garden and Camac Islands,
groynes have changed the beach lme in some localities, notably Woodman Pomt
(Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study, 1996).

In Cockburn Sound, land and marine sediments were discussed by Playford ( 1976 ), and

described as being relatively rich in calcium carbonate. Strata profiles have shown h1gh
levels in the dunes, lower levels in the wave zone, and high levels in the deep central
basin of the Sound. The sediments of Parmeha and Success Banks are generally very
high in carbonate material and low in siliceous fragments (Playford, 1976; Australian
Conservation Foundation, 1989).

3.1.2 SOILS AND LANDFORMS

The Cockburn Sound area is comprised of Quaternary sediment deposits, with the
major geomorphological feature being the belt of Quaternary coastal dune systems
overlying a deeper layer of Tamala limestone. Churchward and McArthur (1980)
classified the area as having aeolian (wind-driven) Cottesloe deposits, comprising a low
hilly landscape with shallow brown sands over limestone (Figure 3.2) (Playford, 1976;
Churchward and McArthur, I 980).

The marginal areas ofthe Sound consist of sandy beaches and calcareous sand dunes of
recent origin, with some rocky cliffs of aeolianite limestone. Fossil pollen and
radiocarbon studies indicate that some 5000 years B.C., the sea level was 9.15 m lower
than at present, linking Point Peron, Carnac and Garden Islands. These islands were
formed by the eustatic rise of the sea and contain relicts of Pleistocene faunal
assemblages (Department of Conservation and Environment, I 980b; Playford, I 976).
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A CROSS-SECTION FROM ROCKINGHAM JETTY TO THE BOLLARD
BULLRUSH SWAMP

lntermittant Lake
Mandurah Road

0
m

100 000

Vertical Exaggeration= 20 m
Rockingham Jetty: 32°15'S, 115o45'E
Bollard Bullrush Swamp: 32°15'S, 115°51 'E
Distance: 10 Km (West to East)
Scale: 1 : 100 000

Figure 3.2 - A cross-section from Rockingham Jetty to the Bollard Bullrush Swamp
showing a 2-dimensional picture of the changing landscape of the Cockburn Sound area
(2000).
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No significant freshwater streams flow mto Cockburn Sound. drainage bemg largely
sub-surface (Environment Australia, J997a). Dunng winter, floodmg of the Swan R1ver
estuary results in muddy water outflows from Fremantle Harbour. These outflows
extend southward towards Cockburn Sound, very little sediment actually reaches the
Sound (Kirkman, 1997; Playford, 1976 ).

One of the most significant landform features of the area is the Coogee wetland system
Churchward and McArthur ( 1980) described these cham of wetlands as a senes of

saline lakes and sumplands composed of carbonate mud overlymg limestone_ The
wetlands are generally surrounded by undulatmg dune systems denved from Tamala
limestone by aeolian processes. Mt Brown is a major example of such a dune formation
that has been stabilised by vegetation cover and has significant local landscape value
(Churchward and McArthur, 1980; Playford, 1976 ).

The geomorphology of the region is documented by Playford ( 1976) as being dommated

by a series of ancient dune systems, their positions reflecting migrations of the shoreline
in response to a falling trend in global sea levels during the last 300 000 years (Searle
and Semeniuk, 1985). Sections of the coast are dominated by coastal limestone

platfonns which terminate in a series of low, vegetateJ cliffs on the western margin of
the mainland. This outcropping of Tamala limestone as a coastal cliff fonnation is of

significance, as it is one of a small number of locations in the Perth metropolitan area
where such landfonns still remain. Examples of this type of coastal limestone cliff
platfonn in the metropolitan area can be found on the beaches between Trigg and
Sorrento, and Burns Beach to Mindarie Keys (Playford, 1976; Churchward and
McArthur, 1980).

This limestone cliff fonnation is not unique in the Perth area, but is still of significant
interest and landscape value. A similar vegetated coastal cliff is currently held within

',_ '·

....-.
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the Bushplan 2 area south of Bums Beach in the metropolitan area. Th1s area was
highlighted by the System Six Study as bemg of special importance due to 1ts nonstJc
and landform value (Halpen, Glick and Maunscll, 19'J7, Environmental Protection
Authority, 1998).

ln an investigation into the functions of limestone ridges, Hal pen, Ghck and Maunsell
( 1994) concluded that the preservation of these ndges

JS

not practical m the context of

providing appropriate freehold lots and transport lmks wJthm the Heavy Industry
Precinct. Progressive development of the Henderson Industrial Estate has left the ndge
top (within Beeliar Regional Park) and its remnant vegetation m Isolation. They also
concluded that the removal of this vegetation would have an Impact on landscape
aesthetics and an effect on any sheltering function that the existing landform performs
(Churchward and McArthur, 1980; Halpen, Glick and Maunsell, 1997)

3.1.3 FLORA

The flora of the area is dominated by the Proteaceae, Myrtaceae, Proaceae and
Papilionaceae families, in addition to a stgnificant contribution of introduced flora
(Figure 3.3). The recorded flora of the area represents approximately 22% of the total
number of taxa found within the boundaries of the Beeliar Regional Park (Keighery,
1996). Beard (1979) as part of his series of vegetation surveys of Western Australia,
mapped vegetation units in the area, describing them as Tuart Woodland, Coastal Heath
and Thicket Heddle, et a/., (1980) mapped one vegetation complex being determined
as a Cottesloe Complex Area. This complex is a mosaic of woodlands of Tuart and
Open Forest/Woodland of Tuart-Jarrah, with closed Heath Tamala limestone outcrops
(Table 3.1) (Halpen, Glick and Maunsel\, !997).

2 BuSbplan: Is a major State Government intiative that recommends for the protection of 285 regionally
·"signifiCant bushland areas covering 52 000 ha on the Swan Coastal Plain of the Perth metropolitan area.
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Figure 3.3- Major vegetation associations within the Cockburn Sound area (Halpen,

Glick and Maunsell , 1997, p. 26).
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The dominant vegetation association surrounding the Brownman Swamps and the Lake
Mt Brown sumplands,

IS

Swamp Paperbark of Low Closed Forest/Woodland;

percentage cover of Swamp Paperbark varies from

10 - 70 %, within the Cockburn

Sound area (Halpen, Glick and Maunsell, 1997).

The understorey of the area is almost entirely comprised of sedges and rushes although
scattered Acacia occasionally occurs, Couch b'fass, Agropyron repens,

the most

1S

commonly recorded introduced species in the area. Melaleuca fucaiyptw· Woodland is
the most common in the northeast comer of Mt Brown, in an area of sump! and fringing
the Jake and on the southern fringes of the Brownman Swamps. Densities of l:"ucalyptus
trees diminish nearer to open water, while densities of Melaleuca trees mcrease toward
the coast as they are more salt tolerant (Keighery, 1996).

Table 3.1- An example of vegetation associations within Cockburn Sound, conditions
range from I (Highly Disturbed) to 5 (Pristine) (Halpen, Glick and Maunsell, 1997,

p. 53)
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A search of CALM's database of declared Rare and Pnonty Flora known from the
locality, determined that the closest known population was Hackctts's llopbush,
/Jodonaea hackcllwna, which occurs at Woodman Point. This species is well protected

at several other locations within the Beeliar Regional Park (Keighery, 1996). However,
two species of flora found on limestone hills surrounding Lake Mt Brown are

Hem1gema barhata and Tersoma cythojlora which are recogmsed by the Australian

Heritage Commission as being ·uncommon' (Australian Heritage Commission, 1997)_

A number of other flora species of interest are present in the area. These mclude a

number of fonns of more common coastal species that are endem1c to the coastal

limestone ridges of the Swan Coastal Plain (Keighery, 1996) Such plants mclude
Rhagodia haccata, Nemcw retlculata, Cirevr/lea oltvacea, Petroplu/e serrurtae,
Hibbertta spiccata, Ptmelea calcicola and the only mainland record of Laverfera

plebe ~a (a species associated with offshore islands) (Keighery, 1996 ).

Many introduced plant species have been recorded in the area by Halpen, Glick and
Maunsell ( 1997), they include three species declared as noxious weeds, these being

Caltrop Narrowleaf Cotton Bush, Tribulus terrestrts, and Noongoora Burr, Xanthium
occidentale. Several non-native ornamental tree species are also recorded from the

largely cleared area to the west of Lake Coogee. These generally appear to be remnants
of abandoned market gardens, dwellings and orchards. Coastal Teatree, which is

prominent in distwbed sections of the area, is regarded as an introduced species
because it is not native to Western Australia, and rapidly colonises disturbed areas
(Halpen, Glick and Maunsell, 1997; Churchward and McArthur, 1980).

The main disturbances of the area are from tracks caused by trailbikes, edge effects
surrounding access tracks, and the proximity of the Cape Peron outfall easement. A
considerable amount of rubbish dumping (rusting car parts, bottles, wrappers etc.) is
. also evident, along with damaging rabbit activity (warrens) and four-wheel drive tracks,
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which all have detrimental e!Tects on the vegetation of this already disturbed area
(Halpcn, Glick and Maunsell, 1997: Keighery, 1996),

3.1.4 FAUNA

The wetlands and Jarrah-Banksia woodland habitats arc the most species rich habitats,

and offer bird species the greatest structural diversity and foraging resources. Many
migratory birds utilise the area, and are protected by international treaties such as
.IAMBAJ and CAMBA 4 . Lake Mt Brown

IS

regarded as a significant seasonal resource

for migratory and resident wader species. Lake Coogee is used by a smaller diversity of
species that can tolerate the lake·s higher levels of salinity and eutrophication
(Department of Conservation and Environment, 1986: Keighery, 1996).

The mammal fauna of the area

IS

dominated by introduced species, with the only

abundant native mammal being the Southern Brown Bandicoot, !soodon ohesulus,
which is a rare and endangered species of Western Australia. The population in and
around Brownman Swamps and Lake Mt Brown seem to be of high density and good
condition relative to others recorded within the metropolitan area (Halpen, Glick and
Maunsell, 1997; Keighery, 1996)

There is an abundant species of reptiles which occur in the sandplain habitat of the
Jarrah/Banksia Woodland associations. Common species include the Oblong Tortoise,

Chelodina ohlonga, Fence Skink, Cryptoh/epharus p/agiocephalus, Grey Skink,
Menelia greyli, and Bobtail, Tiqua rugosa, they fair better in and around parts of the
Beeliar Regional Park, with the northern lake supporting many species along with
Kogolup Lake. In addition to the wetland habitats, more saline areas especially the
eastern wetland chains within the park, provide unsuitable conditions for species that

3 JAMBA: Is the Japanese migratory bird agreement.
-~.CAMBA: Is the Chinese migratory bird agreement.

,
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contribute to the higher diversity of other locations. This higher salinity also accounts
for the absence of frog species from the many wetlands of the area (Hal pen, Glick and
Maunsell, 1997; Churchward and McArthur, 1980).

With the exception of the Southern Brown Bandicoot, introduced species comprise the
majority of the fauna in this area (Table 3.2). The European Black Rat,

/lallus ral/us,

and the House Mouse, A4us musculus, are widespread, being most abundant in habitats
fringing the wetland areas. Rabbits are abundant in almost all parts of the area and have
caused degradation to vegetation, soils and landforms, m addition to placing
competition pressure on native mammal species. Evidence of feral cat and fox activity
is also recorded, which in combination with the habitat degradation, are probable causal
factors in the poor representation of other native species. These introduced species are
best able to infiltrate degraded, fragmented habitats and are most effective in placing
predation pressure on native species of the area (Halpen, Glick and Maunsell, 1997;
Searle and Semeniuk, 1985).

Table 3.2 -Mammal species recorded by Hal pen, Glick and Maunsell ( 1994) within
selected sites along Cockburn Sound (Hal pen, Glick and Maunsell, 1997, p. 57).
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lsoodon obesulus
Southern BQ?_~ B(!!l_qjcoot ___
Macroous fulie~nosus __Western Grey Kangaroo_ _
Rattusrattus
_
EuroQeanf!Jac_k_B.~_t_ _ __·
Mus mascu!us _____ ____ tl.9_l.l.$...t;:_M_Q~~~ _
Felis catus
Cat
1
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3.1.5 WETLANDS

. There are three significant wetlands in the area, all of which are contained within both

·''

·._ Beeliar Regional Park and Bushplan areas. The wetlands all belong to the Coogee
--'_. '

--:-.

-
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wetland consangumeous system, and represent saline formations m ancient dune
depressions (Searle and Semeniuk, 1985; Playford, 1976).

Lake Coogee covers approximately 60 ha and is a shallow, highly saline lake. I 1s
highly eutrophic and its poor water quality is the result of extreme clearing of
vegetation, and a history of nutrient inputs fonn nearby market gardens. The lake Js
fringed by a woodland of Saltwater Paperbark, Melaleuca cli/Iculans, and occasional

stands of Tuart in the western margins. Much of the vegetation is heavily degraded by
exotic flora including species well known for invading wetland habitats, such as:
Pampas Grass, Cortaderia sel/oana, Fennel, Foenic:ulum vulgare, and the Castor oil
plant, Ricinus commums. The lake is used as a habitat resource by a diversity of
seabirds and other waterbirds including Grebes and several duck species. Lake Coogee
is covered by the Environmental Protection Policy (EPP) relatmg to wetlands on the
Swan Coastal Plain. Under this policy it is an offence to impact either directly or
indirectly on an EPP wetland. Evaluation of Lake Coogee according to the EPA,

indicates that the lake is a category R (Resource Enhancement) wetland (Environmental
Protection Authority, 1998; Cockburn Cement Limited, 1995).

The Brownman Swamps are large, seasonal swamps that support a dense and largely
intact Swamp Paperbark Woodland, surrounded by Tuart Forest The habitats in and
arour.d Brownman Swamps are found to support a dense population of Southern Brown
Bandicoot and are also likely to provide an important habitat refuge for the animals.
The wetland area is regarded as being of high conservation value by the Australian
Heritage Commission (1997) who refer to it as the most important in the western chain.
Evaluation of the Brownman Swamps, according to the EPA indicates that the wetland
is a category H (High Conservation) wetland as it provides habitat tor rare fauna. On the
basis of all these factors, the swamps can be regarded as being regionally significant to
the Cockburn Sound area (Environmental Protection Authority, 1998; Churchward and
'·'.'·:,' ...
.·\::·. ·...< .
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McArthur, 1980).

'· -'.:..

Lake Mt Brown is situated to the north-east of Mt Brown, and to the north of the
proposed realignment of Cockburn Road. It is a small saline wetland that holds water
for most of the year, but usually dries out by late summer. The wetland is fringed by
Paperbark!Sedge Woodland surrounded by Tuart Woodland, and is reputed to be the
site of the earliest European settlement in Western Australia. The limestone slopes
surrounding the wetland support two flora species and a population of the Southern
Brown Bandicoot, and are also of significant value to waterbirds. Records for the
wetland include the White Headed Stilt, Himantopus leucocephalus, White Faced
Heron, Notophoy.\ novae-/wllandiae, and Greenshank, Tnnga rehulana. Migratory

wader species that are protected under international agreements also periodically use
the area. Lake Mt Brown is protected by the Swan Coastal Plain Lakes EPP, and
evaluation according to the EPA indicates that it is a Category H (High Conservation)
wetland as it provides habitat for rare fauna (Environmental Protection Authority, 1998~
Keighery, 1996 ).

3.1.6 RESERVES AND REGIONAL PARKS

Cockburn Sound is not fully covered by an existing or proposed conservation
reservation (Figure 3.4). The areas closest to the Sound that are covered by Bushplan
Recommendations are Woodman Point and Carnac Island. The closest marine reserves
and parks occur at Rottnest Island, Shoalwater Islands Marine Park and Marmion
Marine Park (Environmental Protection Authority, 1998). The Marine Parks and
Reserves Working Group recommended that the existing Shoalwater Islands Marine
Park would be enhanced by extending its boundaries to include the area west of Garden
and Camac Islands out to Five Fathom Bank (CALM, 1994; Cockburn Cement Limited,
1995).
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Landuse boundaries ari sing
from the proposed developments

Much of the Cockburn Sound foreshore is designated as reserved land vested either in
local authorities, such as the Fremantle City Council, Towns of Cockburn and Kwinana,
Shire of Rockingham, or Government bodies. The total length of the mainland
foreshore 1s about 25 km (Ryan and Styles, 1992; Hal pen, Glick and Maunsell, 1997)

3,1.7 FISH STOCKS

The marine environment off the metropolitan area has been dramatically altered since
the first Europeans settled in Western Australia. An indication of the extent of some of
these changes can be gained from Captain Stirling's diary account of his crew's fishing
trips to Cockburn Sound in 1829:

"The sh1p 's company caught an immense numher of fish called Snappers,
couple large fellows weighing ten and twelve pound\·, 1 daresay two

hundred on board." (Dane, 1994, p. 4).

Reports such as this are a far cry from today, where in the same area such catches of
Snapper are unheard of (Dane, 1994; Water Authority of Western Australia, 1995).
Similarly, anecdotal infonnation about fish catches in the northern metropolitan area
and at Rottnest Island has shown that popular reef fish, such as Dhufish, Glaucosomo

hebraicum, Baldchin, Choerodon rubescens, and Blue Groper, Choerodon albigena,
which were common in 1950's, are rarely caught from the more accessible reefs today
(Fisheries, 1997).

Bait fish (for the rock lobster industry and fishermen) are the main target species, and to
a far lesser extent fresh table fish for the Perth market (fresh table fish usually come
from regions further offshore). Professional fishermen take significant catches of fish,
such as: Snapper, Chrysophrys auratus, and School Shark, Galeorhinus galeus, Gummy
Shark, Muste/us antarcticus, and Carpet Sharks, Orecto/obus ornatus, in Cockburn
. _;,
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Sound using a variety of set and trawl nets and hand line methods. Until recently,
professional fishennan have been reluctant to discuss the location of their catches
within Cockburn Sound, fearing competition by amateur fishermen. Today though,
infonnation is more freely given about fish catches and their locations throughout the
Sound (Environmental Protection Authority, 1976; Fisheries, 1997).

Research programmes have shown that substantial catches of the Western Sand
Whiting, Si/lago maculata, occur regularly over winters in Cockburn Sound from sand
veneered limestone pavement near Woodman Point where it occasionally fonns
schools. The Snapper, occurs as both adults and juveniles within the Sound.
Occasionally, substantlal catches are regularly taken by professional and amateur
fishennen from the deeper unvegetated areas. The Samson Fish (Kingfish), ._)'enola
hippos, also occurs in Cockbuon Sound mainly in the juvenile stage of its life cycle,

making the Sound an important nursery area for the species. The Western King Prawn,
Penaeus laticulcatus, occurs as a resident population in the Sound. Sampling by the

Fisheries Department ( 1997) of juvenile prawns in the shallow nearshore areas indicates
that their abundance has increased. It appears that the juvenile prawn in seeking shallow
areas for the early part of their life cycle, tend to favour shallow sand preferably with
detritus mixed in the substrate (Fisheries, 1997; Dane, 1994).

The Mulloway, Sciaena antarctica, occurs in substantial numbers at the adult stage of
its life cycle. Fish weighing between 7 to 32 kg are taken by professional fishermen by
trawling during winter. It appears the animal lives in Cockburn Sound during the
winters, and returns to the nearby Swan River to spawn and continue its life cycle
during the summer months. The Blue Manna Crab, Portunus pelagicus, occurs in the
Sound throughout the year. The results of trawl sampling suggests that the crab
population has remained fairly stable in the deeper waters of Cockburn Sound,
sampling shows that more animals are taken during winter months. Conversations with
professional fishermen indicate that the Sound provides a large number of the
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commercial Blue Manna Crabs which are marketed in Perth (A Giorgio, personal
communication, 2000; L. Brandle, personal c:ommumcatum, 2000), there has been a

substantial increase in the number of amateur fishermen taking Blue Manna Crabs by
drop-nets,

tangle-nets and skin diving throughout

the Sound !Dane,

I994,

Environmental Protection Authority, I 976 ).

Aquaculture is an important industry in Cockburn Sound, it consists mainly of Mussel,

Mylilus edu/is, fanning in northern areas within a lease area of about I km 2, and within

a smaller area to the south-east at Wambro Sound. Mussel spat are also collected from
near the Co-operative Bulk Handling Jetty in south-eastern Cockburn Sound. Therefore,

the Sound is perhaps the most productive area for the recruitment of the Mussel m
Australia. This edible Mussel readily colonises solid substrates in the surface waters
throughout the Sound. However, the animal is so overproductive that it tends to crov.n,
preventing desirable growth rates in individuals subsequent to recruitment. The Mussel
is undoubtedly an important food source for other animals within the Sound, and is the
prized subject of commercial Mussel fanning (Fisheries, 1997; Environmental
Protection Authority, 1976).

Fish (such as whiting) utilise seagrass meadows according to Cockburn Cement Limited
(1995) as feeding grounds or shelter (particularly juveniles). Fish in seagrass meadows

can be classified as permanent, temporary (species whose juveniles use the meadows as
nurseries), or transient residents, with the majority of species in the first two categories.
The creation of additional areas of deeper, unvegetated habitats by dredging appears to
favour species of fish such as Snapper (Fisheries, I 997; Dane, I 994).

The Cockburn Sound area is used constantly by people who fish from jetties, groynes

and boats, mainly for popular fish such as Tailor, Pomatomus saltat or~ 1-lerring, Arrip1s
georginanus, and Yellowtail, Trachurus mccul/ochi. The Sound is also an area
important for bait fish, whitebait, mullies and pilchards taken in the order of 300 tonnes
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per year, crucial to the fishing industry (Environmental Protection Authority, 1976,
Fisheries, 1997).

It can be concluded that recent information regarding fish stocks, show that Cockburn

Sound is a si&rnificant area in tcm1s of both professional and recreational fishing, and
that these aspects of the Sound's use are important in any future management of the
area (Dane, 1994, Fisheries, 1997).

3.1.8 RECREATION

Cockburn Sound affords one of the few localities near Perth, where about 8 km of
white, sandy, protected beaches are available to those wishmg to avoid the open surf,
such as Scarborough or Trigg (Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study, 1996). The

Sound has a mainland shoreline extending 23 km from Point Peron to Woodman Point,
of which about 5 km of rocky coastline and 7 km of no longer accessible beach because
of industrial or Government use exists (Department of Conservation and Environment,
1989). The EPA (1998) reported that in the vicinity of Rockingham, where parking and
picnic areas have been developed and boat ramps installed, estimates of 300-1000
persons per 500 m of beach were recorded during the summer holidays of 199611997.

Family groups are the most numerous users of Rockingham (Plate 3.1) and Kwinana
beaches because of their relatively shallow, clean waters. The value attached to these

beaches being safe and sheltered, as well as equipped with picnic areas and amenities is
high. Half or full day, family swimming and picnic outings account for a high
proportion of beach use (Department of Conservation and Environment, 1989).
Cockburn Sound represents a favourite SCUBA diving area because of its safety for
beginners. Most beach users concentrate at the five main developed beaches: Coogee,
Kwinana, Palm, Rockingham, and South Beaches (Environmental Protection Authority,
1998).
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Plate 3.1- White sandy shoreline of Rockingham Beach (2000).

Fishing is the main activity from boats launched from the three main public ramps in
the Sound, and along the many jetties and groynes (Plate 3.2), and general pleasure
boating is second in unportance (Halpen, Glick and Maunsell, 1997). Accessible
beaches may seem adequate at present, but areas for recreation are likely to decrease
with a rise in population (Southern 1:-/.letropolitan Coastal Waters Study, 1996).

Recreational use of the area is centred largely around the Woodman Point Reserve
(Plate 3.3), and to a lesser extent Coogee Beach. Recreational use of these areas are
shore-oriented and includes: swimming, picnicking, sunbathing, beach and jetty fishing
and windsurfing, although yachting and boat fishing are also popular. Diving from boats
tends to focus more on reefs than seagrass meadows or bare sand habitats. Fishing tends
to be concentrated in areas where sand or deeper areas are adjacent to seagrass
meadows (Cockburn Cement Limited, 1995, Fisheries, 1997).
49

Plate 3.2 - Recreational fishing is popular amongst the many groynes and jetties of
Cockburn Sound (2000).

Commercial boat tours operate from Fremantle, but rely more on the scenic value of the
reefs and islands (particularly the sea lions of Camac Island) than the seagrass meadows
or bare sand. The aesthetic value of the area resides in the scenic value of the coastline
and islands, and the clarity of the water. Reefs are the favoured underwater habitat for
SCUBA and snorkel divers, thus very few people dive on seagrass meadows for their
aesthetic reasons (Cockburn Cement Limited, 1995; Dane, 1994).
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Plate 3.3- Woodman Point Recreation Reserve (2000).

3.2

FORESHORE MODIFICATIONS

During the period 1970 - 1973, a series of investigations into the beach morphology of
Cockburn Sound were conducted on behalf of the Australian Government. These
investigations monitored the seasonal change in shape and volume of selected beaches
withi n the Sound. The resul ts of these investigations showed that most beaches
maintained a seasonal equilibrium, some showed net erosion for the period, while
others accreted slightly during the three year investigation period (Cockburn Cement
Limited, 1995).

One of the investigations analysed aerial photographic records of the mainland
foreshore during the period 1954 to 1972. The results of this analysis suggested that
between 1954 and 1972 there had been a general accretion of the mainland foreshore
with one notable exception. This was at James Point, where the vegetated foredune was
estimated to have retrograded some 45 m during the 18 years (Cockburn Cement
Lim ited,

1995 ~

Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study, 1996).
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The number of natural environmental factors which have affected the shape of beaches
in Cockburn Sound are many. The duration and intensity of wind m a given directiOn
and the attack of waves and swell entering the Sound have had an effect on the beaches
of the area. This wmd influences both the speed of longshore currents, and the he1ght of
waves acting on the beach. The width of beaches and obstructiOns to lateral sand
movements have impacted upon beach shorelines m the Sound (Environmental
Protection Authority, \976; Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study, \996)

Most of these parameters have a distinct directiOnal component, the way m wh1ch
individual beaches respond depend not only on the prevailing conditions, but also on
the beaches orientation. As beaches are oriented at 2700 around the Sound, stonns have
had a marked directional component in wind and wave forces, and have acted
selectively on particular areas throughout the Sound's shoreline (Environmental
Protection Authority, \976).

3.2.1 PRIOR TO INDUSTRIALISATION

There are virtually no published records of the condition of the Cockburn Sound
environment prior to the commencement of industrial development in 1956. Prior to
1956, mainland foreshores were in an unmodified wilderness condition and supported a
range of vegetation associations, remnants of which can be seen at isolated locations
around the Sound today (Environmental Protection Authority, 1976; Keighery, \996 ).

The beach dunes usually consisted of a fore and hind dune. The foredune being eroded
in severe winters and re-establish\:d in

mild~r

years. The foredune was typified by

plants such as: Roly poly, Sa/sola kali, Sea rocket, Cakile manlima, Onionweed,

Asphode/u., fistulosus, and Tangle daisy, Helichrysun cordatum. The swa\e and hind
dune was characterised by many of the above plants, this beach dune association
continued around the mainland foreshore from Woodman Point to Point Peron. The

'
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only little remnant of this formation which remains today is around the James Point
area (Environmental Protection Authority, 1976; Hal pen, Glick and Maunsell, 1997 ).

Isolated groves of Rottnest Island Pine, ( 'alllfns pre1ss1, and Rottnest Island Ti Tree,

Akla/eucu /anceolafu, occurred at Alcoa, Woodman Point and Coogee. Old beach
ridges of the Rockingham Sand Plain were comprised of Wattle, Acacw rostel/ifCru.,
Tuart, Hucalypflls gornphocepha/a, and Blackboy, Xan1/wrrea pres1s.m (Environmental
Protection Authority, 1976; Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study, 1996).

The limestone outcrops south of Woodman Pomt (Mt Brown) had closed Coastal Heath
similar to that which still exists on similar terrain north of Mullaloo, it also had
additional small trees, such as Banksia and Black boy some of which remain today. The
vegetation of Garden Island showed a different pattern of distribution to that of the
mainland, and in many areas the characteristic beach dune associations did not occur on
foreshores facing Cockburn Sound. Forests of Callitris and /'vfelaleuca or thickets of
Acacia often extended right to the beach (Environmental Protection Authority, 1976,
Cockburn Cement Limited, 1995).

The sandy beaches of Cockburn Suund were usually very clean for most of the year.
except during \Vinter when beaches along the Rockingham foreshore were covered with
dead seagrass leaves. This winter phenomenon no longer exists in Cockburn Sound, the
nearshore waters of the Sound were generally clear, particularly during summer. They
occasionally became turbid as a result of sediment mobilised by winter stonn action,
the Sound was virtually unaffected by outflows from the Swan River. The river flows
freshwater for only a portion of the winter, and intrusion of freshwater from the Swan
River to Cockburn Sound was a very infrequent phenomenon. Studies of sedimentation
in Cockburn Sound show that the recent muds of the basin were entirely marine in
origin (Environmental Protection Authority, 1976; Berson, !978; Southern Metropolitan
Coastal Waters Study, 1996).
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3.2.2 GARDEN ISLAND CAliSEWA Y

The most noticeable physical change to the Cockburn Sound hydrological regime has
been the construction of a 3.2 km Causeway between Palm Beach on the mainland, to
the southern headland ofCareemng Bay on Garden Island (Plate 34) The design of the

Causeway includes a 625 m High Level Bridge, spanning the northern third of the
Causeway. A 300 rn Trestle Bridge close to Palm Beach was added to assist the

circulation of water in the Mangles Bay area {Environmental Protection Authority,
!998)

Since its commencement, there have been two (1974 and !991) major hydrological
research programmes carried out for the Commonwealth Government's construction
agency to investigate the effects and operating characteristics of the Causeway. These
investigations have included field studies of water movement by profiling, float and dye
tracking, flow measurement and

compu~er

simulation. The more recent research has

used the understanding of circulation which has come form biological data, especially
important research into chlorophyll a distributions and eutrophication (Southern
Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study. !996).

One obviiJus effect of the Causeway is the dampening of wind, wave and swell action
coming through the southern entrance of the Sound. The EPA (1998) notes that this
would likely have a beneficial influence on the beaches to the east of the Causeway.
because the intensity of wave attack from the west is less severe than previously
experienced (Environmental Protection Authority. 1998).
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Plate 3.4- Garden Island Causeway (2000).

Another possible effect of the Causeway is that it may impede the movement of water
out of the Sound through the southern opening. Currents of 3 knots have been recorded
flowing westward beneath the Trestle Bridge during a northerly storm in winter. This
suggests that under these conditions, the Causeway acts as an obstruction and causes
water to bank up behind it. It is considered likely that a combination of wind set,
barometric tide and the restriction of a westerly flow during storm action from the
north, substantially raises the water level along the Rockingham foreshores, thereby
enabling waves higher up the beach than previously had occurred (Environmental
Protection Authority, 1998; Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study, 1996).

When winter storms produce strong winds from the north-west, records show high flow
rates of up to 3 knots westward through the Trestle Bridge compared to nonnal
velocities. Such an increase in flow indicates a marked change in the total energy of
water mass in the Sound. Under these conditions, it is possible that the rise in mean
water level is due to constraints imposed by shorelines and other physical barriers, such
a condition is referred to as a 'stonn set' (Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study,
1996).
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Finally, there is a noticeable large eddy or b'Yre m the Mangles Bay area, where
southward moving currents on the eastern shore encounter the barrier formed by the
Southern Flats. The EPA ( 1994) found that the shape of the deep basin at Mangles Bay,
suggests that th1s phenomenon existed before the construction of the Causeway wh1ch
was further supported by information from older residents, reducmg the flushing effect
in Cockburn Sound (Figure 3 5) (Environmental Protection Authonty, 1998). The mam
data on the Mangles Bay b'Yre comes from float tracking data from hydrological
research, dye and chlorophyll a trackmg as part of effiuent research by the EPA
(Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study, 1996).

As part of the Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study ( 1996 ), a three-dimensional
hydrodynamic model was used to examine the effects of the Causeway under several
conditions. This study concluded that exchange flows across the northern openmg may
have been underestimated by the previous two-dimensional technique, and suggests that
the most significant hydrodynamic changes due to the presence of the Causeway
occurred in the southern half of the Sound (Environmental Protection Authority, 1998).
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Figure 3.5 - The flushing effect of Cockburn Sound (Southern Metropolitan Coastal
Waters Study, 1996, p. 205).

3.3

WATER QUALITY

The Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study (1996) reported that the water quality
of Cockburn Sound was slightly better than during the late 1970's, when it was in its
poorest recorded state. The presence of a high biomass of epiphytes on the leaves of
seagrass, and a chronic high phytoplankton biomass were considered clear indications
of the eutrophic condition of the Sound. They also found that inorganic nitrogen is the
nutrient limiting algal growth in these waters, and that inputs of inorganic nitrogen need
to be significantly reduced if the water quality of the Sound is to improve (Bastyan and
Paling, 1995; Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study, 1996).
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They also reported that direct industrial discharges of nutrients to Cockburn Sound have
been significantly reduced in recent years. Furthermore, groundwater sources were
estimated to represent 70% of the total nitrogen input to the Sound. The groundwater
nutrient contribution is generally associated with two sections of the eastern coastline.
The main area is believed to enter from James Point, and high groundwater nutrient
concentrations from Jervoise Bay. High nutrient loads m this region have recently been
attributed by the DEP ( 1996) to industrial activity inland of Jervoise Bay (Department

of Environmental Protection, 1996). The overall nutrient loadmg to Cockburn Sound is
dominated by the internal release of nutrients from sediments (Cockburn Cement
Limited, 1995). Bastyan and Paling ( 1995) calculated that between 52% and 68% of the

total nutrient loading came via release from sediments.

3,3,1 HEAVY METALS

The EPA ( 1998) noted that the patterns of heavy metal distribution m the sediments of
Cockburn Sound have generally remained unchanged since the late 1970's. In Cockburn
Sound heavy metal concentrations were generally highest in the southern half, and

along the eastern margin next to the Kwinana Industrial Area. The distribution patterns
of most heavy metals in the sediments of Cockburn Sound were similar, suggesting a
common source or sources for many of these metals. Currently, the major industrial
sources of heavy metals to these waters are CSBP and Fanners Limited and to a lesser
extent, BP Refinery Limited and TiWest Joint Venture. The relatively high

concentrations of copper, nickel, lead, zinc and mercury in sediments in the north-east
of Cockburn Sound suggests that this area is a source of heavy metals to these waters.
Residual contamination from the decommissioned ( 1984) WAWA domestic wastewater

outfall, south-east of Woodman Point, may also be contributing to concentrations of
these metals in this area (Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study, 1996; Cockburn
Cement Limited, 1995).
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Comparisons of heavy metal concentrations in the sediments of Cockburn Sound
between 1977 and 1994 using common sites have been conducted by the EPA (1994),
they show that there have been decreases in the mean concentrations of chromium,
copper, 1ron, zmc since the late 1970's (Figure 3.6). A comparison of the annual
loadings of these metals to the Sound over the same penod suggests that these
downward trends generally coincided with substantml reductions in d1rect loadings of
these metals to these waters. In contrast, the mean concentration of nickel m the
sediments of Cockburn Sound has increased smce 1977, comciding with increased
loadings of nickel to the Sound over the same period. The mean concentrations of
cadmium and manganese in sediments of Cockburn Sound have changed little smce
1977 (Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study, 1996; Environmental Protection
Authority, 1998).
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3.3.2 i'!liTRIENTS

Nitrogen discharge to Cockburn Sound was low until the mid-1960's when loadings
from mdustrial and domesttc waste outfalls mcreased rapidly. Peak nitrogen loadings
occurred around 1978. Between 1978 and 1990, annual loads of nitrogen discharged to
Cockburn Sound were estimated to decrease from about 2000 to 900 tonnes
(Environmental Protection Authority, 1998). By 1997 the annual nitrogen load was
estimated to be about 421 tonnes, with an estimated 70% entering in the groundwater

inflows, mainly in the form of nitrogen-rich groundwater plumes originating from
industrial premises (Kirkman, 1997; Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study.

1996; Environmental Protection Authority. 1998).

However, estimates of nutrient inputs to Cockburn Sound vta groundwater are difficult
to make, and can only be considered to be indicative. Furthermore, once groundwater is
contaminated, it may take years for the plume to transit from its source location on land
to Cockburn Sound, so that there may be a time delay between nitrogen load reduction

at source and reduction of groundwater nitrogen load entenng Cockburn Sound. In
addition, the EPA (1998) suggests further detailed investigations of the recycling of
nitrogen from the sediments of Cockburn Sound are required to better understand the

role and significance of internal nitrogen sources (Environmental Protection Authority,
1998).

The spatial distribution of nitrogen in the sediments of Cockburn Sound in 1991 was
similar to that found in 1978. The EPA (1998) found that the mean nitrogen

concentrations in the sediments of Cockburn Sound in t 978 were more than twice the
concentrations of nitrogen in sediments from 1991. In the southern area of the
Cockburn Sound basin, the mean nitrogen concentration in the sediments was more
than three times higher in 1978 compared to 1991. The mean phosphorous
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concentration in the sediments of Cockburn Sound decreased by more than 30

Of<,~

between 1978 and 1991 (Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study, 1996)

The distribution of nutrients in the sediments of Cockburn Sound, especially the h1gher
concentratiOns in the southern basin, have been linked to the accumulation of detntal
material, pnmanly from phytoplankton blooms stimulated by industrial loadings of
nitrogen to these waters (Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study, 1996). Between
1978 and 1991, there wert: substantial reductions in the total nutrient mputs to

Cockburn Sound, and over the same period tht: concentrations of mtrogen and
phosphorous in the sediments of this area have also decreased (Southern Metropolitan
Coastal Waters Study, 1996; Environmental Protection Authority, 1998).

3.3.3 POLLUTION STRA TEG!ES

Both Government and industry have taken strategic steps through environmental stud1es
and pollution control mechanisms to remove pollutants or clean-up Cockburn Sound.
Further initiates from recommendations and strong community representation, include
the reduction of both point and diffuse nutrient sources from these catchments. These
wastes have entered the Sound via estuarine, surface drainage or groundwater flows
(Environmental Protection Authority, 1998; Kirkman, 1997).

The availability of nitrogen according to the DEP ( 1996) is an important limiting factor
on algal growth in marine waters and therefore affects the water clarity and light regime
reaching communities in the Sound. Therefore, reducing inputs of nitrogen to Cockburn
Sound is a key pollution management strategy. The restoration of environmental
coriditions would ensure the survival of the remaining seagrass communities, and allow
for the possible re-establishment of seagrass in areas where they once grew. The DEP
maintains and regularly updates an inventory of contaminant inputs to Perth's southern
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coastal waters, including Cockburn Sound (Environmental Protection Authonty, 1998;
Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study, 1996)

Water quality surveys over the past 20 years by the EPA have recorded the
phytoplankton concentration (measured as chlorophyll a) and water clanty (ltght
attenuation) of Cockburn Sound during the summer months. Since the 1970's, when the
water quality of the Sound wa::. at its poorest and JJostdoma seagrass meadows were
reduced from the eastern margin, the mean summer chlorophyll u concentrations of
Cockburn Sound reduced significantly in the early 1980's, then gradually increased
during the mid-1980's and have remained relatively constant. S1milar trends have been
observed in the mean hght attenuation, although recently there have been some early
signs of a possible improvement m water clarity. Hence, if further nutrient load
reductions are attained by the DEP, there is a possibility of reaching and mamtaining
water quality conditions over the eastern margin that would be consistent with the
restoration and survival of seagrass meadows (Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters
Study, 1996; Environmental Protection Authority, 1998).

3.4

HERITAGE SIGNIFICANCE

3.4.1 EUROPEAN

The original land grants of the area were in the northern half region of the Cockburn
Land District, between Fremantle and Kwinana, and is the area which coincides with
today's Town of Cockburn (Figure 3.7) (Berson, 1978). The first settlement in the
Cockburn District showed that a sense of community cannot be simply transplanted
from the settlers homeland of Britain to Australia. Thomas Peel's short-lived settlement
at Clarence, dogged by bad luck and indifferent management, failed primarily because
Peel's settlers had nothing to hold them together during a time of octversity.
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Figure 3.7 - The location of early land grants in and around Cockburn Sound (Berson,
1978, Pp. 14, 15 and 20)
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During the period of the Colony's pastoral expansion in the middle of the eighteenth
century, the deserted land grants of Peel's settlers were covered by vast pastoral leases
which were to lock up the fertile lands of the Spearwood Basin for the next 50 years
and force the dispersal of a new settlement m the Cockburn District. The Town of
Clarence survived only as a reminder of Peel's grand scheme on land maps of the orne,
and the bustling Tovvn of Fremantle dominated the D1stncts south of the Swan R1ver
(Berson, 1978; Cockburn Cement Limited, 1995).

Owen Anchorage was the site of a number of early ship landmgs during the settlement
of Perth in the early part of the nineteenth century. During that period a number of
vessels were wrecked or foundered and, in addit1on a large number and vanety of
objects were jettisoned from foundering vessels, dispersed from wrecks by stonn and
wave action, or lost overboard during unloading (Cockburn Cement Limited, J 995,
Berson, 1978).

Although the locations of the major wrecks are knovvn, 1t

IS

not possible to pinpoint the

locations of individual objects. All wrecks or objects dating prior to 1900 are deemed to
be historic shipwrecks or relics within the meaning, and are subject to the provisions of
the Maritime Archaeology Act of 1973 5 (Berson, 1978; Cockburn Cement Limited,
1995; Environmental Protection Authority, 1998).

From Fremantle in the 1880's, came the small group of prisoner guards who claimed
their plots of land around Lake Coogee and built a compact village with small vegetable
gardens and orchards. However, the heart of this small settlement remained finmly tied
to the barracks at Fremantle and a community failed to take root (Cockburn Cement
Limited, 1995; Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study, 1996).

5 Act Requirements: The finding of any objects subject to the provisions of the Act be notified, and that in
the case of any discovery being made of a number of objects, or a wreck site, all activity be halted until an
investigation to assess the importance of the site has been carried out.
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During the 1880's two small settlements were established, one south of the D1strict at
Hope Valley and one to the north at Bibra Lake (Berson, 1978; Cockburn Cement

Limited, 1995). A decade later two further settlements were established, one wh1ch
failed and the other which has survived to the present day. The discovery of gold m
Western Australia and the rapid growth of Fremantle and Perth attracted expenenced
vegetable gardeners and orchardists to the Cockburn District and the t,rrey sands at
Jandakot were made to bear rich yields of garden produce and support a large influx of
population. Today the Cockburn Sound District is one of the fastest !:,'TOwing areas in
the metropolitan area, and is an important hnk between the Perth metropolitan area and
the southwest corridor of Bunbury and Albany (Berson, 1978; Southern Metropolitan
Coastal Waters Study, 1996)

Nearer to Fremantle, the establishments of Hamilton Hill and Spearwood &,rrew to meet
the demands of the Metropolitan area for building matenals and food. Spearwood, m

the first decades of the new century, grew and flourished into a strong sense of
community. This sense of community was not celebrated for its own sake by the early
settlers at Spearwood, but recognised as the vital force which gained for the settlers the
improvements to the District which they wanted for themselves and for their families
(Berson, 1978). By the 1930's the settlement of the Cockburn District was completed
and futther development of the District waited for the passmg of the national crises of
the Depression and WWIL With the post-war years came the many hard working

Southern Europeans and the new beginning of the re-settlement of the District, this time
with housing developments rather than market gardens and dairy fanns (Berson, 1978;
Cockburn Cement Limited, 1995).

During the 150 years of European settlement in the Cockburn District the successive
groups of settlers who have come there have sought and have often found, a strong
spirit of community. As each group of settlers entered the District they found barriers to
a large, unified settlement in the scattered pockets of fertile land, the boundaries of
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earlier land grants and leases, and the dominance of' the nearby Town or Frcmantlc v1tal
communities have funned and flourished throughout the Cockburn Distnct (Berson,
1978)

3.4.2 ABORIGINAL (NYOONGAR)

The anginal inhabitants of the Cockburn Sound D1stnct, were a tribe of the Swan R1ver
Abongines who avoided the saline waters of the western cham of lakes, and made the1r
campsites along the eastern lake chain where fresh water, good vegetatiOn and abundant
wild-fowl sustained the1r undemanding way of life (Berson, 1978; Cockburn Cement
L1mited. 1995)

Sixteen Aboriginal campsites have been identified in the Cockburn District, most of
them being located on the fringes of North and Bibra Lake (Aboriginal Affairs
Department, 2000). With the commencement of European settlement, the rights of the

Aboriginal inhabitants to their traditional lands were neither understood or accepted,
and the boundaries of their lands have had no place on maps (Berson, 1978; 1-lalpen,
GI•ck and Maunsell, 1997).

The wetlands and lakes of the Swan Coastal Plain are rich in Aboriginal history

according to a document reporting on an investigation into Aboriginal significance of
wetlands and rivers in the Perth-Bunbury region (O'Connor, Quartermaine and Bodney,

1989)

As was the case in much of Aboriginal Australia before the arrival of Europeans,
Nyoongar family groups did not have permanent or fixed places of habitation, but rather

moved according to a set pattern within a designated tract or territory. This movement
tended to be either along river systems or along chains of other freshwater sources
(Maher, Brampton and Associates, 1999).
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Evidence suggests that the chain of freshwater lakes leading from Frcmantle, through
north of Bibra Lakes to the Serpentmc/Murray system as one of the runs. At favoured
points along these runs, Aboriginal families camped generally in the vicinity of a
freshwater spring or reliable food resource (Maher, Brampton and Associates, 1999).

Archaeological evidence suggests that the North Lake/Blbra Lake area has been a
plincJple focus of Aborigmal occupation m the area known as Bee!Jar. It is important
therefore that any

north~south

tra1l along the wetlands chain give prominent attention to

the Aboriginal association with the area, and It would be appropriate that the
north~south

trail have an Aboriginal theme. Interpretative signposting would be the

ideal medium to reflect this history, as could commumty
and Associates, 1999).
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CHAPTER 4: THE ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS OF HIE
DEVELOPMENT OF COCKBURN SO liND

4.1

THE DEVELOPMENT OF COCKBliRN SO liND

Throughout

th1s chapter the development of Cockburn

Sound,

particularly

industrialisatiOn from the early 1950's wJil be discussed and correlated to the
destruction of seagrass rneadmvs. A vanety of examples on similar environments
substantiates these patterns of loss, from the impacts of such heavy mdustnal

developments on seagrass ecosystems_

4.1.1 KWINANA INDliSTRIAL AREA (KIA)

Western Australia earns a sigmficant fore1gn trade surplus based on 1ts mmeral and
agricultural exports (Plate 4.1 ). Most of these exports are sold m

11n

unprocessed state

or are subject to only limited processmg, as a result, few processed products or

manufactured goods are exported (Ryan, Glick and Maunsell, 1997)

The Kwinana Industrial Area (KIA) was established dunng the 1950's, followmg a
special Act of Parliament which protected an area of approximately 120 km 2, which
was to accommodate the development of maJOr resource processing mdustnes m
Western Australia (Ryan and Styles, 1992, Brown and Burke, 1993). Development of
Cockburn Sound as the outer harbour for the Perth-Fremantle area began in the 1950's.
and gained momentum in the followmg 25 years. This was followed by the
development of other major and ancillary industries (Cockburn Cement L1m1ted, 1995)
By 1940, meat works had been established on the foreshore of Owen Anchorage settmg

the pattern for the development of this area for mcatworks, woolscourcrs. fell mongers.
fish processors, and in 1949 a power station \\'as built on these shores (Plate 4 :n The
first major unit of nn mdustnal complex whtch hut It up un the cnstcrn nmrgm Hf thl~

Sound was the Anglo-Irianian Oil Refinery (B.P) which opened in 1955 (Brown and
Burke, 1993; Cockburn Cement Limited, 1995; Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters
Study, 1996).

Plate 4.1 -Cargo Bulk Handling grain storage terminal (2000).

The major industrial area in the Kwinana region is centred adjacent to Kwinana Beach
and stretches as far north as Naval Base and as far south as East Rockingham. It is
bounded by Rockingham and Mandurah Roads to the east, and Cockburn Sound to the
west. Development of the heavy industrial area at Kwinana has concentrated in the
northern sector of the industrial region. The southern sector of the KIA is generally
undeveloped. The total amount of land zoned for industry at Kwinana is approximately
2 400 ha and about 50 % remains unused, approximately 80 % of this land is located in
the southern sector. Contrary to what some individuals and organisations argue,
relaxing environmental standards may not assist in securing an efficient industry.
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Inappropriate standards and inefficient policy implementation are constraints that
Government needs to address in relation to specific industries (Ryan and Styles, 1992;
Cockburn Cement limited, 1995).

Plate 4.2 -Decommissioned 1949 power station (2000).

This development, fonned the cornerstone of the Western Australian Government's
policy to accommodate the development of major resource processing industries in the
State (Halpen, Glick and Maunsel1, 1997). The K winana oil refinery project was
immediately followed by the Broken Hill Proprietary (BHP) Steel Rolling Mill in 1956,
and then by a series of major plants in basic iron and steel, chemicals and petroleum
products, non-ferrous metal products and non-metallic mineral products (Ryan and
Styles, 1992). Meanwhile in 1955 at Coogee north of Kwinana, Cockburn Cement
Limited commenced production of cement clinker and cement, expanding to include
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quicklime in 1972 (Environmental Protection Authority, 1998; Ryan and Styles, 1992,
Cockburn Cement Limited, 1995).

The KIA is the most d1verse and expansive heavy mdustnal area in Western Australia.
It contains a number of major industries including gas, oil refining, chemicals and

minerals processing, steel rolling, agricultural and mineral inputs and power generation
(Table 4.1 ). These industnes located m Kwinana are of major importance m tenns of
employment opportunities, public and private capital investment and tmportant
replacement and export earnings (Figure 4.1) (Ryan and Styles, 1992; Cockburn
Cement Limited, 1995). Most of these industries are Significant consumers of services
provided by the State, including: gas, power, water and transportation facllttJes
(Environmental Protection Authority, 1998; Ryan and Styles, 1992)

Table 4.1- Major industnes in the Kwinana Industrial Area (Ryan and Styles, 1992,
p. 13)

INDUSTRY

PRODUCT(S)

·- _
j\lcojl Australia Lt<l
~ ___6_u~trah~n_(JJ>i9_ Rea!l"-nJS Ltd
~ __ BHP-~!emntemMiogal (]roup

Alumina Refinery
Sodium Cyanide Plant
Steel Rolling Mill
Oil Refinery
Cement and Lime Plant
Air Separation Plant

~- f:C~:!~&:~~L~~d
~-

-·

---" ---

--

--

---------- ----

Commonwealth Industrial Gases
Ltd
r-·--=----=--"""--------·
--·Coo gee Chemicals Pty Ltd
1

-------------

----

.

Chemicals Manufacturer and Tank Tenninal
_OR~hiJQr

-- r-

I Co~~~rati~~t~~~lilm~lmg LL<l : .

_____ 9JJ!_ID Tenninal

Fertiliser and Domestic Use Chemicals
I
Hoechst Australia Ltd
Agricultural Pesticides Formulation Plant
Zircoma Plant
[_ICJju~tmJia__Q[lt'rationsPty Ltd
I Kwinana Nitrogen Co. Pty Ltd Ammonia, Nitric Acid and Ammomum Nitrate
Plants
I
Agricultural and Industrial Chemicals Plant
1- -. -..
:
Power Station
tWesfarmers Kleenhcat Gas Pty Ltd,
Liquefied Petroleum Gas Extraction Plant
! Western Mtmng CorporatiOn Ltd ·
Nickel Rclincry

W~~~";;:"p~:~er

,-
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The development of these major plants has provided s1gnificanl supply and servicing
opportunities for a large number of smaller, general and light industrial development
and service industries. This in tern has led to an expanding population wruch can be
directly linked to the growth of the industrial sector fhe KIA has played a significant
part m the State' s economtc growth since the early 1950's However. while important
industrial projects have been constructed in Kwinana in recent years, thts expansion of
heavy industry has led to increasing community concerns about the impact of mdustrial
development on the local envi ronment (Kirkman, 1997; Southern Metropolitan Coastal
Waters Study, 1996 )
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Figure 4.1 - Number of estabhshments and turnover from 1979 to 1989 in the K winana
Industrial Area (Ryan and Styles, 1992, p. 19)

The Kwinana reg10n has suffered from deficiencies in social and recreational facilities,
and this has been of major concern to the local community and Government. In addition
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there has been, from time to time, a lack

or employment

opportunities which has

resulted in a surprisingly high level of unemployment in the area (Australian Bureau of
Statistics, 1998; Ryan and Styles, 1992)

In the case of the KIA (Figure 4.2), several 1ssues mcluding the type of activities that
will be approved and the development of these activities are important. The
significance of clustenng and inte!,'fatwn of the industry 1s not simply a collection of
individual firms but a system of interlinked firms. This needs to be recognised when
detennining appropriate environmental protection polic1es for the industry generally
and, in particular Kwinana. Air quality protection is a good example of policy which is
carefully being developed (Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study, 1996)

Heightened public awareness of environmental issues has put pressure upon the
chemicals industry. The industry in the past, has been closed about 1ts operations and
their environmental impacts. The Government has had a major role in developing
appropriate mechanisms to ensure that there are close and efficient communicatwns
between Local Government, local community groups and industry in order to identifY
issues related to present and future industrial developments (Environmental Protectwn
Authority, 1998; Ryan and Styles, 1992).
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Figure 4.2- Land ownership and boundary of the Kwinana Industrial Area (Ryan and
Styles, 1992, p. 7).
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4.1.2 RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT

Throughout the pen ad of industnal development, there has been a steady growth m the
urban population In !976 the total population in the hinterland of Cockburn Sound
from Fremantle to Rockingham was about !45.000 and ts expected to reach 250.000 by
2005 (Austral tan Bureau of Statistics. 1999)

Major project developments have provided the State with a strong industnal as well as a
significant primary industry base. With this early surge

In

industnal development, a

tmvnsite was estabhshed at Medina. This townsite has s1nce expanded to the present

residential community of Kwinana which, in addition to Medina, mcludes Calista and
the suburbs of Orelia, Pannelia and Leda. In additiOn, Rockingham has also become a
large residential area, providing a significant proportion of workers and services for the

KIA. The total residential populatiOns for the KWinana and Rockmgham commumt1es
are now 20.000 and 45.000 respectively (Figure 43) (Australian Bureau of Statistics.
1999; Ryan and Styles. !992)

.
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Figure 4.3- Population growth of coastal municipalities between Fremunllc and
Rockingham (Ryan nnd Styles. 1992. p lol
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The Kwinana, Rockingham and Safety Bay areas have been maJor residcntml growth
cenin::s for Perth over the last fifteen years, and the original establishment of Medma
and Calista as dormitory suburbs for the KIA. The expansion of Rockingham, Safety
Bay and Wambro Beach transformed these areas from collectiOns of holiday cottages to
modern suburbs comprised of standard single unit dwellings (Berson, 1978, Cockburn
Cement Limited, 1995; Australian Bureau of Staust1cs, 1999) The eastern boundary of
Cockburn Sound represents major mdustrial and residential sectors of the Perth
metropolitan area. The expansion of residential,

indu~trial

and port facilities at

Cockburn Sound, acknowledges that major changes have occurn•d in the use of the
Sound (Berson, 1978; Ryan and Styles, 1992)

This expanding residential and mdustrial development has impacted on Cockburn
Sound, and as a consequence the quality of this marine ecosystem has declmed. The
seagrass communities provide an effective barometer for such changes 1n the manne
environment and are theretbre crucial aspects in such ecosystems.

4.2

SEA GRASSES OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Seagrass meadows are found in most sheltered, shallow, soft bottomed manne
coastlines throughout the world (Phillips and McRoy, 1990). Australia has some of the
largest seagrass meadows in the world (Fib'Ure 4.4 ), with more than 30 species 11 1s a
centre of diversity. The Western Australian coastline supports more than 20,000 km 2 of
more than 25 seagrass species (Figure 4.5). From tropical and sub-tropical

spee~es

m the

State's north, to temperate species along the southern coast, seagrass ecosystems are a
vital component of the marine environment of Western Australia (Kirkman and Walker.
1989; Wood, 1998, Pp. I and 2; Environment Australia 1997a).

Seagrnss meadows are nmong the most productive systems

111

the ocean. they support

faunal115semblages by providing shelter and timd resources These assemblages mcludc

n

rare and threatened species such as the Leafy Sea Dragon, Phycodw-us equus, and
commercially important species such as the Westem Rock Lobster, Panulirus cygnus
(Environment Australia, l997a). Seagrass ecosystems provide a stable surface for
epiphyte growth, which in turn provide additional habitats and contribute a source of
calcium carbonate to sediments (Lukatelich et al., 1987; Klumpp et al., 1989; Hastings

et al. ,

1995~

Wood, 1998, Pp. 1 and 2).

Seagrass communities are the basis of the ecology of life-forms in Cockburn Sound,
most other flora and fauna are either directly or indirectly dependent upon it. Generally,
the most abundant amd widespread seagrass species is the marine angiosperm

Posidonia australis, with

more littered distributions of other seagrasses like:

Cymodocea antarctica, Zostera muelleri and Halophila ovula. The seagrass community
is more or less continuous around the periphery of the Sound (Australian Conservation
Foundation, 1989; Kirkman, 1997).
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Figure 4.4 -Estimates of seagrass areas in Australia (Kirkman, 1997, p. 11).
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Southern Western Australia has the largest and most diverse seagrass meadows in the
world, the coastline has different habitats and communities occurring over this range.
There are II genera and 26 species represented across this region and tropical species
have their southerly limits on this coastline (Kirkman, 1997). Eight J>os1donia species
are found on the south-western coast of Western Australia. The most widespread
species is Posidonia australts with a range from Shark Bay in the north, to Lake
Macquarie in New South Wales and including northern Tasmania, its range is probably
defined by temperature (Kirkman, 1997). Despite the wide latitudinal range of the
Western Australian coast, the sea temperature range is very small and the distributiOn of
seagrass species reflects the avatlability of suitable environments (Kirkman, 1997).
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4.2.1 POSIDONIA SEAGRASS

Posulonw uustra!ts

~Plate

4 3) has Its growth region located at the base of the plant, and

it obtams nutnents through its root system. The plant has a number of leaves growmg

from its stern, each of which is clad m a fibrous sheath, the strap-ltke leaves of the plant
are shed penodically and are replaced by new ones. The old leaves are usually carried
away from the meadows by current and

wav~

actton, and as a result, the base of the

plant ts generally surrounded by the fibrous remams of old sheathes. The fibres within
the sheath remains do not decompose readtly and fonn an intertangled mat of fibres
which serve to bind the substratum (Environmental ProtectiOn Authority,

1976~

Klfkman. 1997)

In its natural condition, the plant occurs in extensive beds in sheltered areas which are
generally characterised by clear waters and sandy sed1ments of low nutnent content.
These beds extend from approximately I m below the low water mark, down to the

depth at wh1ch there is sufficient light to enable the plant to adequately photosynthesise.
In Cockburn Sound, the maximum depth at which seagrasses are able to exist is around

8 m (Environmental Protection Authority. 1976; Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters

Study. 1996).

Posidonia meadows are known to both accumulate and generate

sediment~

The

sediment beneath the meadow is principally derived from the epibiota inhabiting the
leaves of sea1,rrass. much of which is calcareous. In addition. the seagrass leaves reduce

the rate of water flow over the meadow. thereby collecting sediments which drop out of
suspension. Posidonia beds are composed of a substantial matrix of fibrous material

interspersed with sand and shell fragments covered by dense meadows of !,'Teen.
strap-like leaves which range in length between 45 and 55 em (Figure 4 6)
(Environmental Protection Authority. 1976; Van elvcn, 1998).

___

so
.,~-

Plate 4.3- Posidonia australis meadows in Cockburn Sound (Van elven, 1998, p. 15).
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Figure 4.6- Length of a Posidonia australis sea!,'fass shoot (Phillips and McRoy, 1990,

p. 19).

4.2.2 SIGNIFICANCE OF SEAGRASS

Seagrasses play several important roles in our coastal environment. Among other things,
they stabilise the ocean floor and provide feeding and breeding grounds for aquatic
animals (Walker and McComb, 1992). Like other plants, seagrasses need sufficient

Jight for photosynthesis to ensure their survival. Pm·idonia scagrass meadows range
from Shark Bay (W.A) to Flinders Island (TAS) (Table 4.2), but once meadows of large

Po.<idonia seagrasses arc lost, they are effectively lost for ever, because
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re-establishment is extremely slow and could take many

decade~

(Kirkman, 1997;

Environmental Protection Authority, 1998).

Table- 4.2 D1stribut10n and range limits of Western Australian l'ostdmuu scagrasscs
(K~rkman,

1997, p 17)

GENliS
SPECIES WESTERN BOliNI>ARY EASTERN BOlJNI>ARY
I' f),'' ulrmw anKUSI t{rJ/ Ill
Perth, WA (south)
Flinders Island, Tas

au.wralt.1·

Shark Bay, WA (south)

Lake Macquaric, NSW

Sf17UtJSU

Shark Bay, WA (south)

Adelaide, SA

o.,·tenf('/du

Augusta, WA (south)

Adelaide, SA

denhartogr1

Perth, WA (south)

Adelaide, SA

k1rkmunu

Augusta, WA (south)

Adelmde, SA

robertson we

Albany, WA (south)

Adelaide, SA

Commercially, seagrasses in Western Australia are 1mpor1ant for two reasons. As
mentioned, the Western Rock Lobster utilises seagrass meadows as a nursery area, 1t

IS

the most important single species fishery m Australia, contributmg approx1mately 20 °·o
of the total value of the country's fisheries economy (Penn and Jacoby, 1997) The
sediments found in Cockburn Sound and surrounding coastal areas are rich m calc1um
carbonate, which is mined and used for commercial lime by Cockburn Cement Limited
(Wood, 1998, p. 2; Cockburn Cement Limited, 1995).

Seagrass meadows in Cockburn Sound are used extensively for a range of recreational
activities. Recreational fishing of a wide variety of fish, crustaceans and molluscs 1s
undertaken over seagrass beds. Furthennore, activities such as swimming, SCUBA
diving and snorkelling utilise the unique aesthetic qualities of the meadov..'s (Wood,
1998, p. 2; Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study, 1996).
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4.2.3 DYNAMICS OF SEAGRASS COVE It

Seagrass meadows are generally viewed as stable features that change little m extent
and do not re-establish (with the same spec1es) when they arc removed (Kirkman,
1997). There is a growmg body of mformat1on, such as from the EPA, that explams
how m higher energy environments with sed1ment movement (e.g. Success Bank),
sea!:,rrasses are far more dynamic with contmuos act1ve colomsat10n, recessiOn and
changes in cover (Cockburn Cement Limited, 1995; Walker and Wells, 1996)

The plants of seabrrass communities prov1de shelter and food for a large vanety of
browsing anir:1als and detrital feeding molluscs6, annelids 7 and echinodenns 8
(Kirkman, 1997. Sanderson, 1997). Two of the most Important groups of ammals m the
seagrass community are the herbivorous gastropods 9 and the mussels which directly
depend on seagrass meadows (Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study, 1996 )_ As
well as providing a favourable habitat for a nch variety of fauna, seagrasses play an
important mechanical role in stabilismg sand and trappmg passmg sed1ments
(Environment Australia, i997a).

As an example of the dynamic nature of seagrass meadows, Cockburn Cement Limited
( 1995) compared seagrass distributions on Success Bank m 1972 and 1993 Areas of
both losses and gains were apparent, but on the eastern side of the bank, there has been
a 50 % increase in seagrasses since 1972 (Figure 4. 7), mostly associated with gT0\\1h of

Posidonia coriacea and Amphiholis meadows (LeProvost, Dames and Moore, 1996 ).

6 Molloscs: A largely aquatic animal characterised by a lack of bones, a hard external shell, and an
unsegmented body which includes snails, octopuses, clames and mussels
7 Annelids: Wonns that have vascular respiratory and nervous systems and occur in marine. !Teshwater
and terrestrial environments.
8 Echinodenns: Refers to spiny-skinned invertebrate animals which are entirely marine
9 Gastropods: A class of molluscs, of an asymmetrical form. including snails and slugs \Vhich inhabit a
wide range of aquatic and terrestrial environments.
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Figure 4.7- Changes m seagrass cover at selected sites around Cockburn Sound
(Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study. 1996. p. 31 ).

Cockburn Cement Limited ( 1995) analysed changes in seagrass cover. in Cockburn
Sound between 1971 (when Cockburn Cement Limited first commenced dredging) and
1995. A summary of the areas identified as containing seagrass in 1971 and 1995 (all
areas as hectares) are summarised below (Table 4.3).

Table 4.3- Changes to areas identified as containing seagrass in 1971 and 1995 in
Owen Anchorage and Cockburn Sound (Cockburn Cement Limited, 1995, p. 2 1).

LOCATION (WA)

1971

1995

CHANGE IN AREA (HA)

Success Bank (Owen Anchorage)
Parmelia Bank (Owen Anchorage)
Garden Island (western shoreline)
Southern Flats (east of causeway)
Cockburn Sound (mainland shoreline'
TOTAL

978
1004
510
428
153
3073

1503
866
397
293
29
3088

525
- 138
-113
-135
-124
15
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Seagrass meadows fringe the shorelines of many coastal areas, these meadows cannot
withstand great enef!:.'Y from swell or waves so arc usul:tlly found m sheltered bays,
estuaries or within the lee side of reefs or other barriers. The shallower edge of seagrass
meadows

IS

limited by water depth and the ability of plants to withstand brcakmg

waves. The deeper edge is limited by light, in some places th1s means that scagrass
plants have been found to grow at depths of 56 m m the Great Barner Reef Lagoon
(Kirkman, 1997; Sanderson, 1997)

Beaches may or may not be fnnged by seagrasses depending upon the aspect and
exposure of the beach. Exposed beaches with surf usually do not have scagrasses
offshore, but beaches protected from the prcva1lmg swell by headlands have well
developed seagrass meadows. These meadows reduce sand erosion or accretion and
maintam high water quality. Seat,rrass meadows are often cons1dered a nmsance by local
councils because of the dnft plant remains that accumulate on the nearby beaches.
These detrital wracks are the source of nutncnts from offshore commumties and
support part of the food web of the marine environment {Kirkman, 1997; Environment
Australia, 1997a).

4,3

THE IMPACTS OF DEVELOPMENT ON SEAGRASSES

Australian seagrasses are being destroyed. This is occurring through both natural and
anthropogenic events. Human induced seagrass losses in recent years have been
extensive, with over 450 000 km 2 lost in Australia. There have been extensive losses
due to natural events such as floods and cyclones, with over I ,000 km 2 lost. Although
human caused losses are less in area than natural ones, seagrasses destroyed by humans
are usually those that are least likely to recover quickly (e.g. l'ostdoma). Most losses,
both natural and anthropogenic, are attributed to reduced light intensity due to
sedimentation and increased nutrient enrichment, but other factors such as sediment
instability, dredging and poor catchment management have interacted to make the
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process more complex. Loss of scagrass results in the loss of critical hab1tats for many
species, declines m coastal productivity and mcreascd scd1ment mstabllny (Kirkman,
1997; Environmental Protection Authority, 1998).

4.3.1 IHIMAN

Seagrasses are commonly utilised by people around the world For example, dned
seagrass material was used as housmg msulatwn well mto th1s century, 1ts thermal and
sound proofing properties derived largely from a1r spaces which occur m mats of
seagrass material. One of the maJOr beneficial properties of seagrass as msulatJOn.

IS

that it is non-flammable, because of Its h1gh silicon content. The matenal was also used
to sound-proof radio studiOS m the United States of Amenca and the Umted Kmgdom
(Hurley, 1990;Thomas, 1961).

Seagrass material was popularly used to thatc.h roofs in rural areas of Europe and the
UK. The major advantages of seagrasses are, that the) are slO\\ to rot. and are
tlea-proof. The use of seagrass as a substitute for stra\\i dates back from the seventeenth
century (possibly before) (Hurley, 1990, Stewart and Mills. 1975) They were also
extensively used to bind clay and soil in embankments (such as m the dikes of the
Netherlands). Seagrasses appear to fonn eroswn res1stant mats, suitable for seed
germination in sand dune rehabilitation programmes, and have been successfully used
in Australia and elsewhere (Capps, 1977; Walker, 1977).

Several references document the use of seagrasses as manure, although it is probably
more for the algae and other marine organisms entangled within the seagrass mat, than
the seagrass itself. Washed up seagrass wrack 10 is commercially used to make garden
mulch, although this is largely for bulk, than their nutrient purp<lses (Stewart and Mills,
1975; Hurley, 1990). Japanese fishers used seagrass material for making wet weather

10 Wrack: The common name for any dead or decaying seaweed of the family Fucaceae_
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gear up to the 1930's, when rubber became popular. There arc unconfirmed reports of
seagrass fibre being used for basketMwcavmg from the cast coast of the USA Dunng
WWII, seagrass fibre was used as a substitute for colton in the manufacture of
nitroMccllulosc

1n

Germany_ In Australia our most common usc for

scagras~

Is to make

·coir' mats and rugs (McRoy and HciO'cnch, 1980)

4.3.2 EliTROPIIICA TION

Eutrophication results from an mcrcasc 1n gro\vt.h of ep1phytes which shade leaves,
reduce their photosynthetic capability and thus deplete storage matenals. Shading
occurs either from increased epiphytic loads on the plants or by 1ncreased
phytoplankton m the water. Se\',age, whether treated or not, contams substanc1al
quantities of nitrogen and phosphorous, Ills often discharged into the sea through p1pes
after treatment from sewage works. Sometimes effluent from septic tanks escapes

IIllO

groundwater and flows into the sea, or sewage Is discharged into nvers which makes Jts
way to sea (Kirkman, 1997, Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study, 1996)

Nutrients also come from agricultural lands where incorrect fertilising practices cause
unused fertiliser to run off mto rivers, !:,rroundwater or directly mto the sea. Another
source of eutrophication is the nutrients from the effluent of factories and industry
(fertiliser factories, meat works etc.) (Kirkman, 1997)

As an example, in the harbours of Albany nutrients from factories and sewage works
just outside Princess Royal Harbour caused excess epiphyte b'TO\vth on seagrasses, and
the fannland run-off in the King and Kalgan rivers (QLD) was a contributmg factor
which destroyed seagrasses (Kirkman, !997). In Adelaide, sewage sludge and effiuent
caused the loss of sea1,'rasses in the Gulf of St Vincent, probably because of the high

nutrient loads which lead to an increase in epiphytic seagrass gro\\1h (Ncverauskas,
1987). In Western Port Bay (VIC), nutrients from fann run-ofT together w1th high
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sediment loads have caused the Joss of Heter:ow,/era tasmamca and to a lesser extent

Zoasrera muel/en. In the case of sediment loads, 1t ts thought that a fine covcrmg of
particles

from

suspended sediment

prevents

photosynthesis

(Kirkman,

Environmental ProtectiOn Authority, 1998)_ The 97 % loss of scagrasses

tn

1997,

Cockburn

Sound can be partly attributed to the bloom of epiphytes growing on seagrass plants
stimulated by excessive nutnents, particularly nitrogen (Kirkman, 1997)

4.3.3 TOXICANTS

Factories and mining developments are often assoctated with high heavy metal
concentrations in nearhy waters having a deletenous effect on scagrass meadows Ward
(1987) found that there were discernible quantities of zinc m seagrass leaves 16 km

away from a lead smelter at Port Pine (SA) (Kirkman. 1997)

Ward and Young (1982) found that a pattern shown by 20 common species (mostly
fish) described decreased frequencies correlated \vith the concentratwn of contammant
metals in the sediments. Heavy metal contamination of associated fish and other animal
life, particularly those used for human consumption is well recorded and of a senous
nature in some areas. Princess Royal Harbour was so contaminated by heavy metals

(particularly mercury) before 1990, that it was forbidden to take shellfish or fish from
the western area (Environmental Protection Authority. 1998;

K~rkman,

1997).

Burt and Ebell (1995) reported that although heavy metal concentrations were elevated
in the harbours and marinas of Cockburn Sound, the levels of contamination were

generally low and had reduced significantly since the late 1970's. Similarly, levels of
heavy metals found in mussels in 1994 were below levels acceptable for the health
criteria of edible seafood at selected sites within Cockburn Sound (Figure 4.8)
(Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study, 1996).
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Figure 4.8- Concentration of heavy metals in mussels collected from Cockburn Sound
(Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study, 1996, p 8 )

The use of Tributylin 11 (TBT) was restricted in Western Australia 1n 1991, but low
leaching forms on boats over 25 m is still used. The EPA ( 1998) notes that overall
sediment concentrations have decreased, however, significant increases smce 1991 m
areas predominately associated with the use of vessels over 25 m, suggests that these
vessels are currently the major sources of TBT in the Sound (Figure 4 9)
(Environmental Protection Authority, 1998).

The same investigators reported that concentrations of TBT in surface sediments were
elevated around the harbours and wharves of Cockburn Sound. The highest TBT
concentrations were found in and around Fremantle's inner harbour (including the
fishing boat harbour) and adjacent to the existing Jervoise Bay shipbuilding and

11 Tributylin (TBT): Is an anti-fouling paint used on boat hulls.
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maintenance area. Tt is well documented that TBT is extremely toxic to a wide range of
marine plants and animals (Environmental Protection Authority, 1998)

Rott~nest ~

lsi an~

0

km

10

•
Figure 4.9 - Tributylin (TBT) in sediments of Cockburn Sound in 1994 (Southern
Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study, 1996, p 7).

4.3.4 MINING AND DREDGING

A direct decline in seagrass meadows is the mmmg of underlying sediments or
dredging. Examples of the damage done to seagrass meadows occurred in the years
before WWI when Posidonia fibre was harvested at Port Brighton (SA). Other causes of
seagrass loss which show a dramatic lack of rehabilitation are the seismjc tests of Jervis
Bay (NSW) and in the Gulf of St Vincent near Troubridge Island (SA) (LeProvost,
Dames and Moore, 1996; Kirkman, 1997).

[n

Cockburn Sound, Cockburn Cement

limited first dredged limesands in 1971, and between the commencement of dredging
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(1971) until 1995, the EPA calculated that 124 ha of seagrass meadows had been
removed (Kirkman, 1997, Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study, 1996,
Environmental Protection Authority, 1998).

Dredging channels m scagmss meadows has the d1rcct effect of removmg seagrasscs
and leaving a hole deeper than the euphot1c 12 level for scagrasscs. The mdJrect effects

are the plumes of sed1ment, which may attenuate light beyond the plant's compensation
level or cover the leavts of the plant reducing photosynthesis, reduc1ng the1r abll1ty to
survive (Environmental Protection Authonty, 1998)

4.3.5 MOORINGS AND BOAT PROPELLERS

Boat moorings produce circular scours

1n

seagrass meadows, as the slack cham from 1he

mooring moves through the seabrrass with each wind direction. Walker., et ul ( 1989)
calculated that there were 5.4 ha of sea&rrass losr. due to moonngs m the Perth
metropolitan waters. Although this is a relatively small area, the scours interfere w1th
the physical integrity of the meadow and the effect 1s much f,.'Teater than if an equ1valent
area were lost tram the edge of a meadow. The scours left by boat moorings are obv10us
in photographs taken between 1985 and 1992. along the west coast of Tasmania and
Western Australia. Rees ( 1993) also reports on the effects of boat propellers on
Posidonia australis meadows of Whitemark Jetty at Little Swanport (VIC) (Kirkman,

1997; Rees, 1993\

Boat propellers on mud flats containing seagrass meadows can have serious impacts.
Not only does the propeller cut up the seagrass meadow in tracks for as long as it takes
to get the boat to the ramp, but the tracks become natural channels for incoming and
outgoing tides. Rees (1993) reported that in 1974, the tracks from boat propellers were
obvious in aerial photographs ofRhyll (VIC). Sea&>rasses have gone from these flats and

12 Euphotic: Refers to the upper, illuminated zone or an aquatic ecosystem.
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their demise may have been accelerated by the swaths cut by propellers. On the
mudflats of North Queensland, seagrasses have colonised propeller tracks because they
favour the collected water in them (Kirkman, 1997). Cockburn Sound has had similar
problems because of its relatively shallow nats and intense commercial usage by the

KIA, along with the expanding recreational usage of the area (Southern Metropolitan
Coastal Waters Study, I 996)

4.3.6 NATliRAL

Occasionally, storms {especially in Winter) occur that can destroy seagrass meadows.

Slt:,rnificant seat.rrass losses have also been recorded foiiO\vmg storm events. However,
Poiner ( 1989) found that tl-1ere

JS

no noticeable relationship between the strength of

storms and their impact on seagrass beds. They reported that follO\ving Cyclone Jason
(1992) there was a decrease in the above-ground biomass of Jess than 10 ha m a
seagrass bed (Poiner, 1989; Walker., eta/, 1996).

Other natural causes of seagrass decline are dieback from disease or untimely exposure
to hot weather at extreme low tide. There has been much speculatiOn about the
catastrophic decline of Zostera in the northern hemisphere during the 1930's, where a
fungus destroyed seagrass meadows. It is thought than an increase in water temperature
triggered the bloom. An increase in water temperature, which occurred 60 years ago,
may become more frequent if climate change becomes a reality in Australia (Kirkman,
1997).

Climate change and an increase in frequency of major flooding may cause irrevocable
declines in seagrass meadows. The Joss of large areas in Hervey Bay (Qld) occurred
after the major flooding of the Burrum and Mary Rivers and offers a good example of
what can happen. There is reasonable evidence to suggest that the seagrass meadows of
Hervey Bay were destroyed because of a Jack of light from increased sediment loads. If
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the flooding became more frequent, the seed bed in the scdimt:nts or the bay would be
used up, the new plants would not have enough time to set seed and the meadows could
not recover (Kirkman, 1997). The example of Hervey Bay 1s also a good case of natural
forces and human actiVIties combming to compound the damage

4.4

DECLINE AND CONSERVATION ATTEMPTS

In recent years there have been signtficant declmes m the health or seagrass meadows
Throughout Australia, there have been losses of at least 45,000 ha (Table 4.4) (Walker
and McComb, 1992). Withm Western Australia there have been noteworthy losses. m
particular Cockburn Sound where 97 % of Posu/onw meadows have been lost smce
1954, although there are attempts to actively grow then through art1fic1al means. Th1s

extensive loss has been attributed to nutrient inputs from waste discharged 1nto the
Sound (Cambridge and McComb, 1984). This increase in nutnent availability results m
phytoplankton blooms and enhanced eptphyte growth, one of the contributmg factors to
the decline of seagrasses (Wood, 1998, p. 3 ).

This increased algal growth results in a reduction of light reaching the seagrass leaves.
The lack of light leads to increased pressure on the photosynthetic abtlity of the plant
and has numerous detrimental effects, including reduced productivity, number and
length of shoots, overall biomass and decline in meadow cover (Neverauskas, 1987;
Neverauskas, 1988; Masini and Manning, 1997). Resulting from this are several
flow-on effects to the ecosystem, such as reduced habitat in the fonn of cover and food,
less stable sediment and reduced input of calcium carbonate to sediments (Walker et

a/., 1991; Hastings eta/., 1995; Wood, 1998, p. 6).
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Table 4.4- Major areas of seagrass loss in Australia (Kirkman, 1997, p. 22).
Location
Cockburn Sound, WA

Area Lost
I(Ha)
3 300

Princess Royal Harbour, 810
WA
Oyster Harbour, WA 720
Gulf St Vincent, SA
Western Port Bay, VIC

Probable Cause(s)

(%)
97
66
46

7 000
17 800

Elevated nutrients from factories,
sewage and abattoirs
Elevated nutrients from factories and
sewage
Elevated nutrients from farm run-off
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Sewage and stormwater discharge;
coastal works
Siltation

?

Birch Point, TAS

397

?

?

Ralphs Bar, TAS

430

?

?

Pittwater, TAS

1201

?

?

Norfolk Bar, TAS

2 148

?

?

Botany Bay, NSW

257

58

Lake Macquarie, QED

700

44

Erosion, coastal works, elevated
nutrients and sea urchin grazing
Increased turbidity

Clarence River, QED

445

Hervey Bay, QED

100 000

Torres Strait

>10 000

60 Increased turbidity and general decline
in water aualitv
? High turbidity from flooding of the
Marv and Burrum Rivers
Floods in 1991 - 1992
?

West Island - Limmen
Bight, NT

18 300

20

Damage from cyclone Sandy, 1985;
much of the area had recovered by
1994

The EPA (1998) found that many earlier studies documented the progressive death of
seagrasses in Cockburn Sound, mainly from the shallower areas adjoining the
industrialised western shore. Such studies were incorporated within the Southern
Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study (1996). This study reported that of the 4,000 ha of
predominately Posidonia seagrass present in 1957, only 900 ha remain. In adjacent
waters, seagrass is still common and its existence is stressed by degraded water quality
and further anthropogenic development (Environmental Protection Authority, 1998).
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Seagrass loss primarily attributed to two causes: firstly, light starvation (Figure 4.10) to
plants by nutrient-rich waters, which induces a proliferation in phytoplankton; secondly,
through enhanced epiphyte growth on plants, both having the same effect of adding
leaves and reducing photosynthesis (Environmental Protection Authority, 1998;
Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study, 1996).

Light

~
Water Column Light Attenuation
dissolved organics
inorganic particles
chlorophyl a

Epiphytic Layer Light Attenuation
organic component
inorganic component

Figure 4.10- The physical and biological process that influence the amount of light

reaching seagrass meadows (Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study, 1996, p. 28).
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tv·Jorcover, wtthm the Southern Metropolllan Coastal Waters SIUdy ( 1996) mdtccs have
been developed to dcscnbc the light rcqmrcmcnts
scagrass as a measure
grm~1h

to

ror the

meadow fonnmg

/'fJ.\Il/IJJ/1(/

understand the condtttons necessary to matntam scagrass

(Southern MetropoiJtan Coastal Waters Study,

Tht:. 1:. bccau:.c to

19Y6)

promote health, not only ts 11 necessary to mamtam sea water wtth low nutncnt status,
but also, the depth to whtch common seagrasscs grow ts light hmllcd In thts regard,
flosulmlw

meadows under naturally prevatlmg condtuons arc depth rcstnctcd by thctr

light needs (Envtronmental Protection Authonty, JC)lJ8)

Once destroyed, seagrass systems do not readily recover The plants requtrc spectal
en\'lronmental and substrate condtt1ons wh1ch may have been lost wnh the decline of
seagrasses. Therefore, tf an area does recover, the tune frames are long (years and
decades)_ The poss1biltty of developmg cost-efTect1ve methods of mtcrvemng m the
scagrass recolonisat1on process to speed n up, has not thoroughly been mvcsttgated.
These mclude methods

to

accelerate the gro\\1h of rh1zomes, anchonng de\·1ces and

means of repairing or replacing the environmental and substrate conditions that extsted
when the seagrass meadow was healthy (Cockburn Cement L1mlled, 1995. Southern
Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study, 1996)

There has never been a restoration program that has resulted m a net mcrcase m area of
seagrasses. A review of attempts at restoration of seagrass meadows made throughout
the world are given in Fonseca (1992) and Kirkman (1997). It

IS

often 1mpossible 10

restore seagrass meadows. In most cases, where declines have been recorded, there 1s
Jittle evidence of a return.

Restoring seagrass meadows is hampered by such problems as:
•

finding a suitable propagule;

•

damaging donor meadows;
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•

prcparmg and modifying the site;

•

kecpmg a propagule bank.

• attachmg the propagules,
•

the slow rate at wh1ch rh1zomes spread.

•

dillicultics of large~scale plantmg_

In Austraha. there have been few attempts and little success at restonng scagrass
meadows. Pomer ( 1992) planted Zostera cupncorm using large machmcry and rece1ved
m1xed results \Vlth h1s work_ K1rkman (1997) was able to keep seedlings of three
species of Po.mloma grov.1ng

1n

a sheltered bay for three years, but m that time there

'"'as no extensiOn of its rh1zomes

Small genera like Hulopila and Herero=m"lera are often washed out of the sed1ment by
seasonal stonns and return dunng calmc• seasons (Kirkman. 1997) Natural recO\ery of
lost seagrass meadows has been demonstrated m Hervey Bay (QLD), where I ,000 km2
of seagrass meadow disappeared after two large ramfall events m early 1992 ( P10ner.
1992).

There is good evidence that Postdoma, once removed, docs not return m decades, the
most popular demonstration of no perceptible recovery are the se1smic blasts m Jer.·1s
Bay (NSW). Here. a seismic blast was used to determine substrate type in a seagrass
meadow. There are more than twenty of these circular clearings in the Po.,·,Joma
au'itra/is meadows, each about 20 m in diameter. The clearings were made in 1962 and

the substrate is at the same horizontal level on which the sea&.rrass is gro\\lng. no
recovery has ever been recorded (Kirkman, 1997).

From 1910 to at least 1917, Pos1donia was harvested by dredges from Porl Broughton.
Spencer Gulf (SA). The seagrnss was used for cellulose and provided employment for
2,000 people in up to I00 dredges. There are large clearings that can be traced from
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1947 (the earliest aerial photographs) to 1994 in the seagrass meadows near Port
Broughton, they also have not yet regrown (Kirkman and Kuo, 1997).

At Marmion (WA) two underwater transects, each 300 m long, have been observed for
seagrass presence, absence and density for the past 15 years. The scarp edge of the
blowouts, where Posidonia sinuosa has been tom away from the meadow by an
unusually severe storm, has not changed during the time that the transect has been
observed (Kirkman, 1997; Environmental Protection Authority, 1998).

Natural blowouts in Posidonia meadows are unusual occurrences. In Western Australia,
only one storm large enough to tear rhizomes has occurred in recent times. This was
recorded in 1984 along the south coast, the Bureau of Meteorology described it as a one
in 60-100 year storm (Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study, 1996; Cockburn
Cement Limited, 1995).

Whether restoring or creating seagrass beds, one can use a variety of planting units.
Each have several variations for planting, and each have several anchoring devices.
Plugs are excavated units of rhizome, leaves and roots with sediment intact. They are
planted by inserting them in holes and back filling, if plugs do not contain rhizomes
with tissue they will not spread. Plugs come from living, healthy seagrass beds, care is
taken to make as little impact on the donor bed as possible (Environmental Protection
Authority, 1989; Cockburn Cement Limited, 1995).

Vegetative shoots (or turions) with intact roots, rhizomes and leaves attached are called
sprigs. These are free of sediment and easier to check that sprigs have growing tips than
it is for plugs. They are usually dug from a healthy bed and washed free of sediment
before planting, or they can be collected from the wrack. Many Western Australian
seagrasses produce large quantities of seed. Posidonia species produce large seeds
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within a fleshy pcncarp, which !\plits soon after the seeds have germmatcd (Cockburn
Cement Ltmllcd, 1995, Ktrkman, 1997)

The best method for exposed areas to be restored with seagrasscs can be by effectJvely
stabilismg the seafloor by laymg sandbags

1n

rows, or usmg wave darnpcmng deviCe!. or

mats of artilicial, plastic seagrass. Stnps of artllicJal scagrass may also be used to cover
areas that were or.ce vegetated w1th seagrass These stabJ!Jsers (may or may not) be
removed once restoration has taken place. Anchonng artJ!icJal seagrass over large areas
may be a problem m high water movement, and the costs are substantml The plastiC,
leaf-like structures of artificial seagrass will attract cp1ph}1es and benthic m fauna. How
different these are to those found on real seagrass remams to be mvesllgated It JS llkel)
that artificial seagrass Will stabilise sediments and act as a host to some JUVemle fish
and crustaceans (Plate 4_4) (Environmental ProtectiOn Authonty, 1989. Van elven.
1998).
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Plate 4.4- Artificial seagrass grids aiding the revegetation process in Cockburn Sound

(Van elven, 1998, p. 19).
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4.4.1 LEGAL OBLIGATIONS TO PROTECT SEAGRASSES

Legislation rclatmg to scagrass protectiOn can be broadly classified mto that wh1ch
offers dtrect protection to scagrass (c g Western Australian F1shcncs Act 1994), and

that wh1ch alTers secondary protect Jon of 1mportant
Territory Ftshcnes Act 1988) The followmg

IS

fishcne~

hab1tats

(e

g Northern

a summary or the relevant Western

Australian and Commonwealth lcgJs\atJon that relates to preservation of scagras~ areas
(Kirkman. 1997)

The Fish Resources Management Act of 1994, prov1des the protection of commercial

fish stocks and recreatiOnal fish populatiOns as well as fish hab1tats, JOcludmg

an~

livmg marine organism. The Act stipulates that conservauon and management of all
aquatic animals and plants wh1ch are specifically defined (Southern Metropolitan
Coastal Waters Study, 1996). Ftshmg and Related lndustnes CompensatiOn (manne
reserves) Bill 1997, covers some very large areas of manne habttat and ts admmtstered
by CALM, generally it refers control offishenes to the Mmtster for Flshenes (Southern
Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study, 1996. Kirkman. 1997)

The Environment Protection Act 19oU, is an umbrella Act that can override all other
resource acts, operates on ecologically sustainable development pnnctples wnh a \·ery
public environmental impact assessment system, and rates basic producer systems very
highly (e.g. seagrass meadows). Pollution control is included and prov1dcs control for
effluents into aquatic systems such as industrial and sewage effiuents using a capaC!()'
approach, taking account of diffuse sources (Environmental Protection Authont)·, 1998:
Kirkman, 1997; Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study, 1996 ).
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4.4.2 IIISTORICAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

In Cockburn Sound, maJor h1stoncal cnvJronmc:ntul 1mpacts have been from mdustnal
and domestic waste mputs, drcdgmg of sh1ppmg channels, subtidal sand-mmmg,

recreatJOnal use and establishment of defence facilities (Southern Metropolitan Coastal
Waters Study, 1996). Many of these 1m pacts arc s1mllar to those wh1ch have occurred m

manne waters of many coastal ctucs, and have Impacted on sensitive mannc habnats
and contammatlon of sed1ments and b10ta with tox1c matenals m the Sound (Kirkman,
1997: Environmental ProtectiOn Authonty. 1998)

Wastewater's from mdustncs, and from a waste\vater treatment plant at Woodman
Point discharged directly mto Cockburn Sound Nutnents, bactena and heavy metals
were diverted from Woodman Pomt to an area known as the Sepia DepressiOn m 1984
(Department of Conservation and Env1ronment, 1980bl The Southern Metropolnan
Coastal Waters Study ( !996) reported that these waste d1scharges contnbuted to the
widespread eutrophicatiOn of Cockburn Sound resultmg m the extensive d1eback of
seagrasses and tOXIC contammation of sed1ments, b1ota and water (Environmental
protection Authority, 1996)

In 1971, Cockburn Cement Limited was given the right to dredge lime sands from

Success and Parmelia Banks for the next 40 years Th1s prov1ded the company wJth a
mining lease area within an 8 km radius of Coogee Beach until the year 2011. with
rights of extension until 2021. In 1994, 1.6 million tonnes of shell sand was mmed. this
is forecast to increase to about 2 million tonnes by 2001 (Cockburn Cement Limited,
1995). The Commonwealth Government in 1969 announced plans to build a nayaJ

establishment on Garden Island to be linked with the mainland by a solid fill causeway
(with two bridge openings) which was to be completed

10

1973, sipuficantly 1mpactmg

upon the flushing effect of the Sound (Environmental Protection Authority, 1998)
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The dredging of the Frcmantlc Port Authonty sh1ppmg channel, and the creat1on of a
second sh1ppmg channel through Success and Parmclm banb resulted m thc lo~~ uf
over !50 ha of scagrass meadows, the maJor benthic pnmary producer m these sheltered
waters. The EPA calculated that 1f mmmg of shell sand continues on

Succes~

bank until

2021 usmg the current pracuccs, almost 600 ha of scagrass meadow would be lost
(Environmental Protcct1on Authonty, 1998, Southern Metropolitan Coastal Water<.,
Study, 1996).

Pnor to the pass1ng of the Environmental Protection Act of 1971, no s1ngle authonty
was responsible for the environmental management of the Cockburn Sound area,
although general responsibthty for the waters, seabed, nora, fauna and of the Sound
itself was m the hands of the Frcmantle Port Authont) (Cockburn Cement i.Jmilt:d,
1995).

With the development of this industnal complex, wharves and groyncs were butlt and
channels excavated for shipping access The sh1ppmg channel through

Succes~

and

Pannelia Banks was dredged to a depth of 8 m in 1929, then agam dunng 1955 to
152m wide and 11.6 m deep and finally

1n

1967 the channel was deepened to 137m

remaining 152 m wide (Department of Conservation and Environment,
1997).
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1989~

Kirkman,

CIIAPTER 5: AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH JNTERPRKf ATJON
RESl!LTS
5.1

RES!II.TS

The type of results Identified wdl dctcnmne the spatial and temporal patterns that arc
established m scagras~ meadows Ongmal acnal photographs had to be evaluated
before any descnptions were possible, the mam limitation m the number and range of
photographs was whether water penetration was sufficiently adequate for seagrass

meadows to show through, this reqUirement set mterval analyses rates of about every

5 years

5.1.1 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPJIINTERPRETATION

Before mdustnal development began Impacted upon the eastern shore! me of Cockburn
Sound in 1954, seagrass meadows occup1cd about 4,000 ha of sand banks rimmmg the
basin of the Sound, and extended dmm the sand slopes to a depth of about 11 m In
1980, only about 900 ha remamcd, mostly along the Garden Island shorclme and across
the northern barrier bank, Parmelia Bank (Southern Metropolitan Coastal W"ters Study,
1996). lbis loss ofseagrass IS of concern from the phys1cal and biolog1cal standpoints
Seagrass stabilises the ocean and reduces the opportunity for eros1on dunng penods of
high energy \vaves. It also provides a habitat for fish and the detritus, or breakdown
product of leaf material, and is food for organisms near the base of the food cham
(Environmental Protection Authority, 1998).

In this study estimates of the annual production of seagrass at its onginal (pre-1954)
extent and at its present extent can be used as a measure of the loss to the biological
system in the Sound. Kirkman ( 1997), estimated that about 4,000 ha of /'o.mlonw
meadows produced almost 23, 000 tonnes of leaf material each year. This leaf material
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was seasonally washed up on tht: many bcacht:s of Cockburn Sound, clearly v1s1ble
from aenal photographs. Th1s phenomenon no longer occurs and 1s one of tht: maJor
visible shoreline changes (Kirkman, 1997, Hal pen, Glick and Maunscll, 199t1)

Thts leaf matenal enters the food cham v1a the detntal cycle In 1978, w1th 900 ha of
seagrass estimated to rcmam and a number of art:as showtng decreased productivitY
(such as the Southern Flats and Parmeha Bank), about 4,000 tonncs oflcafmatcnal wa~
being produced, th1s represents a loss of approximately 80 % m primary production
(Kirkman, !997)

5.1.2 COCKBURN SOUND (JAMES POINT), 1948-1958

The 1948 aerial photo&rraphs of James Pomt (Plate 5 1) show an area m almost pnstmc
condition with the exception of small pockets of developments wh1ch seem to be
beach-side holiday units. The Cockburn dtstnct seems scmt-urban m companson to
other areas of the metropolitan area. These small scattered bcachstde developments
reflected the Sound's importance as a recreatiOnal area wh1ch people could escape to
for a weekend. The visible effects of roads and tracks have also slightly 1mpacted upon
the surrounding vegetation, with clearing around and alongside maJor roads and access
tracks.

Drainage and vegetation patterns are clearly defined throughout these photographs
Radial drainage patterns flow westwards, toward Cockburn Sound. they are particularly
visible towards the last 7-10 m of foredune, further eroston patterns intersect these
dunes. As this photography was taken in February, drainage pauems had to be well
developed and substantial, because they are seen during the dry summer months of
Perth, and from high altitude. James Point has almost all of its natural vegetation intact

with minimal clearing, the natural vegetation changes from scattered Acacia scrubland
to the 'bleached' sandy Coastal Heath vegetation reminiscent of coastal dune systems
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Seagrass meadows arc clearly v1sible from these early, small-scale photographs. Dense
uninterrupted seagrass meadows occupy the Sound, and contact between the

mcadcm:~

and shoreline 1s visible, fOrming neat meadow boundaries. The edge of meadows form
ordered. unifOrm patterns, With few tattered edges or damaged seagrass
Another mtcrestmg phenomenon wh1ch

1s

meadow~

clear throughout these photograph3,

presence of washed-up dead or decaymg seagrass wrack.

Th1~ IS

IS

the

of part1cular mterest,

as it does not occur in any of the more recent photographs. Th1s mdicates a dramatiC
change m the occurrence of seagrass meadows, mamly because of the mdustnalisatwn
of the Kwinana foreshore.

In the 1953 aerial photO!,'faphic run of James Point (Plate 52), the scale has been
mcreased v.•ith larger v1sible areas, and Kwmana becommg established as the maJor
area of heavy industrial development and cleanng. This photographic run has some
photographic disturbances which mhibit the clear outline of sea!,rrass meadows,
netherless, the intense land use of the area 1s starting to occur

The major disturbance after 5 years, includes the further development of the James
Point area. The Anglo-Iranian Oil Company (now B.P) 1s established as the ma;or
inditrial development, this has involved the total cleanng of scrubland and the
establishment of jetties, groynes, and a wastewater discharge outlet.

There has been an explosion of development directly linked to this mdustrialisation,
major dual-carriageway roads sub-divide areas close to this development. The clear
establishment of Medina and the suburbs of Orelia and Calista are takmg shape, along
with the clearing of land for residential development. Landuses are becoming very
intense, market gardens are well established, and many Southern Europeans have
settled these areas.
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Seagrass meadows have been disturbed m a number of places, the construction of
groynes and Jetties have directly resulted m the destruction, and establlshment of
pennanent structures. Scagrass meadows close to James Pomt, have become patchy and
receding, these changes seem more to do with the phys1cal destruction, rather than
nutrient processes acting upon them. In companson to 1948, washed-up scagrass wrack
is not as prevalent, although the seasons may have Impacted upon th1.s as these
photographs were taken late November. Along with the v1sible changes from aenal
photographs, SI!,Tflificant channels have been dredged to expand and facJinate sh1ps
navigating the relatively shallow waters of Cockburn Sound. These maJor developments
have changed the Sound's ecosystem, from a re\atJvely undisturbed area m 1948, to an
area m transitiOn and maJor mdustrial development in 1953
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Plate 5. 1 - IQ..t8 aenal photograph ot th\! <...ockbum ~ound torl:!~hore area (0epanment

of Land Admuwmation. 20001
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Plate 5.2- 1953 aerial photograph of the Cockburn Sound foreshore area (Department
of Land Administration, 2000).
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5.1.3 COCKBliRN SOliND (JAMES POINT), 1959- 1968

The 1960 photographic run (Plate 53) are more detatled

1n

companson to the 1953

photographs. Interestingly, these photographs have been labelled 'secret', maybe
reflecting the mtemational sensibility of these developments Water penctrat10n and
clarity are at an optimum, and scales have been mcreased to an tdeal level Thts
post-establishment era shows not only more phystcal destructton, but the comphcatJons
of nutrient dtscharges (released a decade ago). tmpactmg upon the dtstributton of

Postdonw seagrass meadO\\S throughout Cockburn Sound

James Point is characterised by maJor mdustrial developments, and the mtenslficatton
of landuses along the Kwinana foreshore The Kwmana oil refinery has further

expanded, and associated heavy industries are becommg established. There is a
grouping of heavy industries, lead by the then Government to expand and prov1de
further infrastructure like: port, rail and road facilit1es. The further dredging of the

shipping channels in the Sound has also occurred to ass1st m the mcreased sh1ppmg
requirements of the area. The influx of raw minerals from the Northwest areas of
Western Australia has aided ir. the expansion of this area, this has lead to many large
tankers seen docked at the jetties, and the presence of pleasure boats reflecting the
increasing recreational and industrial manne usage of the area.

This industrial expansion is mirrored by the further physical de:>truction of seagrass
meadows. Patches in meadows are starting to appear, and there is a definite receding of
seagrasse meadows. The boundaries of meadows once neat, have become tattered.
haphazard and very disturbed. In some photographs, the offshore loss of seagrass
meadows seems a direct cause of the past discharges inhibiting growth. This offshore
decline is linked with nutrient discharges rather than the physical loss of meadows. The
wastewater discharge outlet is clearly visible, impacting on the surrounding seagrass

meadows of Kwinana.
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The three shippmg jetties around James Point have further Impacted on meadows, the
clear absence of seagrasses around the perimeter of these Jetties 1s proof that phys1cal
losses have occurred. Chunks of meadows arc neatly absent around these structures, a
direct cause of the establishment of docking faciht1es for mdustnes. Not only arc
seagrasses bemg affected, but eros1on and accretion IS occumng c1ther s1de of these
structures. parts of the beachilnc around James Pomt are recedmg, wh1le sand
accumulates else\vhere. The geomorphology of the beachl1ne IS be1ng Influenced, sand
dunes and Coastal Heath are d1sappcanng along wJth overuse of dunes m certam areas
by the pubhc.

The major cleanng of natural vegetation around James Pomt has been widespread, the
only real vegetation wh1ch occurs, acts as a buffer toward the extreme western end of
the Point The scrubland to the east of the refinery has been cleared, wuh no visible
plans of expansion. The holiday units of the area, once popular dunng the earher years
particularly as a retreat, are almost practically absent. The establishment of residential
housing has expanded to form commumties which are interlinked \\'it!': major facihues
not only for workers, but their families. There is also a slight increase of cars along the
major roads in comparison to 1953.

The 1961 aerial photographs of Cockburn Sound (Plate 54) are again of excellent
quality and clarity, and water penetration is panicularly good. Although, only a limited
number of photographs cover the Sound, this small representation immediately east of
James Point is enough to show seagrass meadows to be in a cycle of transition and
decline.

Seagrass meadows are panicularly sparse in areas especially close to the shore. Major
changes in their composition and structures are evident, with the first appearance of
isolated meadow patches. In some areas, there is an estimated 5-10 m retreat of seagrass
meadows, further offshore meadows are becoming panicularly patchy and sparse with
"./_
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d1stinct areas of bare sand. There is further evidence of phys1cal human mtcrfcrcncc by
a cleared horizontal line of seagras.scs parallel to shore, th1s may be tcstmg of
equipment or boat anchors upon meadows. Another interesting phenomenon

IS

the

water colour, th1s turbid mshore water may reflect the m1xmg of decay1ng sea grasses In
comparison to earlier photographs, scagrass meadows now seem to be in a definite
cycle of dec! me, particularly toward to more industna!Jsed eastern shore! me

The surrounding coastal vegetation seems scorched and dry m many ways, this may
reflect a particularly dry summer, with drainage patterns not as VISible_ D1stmct
communities have appeared but not only around the more established suburb of
Medina. Rockingham Road 1s now fully complete and mtersected m a variety of
locations, particularly in the proximity of major housing developments. Ovals and
tennis courts are easily distinguishable, along with ornamental trees around homes
which give this area a definite established feel. Further developments, including many
cleared areas are visible for housing, th1s reflected the areas strong employment and
prosperity prospect for people. Further away from the coast, natural vegetation tends to
increase, but becomes more scattered and cleared as people tend to prefer living closer
to the coast, particularly with oceanic views.

Surface sun glare is a major feature of the 1963 photographic run (Plate 5 5 ), estimates
of seagrass loss are still possible especially in comparison to previous years. These
photographs show James Point but also the area immediately east as in the 1961
photographic run. These aerial photographs show the major established suburb of
Medina, with all its associated landuses surrounding the township.

The Kwinana oil refinety seems complete with no further major developments in
construction. The coastline of the area is again in transition, this is reflected by an area
enclosed by groynes and jetties receding eastwards in comparison to the remaining
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coastline. The wastewater discharge outlet's cmucnt 1s clearly v1sible as a distmct
plume, easily p.:netrating the surrounding water_

Seagrass meadows around James Point arc further declining m areas not previously
seen. Patches of seagrass meadows arc VIsible around the JCltlcs and the wastewater
discharge outlet. further confmnmg the extent of scagrass loss_ The phys1cal destruction
of meadows around James Pomt seems to have stabihscd wJth most maJor
developments established. The maJor contributor wh1ch seems to have overtaken the
physical destructwn of meadows, is the subsequent cp1phyt1c grmvth of /'o.\1dwuu
seagrass meadows throughout the Sound. Th1s IS reflected by the mtense loss of
seagrass meadmvs especially during the 1960's throughout Cockburn Sound

The area immediately east of James Point, has altered dramatically since 1961 During
that year, seagrass loss was patchy and centred around shoreline pockets. In these
photographs, entire meadows seem to have been lost, with maJor bare sand patches
offshore. There is also a high incidence of seagrass wrack washed up corresponding to
areas with no seagrass meadows. This justifies that once meadows have died, they are
easily carried inshore and washed up as drying wrack. These photographs were taken in
October, so more intense waves and swell would have entered the Sound, easily
dislodging and washing-up seagrasses on the surrounding beaches.

These aerial photographs clearly show the maJor townsite of Medina (Plate 5.6). It
seems to fonn a sprawling residential area which is continuing to expand, although not
as dramatically as previously. Also, as this photography was taken during spring,
intermittent swamps and land subject to inundation are visible. fonning distinct chain
systems which spread across a considerable area indicating its low-lying nature. There
are many rough access tracks which lead to and from the township, significant clearing
has occurred to establish them.
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The 1964 aerial photographic run shows an incrcast.: in boating activities throughout the
Sound (Plate 5.7) The quality of these photographs are not opt1mum, but because of
their increa.o,;ed coverage area arc 1dcal to map phys1cal and ccolog1cai changes. The
jetties around Kwmana arc full, representmg the mcrcased annual load from th1s
refinery, further offshore boats are VIsible and waiting to dock for serv1ccmg The
Kwmana oil refinenes have expanded easl\..ards toward the boundary of maJor roads
which intersect the area. The very VIsible effects of the wastewater d1scharge outlet
clearly shows the extent of th1s plume, 11 has considerably mcreased and spread further
offshore from the last photographs. This discharge area has grown to Incorporate
another outlet, it clearly

JS

also contributmg to the distmct plume wh1ch seems to now

southwards toward James Point.

Seagrass meadows are not as clearly visible as m previous photo!,rraphs, but patches
have appeared in meadows which were once of medium density Shoreline meadows all
seem to have a distinct similarity, they are tattered and highly disturbed. Areas away
from industries really confirm the fact of nutrient discharges Impacting upon seagr11sses.
their seems to be no physical human interference which could have resulted in the
disturbance and subsequent deterioration of these meadows, therefore chemical effects
are the likeliest of possibilities. Some seagrass meadows seem to have permanently
retreated, with no regrowth visible from these photographs confinning the fact that once
removed, Posidonia seagrasses do not easily recoloniate if at all.

Another interesting phenomena which confirms the intense usage of Cockburn Sound,
is the distinct oil slick that is clearly covers large surface areas around James Point
(Plate 5.8). This tends to emanate from the jetties and ships that transver.;e the Sound.
This oil slick is especially visible around the major boe<.<· and docking areas, and only
visible because surface water reflection is very clear in these photographs.
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There has been a maJor mfilling of the township and surroundmg areas_ In prev1ous
yenrs many vacant blocks existed, now only very few arc seen with a lot of dwcllmgs
changing the landscape Neatly planted trees arc VIsible, especially around the pen meter
of homes and blocks, although they tend to face m a southv.·cst direction actmg as a
butTer from the strong winter storms and da1ly summer seabrcczcs

Many of the rough connecting roads have been asphaltcd_ The surroundmg areas seem
to be vastly cleared, cspcclally around these roads as they mcreasc m importance and
have a greater role to play for the transpo•t of products wh1ch are produced m Kwmana,
along with other mcreasing resJdent1al needs. Pockets of natural vegetation have been
mtentionally left, reprcsentmg the Importance of open space m residential commumucs
throughout the Perth metropolitan area. Wetland areas are still visible, although there
seems to be a cleared area for market gardens utilismg the umque, rich properties these
soils have.

The maJor feature of the 1965 aerial photographs (Plate 59) Js the slightly better
coverage of shoreline areas. including water penetration and clarity Although Medma
is not clearly visible and the scale has changed, these photo)m!phs seem to have been
taken at a higher altitude. Also the surrounding coastal areas are very visible with many
new and expanding developments changing the coastal geomorphology of the area.

The two wastewater discharge outlets are clearly visible and impacting upon the
surrounding areas. This plume has become more widespread, and extends further
offshore than before. The northern discharge outlet seems to be the biggest contributor
of this pollution, with many industries directly east of this outlet (e.g BHP).

These photographs clearly show where seagrass meadows originally reached. Small
horizontal pockets of seagrasses seem to remain, where they were once fully vegetated
and intact. Further offshore, elevated banks are clearly visible with very few patchy
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meadows. The nutrient enrichment of these waters is well eslablishcd, and ofTshore

evidence like this distinct bank wh1ch

JS 111

recession and declmc md1catcs that these

discharges are impacting upon meadows. Around the James Pomt area, especially the

Kwinana jetties, scagrasses arc becoming more scattered and patchy then previOusly
The shorelme seems to have receded in many areas around James Pomt, the VIsible
effects of erosiOn and accretion arc even more pronounced, espec1ally m-between

structures like groynes and Jetties.

James Pomt has not seen any maJor changes, except the area north of the refinenes
Major intense landuses have occurred and sand scours are clearly v1sible not only
around the wastewater discharge tube. but at the shorelme of these mdustnes Th1s may
represent some form of leaching from mdustnes, directly discharging mto Cockburn
Sound. Areas around James Point seem more cleared and pockets of developments are
scattered, especially northeast of the Point

The community of Rockingham seems to have established itself Th1s is reinforced by
major .. roads which intersect and lmk people either side of the refineries and
developments. Although these new residential developments are not as structured as the
communities of Medina, Calista and Orelia, they seem to infiil between them and
become

suburbs

which

interconnect

residential

communities.

These

coastal

developments are bound by Rockingham Road which acts as a bulTer, between the
beach and dwellings. Many sub-divided blocks of land exist with market gardens still
prominent but in decline.
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Plate 5.3- 1960 aerial photograph of the Cockburn Sound foreshore area (Department
of Land Administration, 2000)

1l8

Plate 5.4- 1961 aerial photograph of the Cockburn Sound foreshore area (Department
of Land Administration, 2000)
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Plate 5.5 - 1963 aerial photograph of the Cockburn Sound foreshore area (Department
of Land Administration, 2000).
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Plate 5.6- 1963 aerial photograph ofthe Medina township (Department ofLand

Administration, 2000).
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Plate 5. 7 - 1964 aerial photograph of the Cockburn Sound foreshore area (Department
of Land Administration, 2000).
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Plate 5.8 - 1964 aerial photograph of an oil slick around James Point (Department of
Land Administration, 2000).
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Plate 5.9- 1965 aerial photograph of the Cockburn Sound foreshore area (Department

of Land Administration, 2000)
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5.1.4 COCKBURN SOliND (JAM.:S l'OINT), 1969- 1978

The 1970 aenal photographs of Cockburn Sound (Plate 5 1OJ show clearer

~cagrass

meadows than before, although only a limited number were available on the
surrounding areas of the Sound. Also. the angle at wh1ch these photographs were taken

t:,rreat\y improved water penetration.

Seagrass meadows are very evident m companson to 1965, although heavily depleted
and almost 'lost' in some large areas inshore. Patchy seagrasses lme the eastern
shoreline around James Poin1, and there seems
degraded and

hapha.-~rd

10

be a 10-20 m bank that

IS

heavlly

in condition. This type of degradation seems to md1cate that

big losses have occurred since 1965, particularly offshore where they are almost
non-existent. This confirms the fact that nutrient discharges are heavily 1mpactmg upon
seagrass meadows in Cockburn Sound.

North of James Point, in comparison to previous years seems heavily m recession and
the remaining seagrass meadows are patchy and haphazard with no resemblance of
what they were previously like. This is a definite example of the eutrophication of
Cockburn Sound, with epiphytic growth a direct result of past discharges.

Urban sprawl has occurred along the Cockburn foreshore. especially around Kwinana
and Rockingham. Suburbs now lead away from the more industrialised areas. with
much residential planning and sub-division evident. In residential areas, open spaces are
more apparent with the plan of sub-division changing from rectangular grid-like blocks,
to more curved non-linear plans. Although this sprawl is still oriented in a north to
south direction rather than east, away from the coast. This reflects the importance of
natural features such as nature reserves and wetlands as important aspects of residential
developments.

c:· ,' .~~~· ' ._, _-
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Many smaller h1gh usc roads have smcc become asphalted, and mtcrsect w1th major
arterial roads like Rockmgham Rough access paths have been established that lead to
the beach, pcdestnan erosion has reduced their ability to act as a natural butTer ;.r..onc
These smaller roads have increased m importance and provide an 1mportant lmk for
people who live in the sprawling outer suburbs, the major effects of these developments
are clear throughout these photographs. New major assoc1ated mdustnes (e.g CSBP,
BHP etc) have become established with Cockburn Cement now a major operator in the
Cockburn Industnal Area.

The 1975 aenal photographs of Cockburn Sound cover a greater surface area than
previously (Plate 5.11 ), although water penetration

IS

not optimum. Although a greater

number of photographs compensates for the lack of water penetration as a result of
surface sun glare and glint. Scales have become metric, and cover larger distances than
previously, with more distinct areas.

The further expansiOn of suburbs east of James Point are evident, with major
dual-carriage highways and scattered developments throughout the area. The clear
boundary of the Kwinana oil refineries and maJOr industrial developmer.ts to the north
are evident, distinct fire breaks have created clear boundaries. Only toward the centre
and end of this distinct boundary is there any natural vegetation around James Point,
surprisingly with very few disturbed areas. In comparison to other industrial areas
where little or no importance was placed upon conserving the natural environment,
these distinct pockets of natural vegetation are a real contrast in this very degraded area.

5 years after the last photographic run, the further expansion of residential areas has
occurred, with dwc,lings and parks reflecting changing environmental objectives. The
major structural difference in Cockburn Sound is the construction of the Causeway link
to Garden Island impacting upon the Sound in many ways. Waves and swell enter at
different angles and impact upon the coastal geomorphology of the Cockburn coastline.
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This is evident by the rippling effect south of James Pomt, especially toward Mangles

Bay.

The expansion or many non oil refining jetties immediately north of James Pomt 1s
clear, this represents the mcreasing importance of alternative mdustnal developments,
apart from oil refining. Also, many general pleasure boats are scattered throughout the
Sound, indicating the areas increasing recreational importance.

In comparison to previous years, seagrass meadows are patchy with the loss of large
areas. Past degraded areas show no signs of revegetation, confirming the fact that once
seagrass meadows die they do not recolonate within a short time frame. Further
offshore once intact seagrass areas are now non existent, a once mtact large seagrass
meadow is very sparse with visible patches throughout the meadow.
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Plate 5.10- 1970 aerial photograph of the Cockburn Sound foreshore area (Department

of Land Administration , 2000 ).
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Plate 5.11 - 1975 aerial photograph of the Cockburn Sound foreshore area (Department

of Land Administration, 2000).
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5.1.5 COCKBURN SOliND (.JAMES POINT), 1979-1988

The 198\ aerial photographs of Cockburn Sound surfer the absence of non·pcnl!tratmg
qualities (Plate 5.12)_ Although many coastal details arc attainable because of thc1r
expansive foreshore coverage Seagrass meadows are not clear, but smaller mshore
seagrass areas arc visible because the shallower seabed acts as a light reflectant
allowing greater water penetration.

Kwinana has further developed mto an mtensive production area, with vast plumes of
discharge smoke from the K, . .~nana refineries blo\\'lng offshore. From these JettJes.
areas of disturbed seafloor reflects the increased heavy shipping requirements leaving a
turbulent, scared effect. Another interestmg phenomenon, IS the expans1ve plume that IS
clearly eman . . . (ing from a docked ship, the effects of heavy cargo shipping are clearly
visible and another contributing factor to seagrass loss.

The only visible seagrass meadows tend to occur along banks of the Sound where the
water depth has influenced light penetration. Around Jamec; Point, a distinct raised
meadow has completely transformed from being fully vegetated to an area extremely
patchy and sparse with distinct areas of loss. In-between the nvo K winana jetties, the
once heavy growth of seagrass meadows have become patchy and almost non existent.
Kilometres away from James Point, the same pattern of recession and loss has followed.

Residential development has expanded, but not m the same developed manner as the
1970's period. Major housing developments are moving from the coast, and aligning to
major roads slightly further inland. Distinct suburbs with their ovals, open areas and
different sized buildings with various amenities have increased with the expanding
coastal population. A distinct vegetative buffer separates the coastline from residential
developments. more vacant land appears to be in and around the Kwinana refineries
than the residential areas of the Sound.
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The \987 aerial photographs of Cockburn Sound (Plate 5.13) show greater water

penetration and cover larger coastline areas_ A limited number of photographs cover
James Point, and tend to concentrate around Point Peron. Distinguishable scagrass

meadows and offshore coverage makes the distributiOn and mtcrpretat10n of meadows
eas1er.

Seagrass meadows are more haphazard than before, very little remam where they were
once fully vegetated, with sparse tattered mshore areas. Offshore, even more meado\'t'S

seem to have disappeared with expansive unvegetated area'i clearly VIsible throughout.
This decline is only centred around the northern waters, but also further south_ The
areas around Point Peron seem equally degraded, although the physical effects that have

impacted on meadows to the north, are not as apparent because of the surrounding land
uses being more recreational and residential than industrial. Although these are reduced
physical effects, the chemical effects have spread throughout the Sound, Point Peron
being an example of such a destructive impact on meadows. In some photographs
surface sun glare easily makes oil slicks distinguishable, these oil slicks have
substantially increased since the early 1970's.

Recreational boating seems prevalent around Point Peron, this is reflected by a marina
built at Shoal water Bay reflecting the important recreational use of the area. The Point
Peron educational camp site is clearly visible, with its access paths and buildings.
Surprisingly, a lot of natural vegetation in these southern areas seems intact, although a
little disturbed in areas. Residential housing seems not only to centre around the coastal
areas of the Sound, but slightly further inland. Rockingham Road seems to act as a
buffer between residential housing and the coastline. The presence of smaller industries
still occupy prime foreshore land with many degrading access tracks and large eroded
areas throughout

.···:: . ..·...
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Plate 5.12 - 1981 aerial photograph of the Cockburn Sound foreshore area (Department

of Land Administration, 2000).
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Plate 5.1 3 - 1987 aerial photograph of the Cockburn Sound foreshore area (Department

of Land Administration, 2000)
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5.1.6 COCKBllRN SOli NO (JAMES POINT), 1989- 1999

The 1995 aerial photographs of James Point (Plate 5 14) arc m colour and show an area
almost completely developed, with the exception of small remnants of natural coastal
vegetatiOn which has been left intact for strategic mdustnal and residential purposes

The Cockburn district seems to have thoroughly progressed into a very productive
industrial and residential area of the southern metropolitan Perth Seagrass meadm..,,s
have completely become devoid with little areas lining the coastline.

James Point has fully developed into an important industrial sector of the southern

metropolitan area. Major industries dommate the area with a large rectangular area of
undeveloped land immediately south of the B.P refineries, along \\ith many small
pockets of remnant vegetation throughout. Major assoc1ated mdustries, such as gas
works and fertiliser plants accompany and strategically interact l\1th each other utilismg
each others products in such a heavy industrial environment. MaJor Government
infrastructure is clearly visible in this area, with major highways, jetties, railway and
power facilities within close reach of most industries.

From these aerial photographs, the Kwinana industrial area seems to be effected by
gentrification. with major industries now many years old and surrounded by cleared

land introduced with many foreign weeds. ln comparison to uncleared vegetation
immediately east of the Kwinana refineries. this area seems parched and dry with little

natural scrubland. This devoid area represents many years of heavy industrial use, with
many chemical by-products impacting upon the surrounding coastal vegetation.

Seagrass meadows are s1ight1y visible in the coastline regions of this intensive industrial

area. Small haphazard pockets of seagrasses seem to Iine the coastal areas around James
Ppint. This is especially true around the jetties which have helped shield these
seagrasses from strong winds and swell, especially after the weakening effects of

excessive epiphytic growth which has resulted in the expansJVC decline of scagrass
meadows throughout the Sound. Although water penetration 1s satisfactory, areas
slightly further offshore where once intact meadows grew, arc completely bare. Another
interesting phenomenon is the coastal geomorphology of the beaches around James
Pomt, the northern beach has transformed mto sem1-c1rcular coves, wnh d1stmct small
seagrass areas. These small coves seem to act as protective areas where small

pocket~

of seagrasses have survived which otherw1se would of been lost.

Finally, the 1999 colour aenal photobrraphs of James Pomt confirm the absence of
Po.mlomu meadows throughout the Sound (Plate 5.14), especmlly the James Point area.

The quality of these photographs are opt1mum, \\1th many topot,'l"aphical features easlly

distinguishable along with patchy seagrass areas. These photographs cover the areas
immediately north and south of James Pomt, making the mterpretat1on of 1mportant
features along the Cockburn foreshore possible.

James Point has changed since 1995, with the dJStinct Point having a very linear
boundary on the southern side. Just to the south, the rectangular cleared area of land has
been developed, with a major industrial complex being established. Some of the natural

buffer vegetation has been lost, while scattered coastal areas still remain that act to
protect the refineries from strong winds and swell. The distinct cove areas that
previously appeared are more defined and have become a significant feature of James
Point.

The better colour quality makes the interpretation of remnant vegetation possible. Only
small scattered pockets of vegetation remain around the Cockburn district, especially
James Point. The landscape seems to be very dry and scorched, partly because these
photographs were taken in March, and also the vast residential and industnal clearing
impacting upon the landscape. This substantial clearing has introduced many foreign
species of flora and fauna, heavily influencing the already degraded landscape.

··'.. ,.
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Many water surface features arc clearly vrs1blc

1n

this photography, a d1stmct murky

trail has been created by a docked ship. Clearly this trail has 1mpactcd on the ecology of
the Sound, with many previous decades showing the same murky trails that have
increased with greater mdustnal capacities. Also, around th1s docked shrp a large

murk~

trail leads to shore. Interestmgly, around these docks, very Iittle or no seagrass areas
remarn reflecting one of the disastrous consequences of such heavy rndustnal sh1ppmg
requirements.

Seabrrass meadows are almost non-existent, espec1ally offshore. As m prev10us
photographs, whatever seagrass that remams seems

to

concentrate around the shallower

inshore areas while bemg very patchy. Slightly further offshore, tattered patches of
meadows remain, where vast expanses of mterrupted meadows were once promment.
The physical loss of scagrass which occurred many decades ago and the chemical
(panicularly nutrient) effects have changed the marine ecoloh'Y of the area. In 1948, the
Sound was fully vegetated with no patchy areas, from all this photographic evidence

It

is clear that this area has heavily suffered from industrial development, and the maJor
loss ofseagrasses have impacted on the Cockburn Sound ecosystem.
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Plate 5.14- 1995 aerial photograph of the Cockburn Sound foreshore area (Department
of Land Administration, 2000).
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Plate 5.15- 1999 aerial photograph of the Cockburn Sound foreshore area (Department
of Land Administration, 2000).
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CHAPTER 6:ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study \..'as to gam a better understanding of the extent and rate of
decline in Posulonw scagrass communities in Cockburn Sound from 1948 to 1999 with
the aid of aerial photographs. In particular, how the development of the Kwmana
Industrial Area lead to the decline of more than 97 % of Posulonw seagrass meadows,
and pennanently changed the ecosystem of the most mtens1vr.::lv used manne
embayment in Western Australia.

6.1

INFLUENCES

The main influence that lead to the decline of Postdonw seagrass communities over
space and time was the development of Cockburn Sound, particularly the mdustnal
expansion of heavy industries along the Kwinana foreshore. These industries lead to the
eutrophication of the Sound, mainly from vast effluent discharges that sta:-ted as early
as the 1960's. The clear relationship between industrialisation and the loss of seagrass

meadows is strongly confinned throughout the mapping of Cockburn Sound wh1ch
showed a dramatic decline in t.eagrasses between 1960 and 1975.

Description of the spatial and temporal patterns that exist in disturbed and undisturbed
ecological communities is an important initial step in determining the effects of habitat

loss (Vanderklift, 1996). Identification of these patterns leads to the fonnulation of
ideas about the processes that cause them. In the absence of experimental studies, this

can fonn the basis for making predications of the effects of hab1t loss. The availability
to make reliable predications is essential for managers, who are generally hampered by

a lack of understanding of ecosystem functioning (Environmental Protection Authority,
1998; Vanderklift, 1996).
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Patches of habitat both inside and outside reserves form the focus for managers who
wish to maintain marine biodiversity. In Cockburn Sound, the present and future
management approaches undertaken maximise the maintenance of biOdiversity (Berson,
!978) The effects that habit loss have had on marine biodiversity have been VItal
throughout this study on such an ecologically and politically sensitive manne ecosystem
as Cockburn Sound.

Individual studies usually examine the effects of habit loss by describing patterns
exhibited by assemblages within the community. These assemblages are usually groups
of related species (e.g. genus Postdoma). Studies of seagrass habits are no exception,
patterns are important to detennine within a unifonn assemblage structure such as that
which was once strongly represented in Cockburn Sound (Vanderklift, 1996).

Comparing the results of this study with those of previous studies helps establish
changes that occur in seagrass assemblages as a result of the industrialisation of
Kwinana. However, because of the difference in mapping sites, only broad comparisons
with other studies are possible.

Changes in seagrass assemblages were examined by exploring the spatial and temporal
patterns exhibited by the seagrass meadows of Cockburn Sound over space and time.
To effectively make comparisons, original photography prior to industrialisation
confirmed areas were once fully vegetated with extensive Posidonia meadows. The aim
of these comparisons is to enable some prediction of the changes that were occurring to
seagrass meadows as a result of the industrialisation of Cockburn Sound over specific
years.
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6.1.1 IMPORTANCE OF DATA TRANSFORMATION

Interpretation of ecological patterns requires that researcher's understand the potentially
confounding influences associated with faunal assemblages. It was evident from

rcv1ew

of available literature that a high degree of inherent variability, and biases, may
influence the results obtained from studies of seagrass assemblages (Kirkman, 1997).

In order to reach conclusions that would enable such predictions, initial consideratiOn
was given to reducing the bias and increasing the precision in data by selecting
appropriate methods. By selecting the study area of James Point and examining spatial
and temporal patterns focusing on two key areas, the following can be established:

•

trends in the patterns of seagrass coverage;

•

the industrial expansion of the Kwinana Industrial Area.

Knowledge gained from field work, such as examining seagrass meadows, structures
and using a GPS to fix specific sites enabled more reliable examination and the plotting
of spatial and temporal patterns in the data.

6.2

SEAGRASS ASSEMBLAGE PATTERNS

In describing the spatial and temporal patterns in the aerial photographs of James Point,
it was necessary to examine the size, shape, tone and extent of meadows at consistent
mapping intervals. Generally, spatial and temporal trends were consistent particularly
between the periods 1960- 1975, when the greatest losses occurred and many chemical
concentrations peaked.
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6.2.1 SPATIAL PATTERNS

This investigation in seagrass distributions of Cockburn Sound (James Point) covered a
span of 51 years, from 1948 to 1999, when 97% of l'osu.lomu seagrass meadows were

lost (Kirkman, 1997). Overall, the spatial patterns of decline were clearly identilied and
consistent patterns in assemblages at James Point and adjacent areas were established.
Analyses indicated that once industrial development was established by B.P, immediate

offshore losses were not noticed. Instead, s1gnificant physical losses occurred wh1ch
immediately destroyed areas of seagrass meadow for the constructiOn of jetties and
groynes.

The earliest set of photographs were taken in 1948, although underwater penetration
was sufficient, they did not cover enough of James Point to effectiv\:ly make
comparisons, but were still of use. Photographs of the Sound's eastern shoreline in 1953
had excellent penetration and enabled plotting of the 'original' distribution prior to the
industrial development of Kwinana. The original extent of seagrass meadows are
clearly evident in the 1948 and 1953 aerial photographs which show undisturbed
meadows with few surrounding developments. After 1953, Government law changed
the landuse zonings ofKwinana which lead to the establishment of the B.P oil refineries
at James Point. From 1948 to 1953, the area quickly transfonned from relatively
undisturbed beachside holiday cottages, to an area in transition and major industrial
change.

By the 1953 period, aerial photographs show the first signs of depletion with physical
inshore losses of coastal meadows around James Point. The channel leading into and
around Cockburn Sound was further dredged accounting for more significant impacts
upon seagrass meadows. These dead seagrasses were visible in aerial photographs and
easily washed up as floating wrack on the beach. An estimated 2 to 5 % of seagrass
meadows had been lost by 1958 (Figure 6.1).
·-._.-.--·::.-
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Scale 1 : 100 000

Figure 6.1- Areas estimated to have lost seagrasses between 1948 and 1958
(Environmental Protection Authority, 1998).
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The period between \959- 1968 innucnccd spatial patterns to the 'point of no return'.

This is a particularly important statement because not only physical losses occurred, but
chemical influences impacted upon the areas closest to James Point. This chcmJcal
input has been from a variety of sources, including effiuent from the wastewater
discharge outlet, and the leaching of nutrients that entered the Sound from many

industries.

Areas previously only effected by the removal of seagrasses for the construction of

permanent structures (e.g. jetties, groynes etc) were now effected by excessive ep1phyt1c
growth which inhibited light reaching the leaves of Pos1doma seagrass commumties
throughout the Sound. Evidence from the EPA ( 1998), suggests that large quantities of
nitrogen and phosphorus entered the Sound and continued until the mid-1970's
(Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study, 1996) Heavy metals such as copper,

lead and zinc were at high levels during the 1960's, along with significant amounts of
other pollutants from ships (TBT and toxic wastes), bacteria and the increasing

residential development of the Cockburn district (Environmental Protection Authority,
1998; Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study, \996).

Aerial photographs of this period clearly suggest the best spatial patterns of PosJdonw

seagrass meadow deterioration. By the mid-1960's, seagrass decline and destruction
was particularly evident surrounding James Point and other major industries, seagrasses
were most likely to be in a cycle of decline and Joss. Also, seagrasses tended to
degenerate parallel to the coast with distinct meadow patches.

Spatial patterns of loss expanded from small localised seagrasses, to areas where the
entire meadow was effected. The presence of large offshore sand patches reinforced the

fact that chemical impacts became widespread and accounted for almost all Posidonia
seagrass loss in the Sound. Another change which was occurring throughout the 1960's,
was the presence of washed-up dead and decaying wrack along the beaches of James
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Point. An example is seen in the following plate of the accumulation of seagrass wrack
along a section of beach around Woodman Point (Plate 6.1 ). This indicates that for
seagrass meadows to easily dislodge, they must of been epiphytically efiected, easily
dislodging and washing up upon the surrounding beaches.

During this period, areas offshore became the major evidence that confirmed chemical
impacts lead to the destruction of Posidonia seagrass meadows over space and time.
Offshore seagrasses became patchy and disturbed hundreds of metres from any
construction which had previously impacted upon meadows.

Plate 6.1 - The accumulation of dead seagrass wrack along the beaches of Cockburn
Sound (2000).
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These chemical eiTccts slowly moved offshore and appeared to easily infiltrate the
surrounding waters. An example of' how effluent can easily spread was not1ccd m the
early 1960 aerial photographs of' the wastewater discharge outlet. This distmct plume
expanded smce the early 1960's and significantly impacted upon scagrass meadows
disappearing around the outlet. The area surrounding this outlet was one of the first
areas to have lost major seagrass meadows around James Point m such an aggressive
spatial manner.

By the end of the 1960's, spatial seagrass loss had expanded and origmal h1s1donw
seagrass meadows not easily recognisable. Two distmct spatial patterns were
established during the period 1959 to 1968. The first bemg that mshore losses were
widespread and especially centred around the more developed coastline. Secondly, that
the commencement of offshore losses was first apparent with patches. These offshore
losses gained momentum during the 1960's influencing most seagrass meadows.

Elevated nutrient input was an important factor which contributed to the extensive
spatial Joss ofseagrass meadows. The expansion of the wastewater treatment plant from
one outlet to two reflects the increased requirements of the expanding industrial sector
of the KIA Major industries became established and contributed to effiuent discharge
which took an estimated 3 to 5 years to be released from sediments and impact upon
seagrasses in the Sound (Environmental Protection Authority, 1998).

Throughout this period, the accelerated rate of seagrass loss was noted with many
inshore meadows being lost. Most damaging of these losses is the total eutrophication
of the Sound and the associated impacts upon seagrass growth. This destructive period
of I 959 to I 968 lead to an estimated 35 to 50 % loss of seagrass meadows throughout
the Sound (Figure 6.2).

•, ', ">. :"' '•.
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Figure 6.2 -Areas estimated to have lost seagrasses between 1959 - 1968
(Environmental Protection Authority, 1998 ).
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The period between 1969 to 1978 is the other most significant time m the destruction of
Fosulonia seagrass meadows in Cockburn Sound (Figure 6.3)_ Although a lack ofaenal

photographs inJected a greater element of subjectivity and vanability

1n

the analysis of

seagrass changes.

During this period significant spatial seagrass patterns were established, they include·

•

large sections of meadows were destroyed rather than small portions or the recedmg
of areas, and;

•

the spatial rate of sea!:,rrass loss significantly increased, especially from the
mid-1960's.

The 1970's aerial photographs of James Point show the extent of seagrass loss and the

rapid rate of industrial development along the Cockburn foreshore. Suburbs lead away
from industrialised areas and appeared to be established for residential, rather than only

work purposes. Natural vegetation around James Point was mostly cleared except for a
strategic pocket of remnant vegetation which still acts as a wind and wave butTer zone.
Associated industries such as B.H.P and C.S.B.P became major industries and are
examples of the economic importance placed upon Cockburn Sound by Government for
a variety of heavy industrial purposes. This coastal terrestrial loss is mirrored by the loss

of seagrasses around James Point.

The construction of the Causeway to Garden Island can be described as the last major
destructive physical loss upon seagrass meadows in Cockburn Sound. The physical
destruction of many seagrass meadows toward the southern end of Cockburn Sound
occurred. Studies by the EPA (1997) confirmed that major losses occurred and changes
, .

in waves and swell impacted upon the surrounding shoreline.
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Another interesting phenomenon which is also discussed by Kirkman (1997), is that of
the seagrass meadows that have been lost, no advances in meadow growth was noticed.
This study further confirms that significant increases in seagrass areas around James
Point did not occur. Although, there may have been slight increases which are
undetectable in aerial photographs, the available literature confirmed the no apparent
recolonisation or advancement in seagrass meadows occurred around James Point. If
major seagrass increases were noticed, Kirkman (1997) suggested that the presence of
floating wrack could be a possible explanation. This is consistent with recent evidence
from this study around Woodman Point, showing how floating seagrasses can easily be
mistaken for intact seagrass meadows from an aerial photograph (Plate 6.2).

Plate 6.2 - Floating seagrass wrack can easily be mistaken for new seagrass meadows
(2000).
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During this period, significant environmental attention was placed upon Cockburn
Sound, and as a result the reduction of many hazardous inputs occurred. Mainly because
of the visible eutrophication effects of dead and decaying seagrass wrack along the
beaches of Cockburn Sound (Plate 6.3). Despite the efforts of environmental monitors
put in place, this study can confirm that the destruction and loss of seagrass meadows
still occurred throughout this period. Although the rates of chemical inputs reduced real
inputs to the Cockburn Sound ecosystem, reductions were much slower and as a result
eutrophication continued mainly because of the rates at which nutrients were released
from sediments. An estimated 70 to 80 % of seagrass meadows had been lost by the end
of 1978.
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Plate 6.3- An example of dead and decaying seagrass wrack (2000).
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Figure 6.3 - Areas estimated to have lost seagrasses between 1969- I 978
(Environmental Protection Authority, 1998)
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By the start of the 1980's, the most destructive eutrophication effects of seagrass loss
had occurred, and environmentally sustainable practices were in place for a number of
years. The aerial photographs that covered this period were not of the highest quality
and lacked the water penetratmg qualities of previous decades.

Greater scien!ific data was made available during the 1970's that compared levels of
toxins and nutrients entering the Sound. A comparison of heavy metal content in
mussels from the mid-1970's to the end 1980's showed that effective pollution control
measures which were put in place which reduced contamination levels.

Few intact seagrass meadows remain where they were once fully vegetated. Although
the quality of these photographs are not sufficient enough to make comparisons of the
full areas surrounding James Point, an adjacent raised meadow indicates that few
significant meadows existed.

By the end of the 1980's, appropriate penetrating photography surrounding James Point
became limited, and the alternate area of Point Peron confinned seagrass assemblage
patterns. The areas surrounding Point Peron were equally effected by major nutrient
impacts upon seagrass assemblages. By 1987, seagrass meadows were extremely patchy
and sparse with no intact meadows. A major difference of this area, is that no major
industrial developments surround the coastline. This evidence further confinns that
spatial patterns of decline where mostly influenced by the destructive impacts of
eutrophication.

Point Peron established that although no major industrial developments surrounded the
immediate coastline, major seagrass movements occurred in the same manner as James
Point. Although small pockets of seagrasses remained probably from the protection of
curr ..1ts and swell. An estimated 85 to 95 %of seagrass meadows had been lost by the
1979 to 1988 period (Figure 6.4).
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Figure 6.4- Areas estimated to have lost seagrasses between 1979- 1988

(Environmental Protection Authority, 1998).
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During the 1990's, residential development of Cockburn Sound was mostly stagnant.
This is demonstrated by the Jack of major industnal and residential developments
around the Cockburn area.

The early 1990's conllrmcd that significant decreases in most heavy metals and
contaminants disposed or in Cockburn Sound occurred. Numerous studies such as by
the EPA ( 1998\ and a major study of the southern metropolitan coastal waters, SMCWS
( 1994) prov1ded ample evidence. Apart from numerous studies, strict monitonng
controls which were put

111

place but appeared to have come too late to save major

Posidoma seab,'Tass meadows in Cockburn Sound. Although the conservatiOn of

whatever seagrasses meadows that remain has occurred

IS

now an essential

reqmrement By the end of the 1970's, most major seagrass meadows had been depleted
with distinct patterns of loss (Figure 6.5).

The remaining meadows in Cockburn Sound appear to be in small patches on the
western boundary of where the originally reached. Other areas which have been
conserved are inshore, where protection from swell and strong wmds has occurred. As
an example, the coastline of James Point featured a distinct rippled effect where
seagrass meadows remained. Other significant areas where seagrasses still remained
included the many groynes and jetties and inshore areas of Cockburn Sound.

An example of an area where patchy seagrass still remains includes Woodman Point
This groyne was once part of Ammunition facilities, it has since been decommissioned
and is a favourite recreational area for fishennen, although heavily degraded and is
easily inundated by waves. Woodman Point has created a buffer zone where patchy

Poszdonia seagrasses still remain, especially the northern side of the groyne (Plate 6.4)
Another interesting aspect is that few patchy seagrasses oc:ur around this groyne,
indicating that the eut10phication of Cockburn Sound impacted upon most meadows.
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Plate 6.4- Patchy Posidonia seagrass meadows that still remain around Woodman
Point (2000).

Many of the best swimming beaches are located around Cockburn Sound, not only
because of the reduced impact of swell and waves, but the sandy seafloor which shows
no sign of seagrass meadows or their rhizomes. Rockingham beach is an example which
best confirms this, the area once fully vegetated with intact Posidonia seagrass
meadows is now completely bare (Plate 6.5).

By the end of the 1990's, the landscape around James Point has been used and
manipulated in many ways. Colour aerial photographs of Cockburn Sound show an
intensively used area which lacks natural vegetation. An interesting aspect of the
remaining natural vegetation is that the distinct buffer zone at the end of James Point
still appears intact and untouched. The fact that almost all natural vegetation has been
cleared for industrial and residential uses emphasises that this area was intensively used
for a variety of purposes.
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Plate 6.5- Rockingham beach was once fully vegetated with Posidonia seagrass

meadows, now no seagrasses remain (2000).

There have been no real changes in spatial seagrass patterns throughout this period, the
most influential change is the strengthening impact of the changing coastal
geomorphology of the James Point coastline. First noticed in the early 1990's, it may be
a further factor which will impact upon the remaining seagrasses.

Areas of conservation have been noted and distinct natural habitats where seagrass
meadows remain have been established. By the end of the 1990's an estimated 97% of
seagrass meadows have been lost in Cockburn Sound, approximately 900 ha. The
introduction of effective seagrass measures has been important in establishing the role
that they will play in Cockburn Sound. The 1990' s has seen the continuing protection of
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seagrass meadows and low chemical inputs into Cockburn Sound. This maybe as a
result of the heavy engineering slump which occurred during the 1990' s. New strategic
markets which have impacted upon production in the KIA has placed more pressure on
Government to form better strategic alliances with companies (Plate 6.6). The 1990's
has also seen sporadic rates of unemployment as high as 13 % in Rockingham (AB.S,
1998; Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study, 1994).

Plate 6.6- Railway facilities have been established by Government to aid major
companies in Kwinana (2000).
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Figure 6.5- Areas estimated to have lost seagrasses between 1989- 1999
(Environmental Protection Authority, 1998).
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6.2.2 TEMPORAL PATTERNS

In Cockburn Sound. James Point was mapped over 14 different dates and categorised
into live 10 year periods which showed sigmficant patterns of scagrass decline and
industrial development. It also helped determme whether spatial patterns were
consistent over time, of particular interest was the difference in spatial patterns between
pre and post-development stages that indicates that development, particularly
industrialisation, was entirely responsible in the decline ofseagrass meadows.

In incorporating a period for decline in l)ostdonw seagrass meadows of Cockburn
Sound, a time pattern of deterioration in aerial photographs of James Pomt from the

initial stages of seagrass loss to the present was established·

•

the loss of patches of seagrasses around James Point between 1953 and 1955;

•

the loss of patches of seagrass around James Point, south·west of the BP outfall
between 1961 and 1962;

•

the loss of seagrass from the narrow northern edge of the James Point bank benveen
1960 and 1962, with seagrass persisting over the rest of James Point;

•

the loss of seagrass south of James Point as far as the Cargo Bulk Handling Jetty
between 1967 and 1969;

•

the loss of the major portion of seagrass around James Point between 1969 and
1972.

This sequence of dieback can be linked to the time of initial release of effluents from
discharges along the eastern shore. The timing of major dieback events corresponds to
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the release of effluents high in nitrogen. Extensive dieback of scagrass on the banks
south of James Point appeared suddenly during the early 1960's south-west of the Bf>
wastewater outlet. Aller about stx years the first discharge began, other substances
including hydrocarbons \verc released over the same period and could also have
contributed to this dieback (Department of Conservation and Envtronment, I979;
Envtronmcntal Protection Authority, 1998).

The biggest impact upon the landuscs of the area was that the areas surroundmg
Cockburn Sound became a substantial part of the southern metropolitan area. These
areas became accessible to many more workers and their families. This represents a
dramatic change m the areas status from a heavy industrial area, to an area expandmg
into many sub-industries and residential communities. By this stage, residential and
industrial development of Cockburn Sound was bound to the north by Fremantle and to
the south by Rockingham. These areas also became important central locations, with
Medina and the other suburbs of Orelia and Calista especially established for the
residential growth of the KIA.

The quality of some aerial photographs suffer from sun glare which inhibits the spatial
patterns ofseagrass loss. By the mid-1960's a major feature of these aerial photographs
is the new township ot Medina. This is an important aspect, because it signifies that
industrialisation lead to an expansion of industries and the need to house large numbers
of people as closely as possible to their place of employment. The rate of housing
developments, in comparison to previous years was rapid and reflected the expanding
industrial sector.

Another important change was in the zoning of the area to industrial, the once popular
holiday homes disappeared by 1965, and industrial development expanded particularly
from James Point. Earlier photographs of this recreational activity proved to be
non-destructive with no visible impacts on Cockburn Sound seagrass populations. The
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rezoning of this area lead to the removable of beach-side homes. Had they not been
removed seagrass meadows would have not been impacted upon as destructively as
from industrialisation. This is an example of how Government is directly and indirectly
accountable for the

developm~nt

of the area which then lead to the destruction of

Jlo.\·tdoniu seagrass meadows throughout the Sound.

The most intense period of development for this region was the 1960's, and

IS

shovm m

these aerial photographs. Many major industries were encouraged by Government to
establish along the Kwinana foreshore. With a vast array of facilities provided by the
Government, leading to an explosion of industries such as: BHP, CSBP, BP and a vast
array of other industries which contributed to the major problems of excessive epiphy1ic
growth on seagrass leaves which first effected inshore meadows and then spread
throughout the Sound during the 1960's.

Nitrogen from the Woodman Point sewage outfall contributed to the loading of effuent
in the Sound from 1966 onwards. This coincides with nutrient enrichment of the
Sound's waters which was evident in the late 1960's. Major seagrass loss on the eastern
shelf was some time between 1960 and 1975. Construction began on the 3 km long
Causeway to Garden Island and was completed by early 1973. Breached by bridges at
two points, the Causeway runs across the Southern Flats, the southern barrier bank of
Cockburn Sound. The relatively high velocity of water through the bridges resulted in
localised scouring of seagrass meadows within a year of completion, and by 1976 there
was widespread deterioration on the Southern Flats which can be attributed to scouring.
Of the 550 ha of seagrass present in 1970 about half were dead or showing reduced
vigour and much of the remaining seagrasses were patchy, invaded by mussels or
carrying heavy epiphytic algal growths (Department of Conservation and Environment,
1979; Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study, 1996).
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Towards the end or the 1970's, the rapid expansion or the reSidential sector (A.B S,

1995) became an important aspt!ct in the alanning water quality results obtained. Th1s
increase in population impacted upon the need to implement greater controls to stop the
major problems of severe degradation. By the end of the 1970's, environmental

regulations were put in place and the EPA was commissioned to exam me and reduce
eftluents entering the Sound. Apart from the increased presence of decaymg

scagra~s

meadows upon the beaches of Cockburn Sound, many scientific results such as high
heavy metal, nitrogen and phosphorus levels provided the evidence which was needed
to reduce these 1mpacts.

Recreationally, the southern end of Cockburn Sound best relates to expansion. The
Point Peron educational campsites and the major marina at Shoalwater Bay and
Rockingham became important aspects of Cockburn Sound. Throughout the 1980's,
recreational boating and fishing became important components of the recreational use
of Cockburn Sound, which according to the EPA (1998) have both increased
significantly.

Throughout this period the rate of industrial development was not as rapid in
companson to previous decades. Major residential areas infilled the southern
metropolitan area of Perth where residential housing impacted upon the surrounding
vegetation to a greater extent than industrial development.

By the early 1980's and throughout the 1990's, significant seagrass losses had occurred
in Cockburn Sound. What had started as localised physical losses in the 1950's, later
was followed by the widespread loss of these communities in the entire Sound
(Table 6.1 ).
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Table 6.1- Estimated percentage loss between specific time frames.

6.3

PERIOD

ESTIMAH:Il PERCENTAGE LOSS

1948" 1958
1959" 1968
1969" 1978
1979-1988
1989" 1999

2-5%
35" 50%
70- 80%
85 - 95%

97%

FACTORS INFLUENCING THE PATTERNS

The spatial and temporal patterns of Postdomu seagrass loss were established because
of three major factors recognised to have impacted upon the loss of seagrass meadows
since 1948. The degree to which they have mfluenced spatial and temporal patlerns
varies, with physical losses (man-made) occurring during the construction and
establishment ofKwinana, in comparison to chemical impacts which peaked during the
mid-1970's.

6.3.1 PHYSICAL

The physical loss of Posidonia seagrass communities in Cockburn Sound was noted to
be of importance in the spatial and temporal patterns of decline. Results of the
interpretation of aerial photographs showed that the inshore destruction of seagrasses
especially around James Point was mostly concentrated around heavy industrial
expansion. The establishment of heavy industries in Kwinana lead to jetties and
groynes, clearly destroying seagrasses which were a nuisance and hindrance. Although
recreational boating slightly impacted seagrass movements in Cockburn Sound,
significant areas of loss were not widespread. These losses were in localised areas of
intensive recreational usage, especially along the Cockburn mainland.
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The Loss of seagrass meadows has also come about through dredging, changing the
bottom topography or headland. Cockburn Cement Limited first dredged limesands in
197 L and significant areas of seagrasses were directly destroyed as a result of dredging
(Plate 6.7). This dredging is expected to continue and may further impact upon the
remaining seagrasses.

Plate 6.7- Cockburn Cement Limited operations (2000).

Another physical impact which has destroyed seagrass meadows in Cockburn Sound
has been the dredging of channels for significant shipping movements. As the area is
heavily reliant on efficient shipping movements, significant seagrass meadows were
originally destroyed during the early 1950' s for the establishment of deeper
navigational routes. Thj s shipping expansion lead to the subsequent dredging of larger
and deeper channels wruch effected seagrass meadows in Cockburn Sound (Plate 6.8).
The maintenance dredging of significant shipping channels continues because erosion
and accretion easily effect sand movements, changing the channels dimensions. An
associated indirect effect was the significant shadowing of seagrass leaves which
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occurred from the plumes of sediment associated with dredging, significantly reducing
their light requirements and inability to effectively photosynthesise.

Plate 6.8- Significant heavy shipping occurs in Cockburn Sound (2000).

Moorings and boat propellers produced circular scours in seagrass meadows, although
little is known. Estimates suggest that heavy shipping and recreational fishermen
produce significant damage to seagrass meadows, especially intensively used areas
around jetties and marina' s. Although the extent of damage can vary, certain intensively
used areas are easily effected from recreational boating which is further exacerbated by
the relatively shallow seafloor which is easily effected by boat anchors.

6.3.2 ANTHROPOGENIC

The productivity of temperate coastal ecosystems such as Cockburn Sound, is limited
by the availability of total inorganic nitrogen and phosphorus. But this is also a
constituent of domestic sewage and estuarine outflows, significant loads of nitrogen
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and phosphorous have entered Cockburn Sound from point (e.g. industrial outfalls and
surface drains) and diffuse (e.g. groundwater) sources. Excessive inputs of these
nutrients stimulate nuisance growths or algae (e.g. phytoplankton and epiphytic algae)
which lead to the destruction of benthic plant communities through light starvation vm
shading and smothering of seagrass meadows in Cockburn Sound (Southern
Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study, 1996)

Seagrasses grow in the more protected mshore areas, where both water movement times
are longer and nutnent inputs are highest, making these communities more vulnerable
to nutrient enrichment than offshore algal communities which have t,rreater water
movements. This vulnerability, coupled with the ecological importance of seagrasses in
Cockburn Sound and the apparent inability of J>osidoniu species to regenerate naturally,
at least within several decades, places great pressure on the amounts of nitrogen and
phosphorus inputs to Cockburn Sound for Posrdonia seagrass survival (Kirkman, 1997).

Another important factor in the chemical destruction of seagrass meadows is the impact
that toxic substances from heavy industrial developments had on seagrasses in
Cockburn Sound. During the 1960's, heavy metal concentrations of mercury, lead and
zinc were high, significantly impacting upon seagrass meadows and other marine plants
and animals. An example of a toxicant that has impacted upon on seagrass meadows is
the destructive use of TBT. Although overall concentrations of this toxin have
decreased because of strict controls, vessels over 25 m are exempt. As a result, jetties
and shipbuilding areas have increased levels in comparison to other areas of Cockburn
Sound.

6.3.3 NATURAL

In Cockbura Sound the influence that natural factors have had on the destruction of
seagrass meadows is difficult to assess. Although this is mainly due to the lack of
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information which has assessed this influence. Seagrasses naturally live a cycle of
growth and decline. They are also easily effected by changes in atmospheric
temperature and light, and therefore calculating the influence that these natural factors
have on meadows is difficult. There is enough evidence to suggest that small areas of
seagrass meadows have been effected in Cockburn Sound from a variety of smaller
factors which have impacted upon them (Kirkman, 1997).

Many natural factors seem to have been exacerbated by the weakening effects of
chemical inputs and the building of permanent structures in the Sound. The Bureau of
Meteorology (1996) noted that a significant storm occurred in 1984 which impacted
upon seagrass meadows. Since 1948, .it can be estimated that other events may have
lead to small localised losses of seagrass meadows throughout the Sound. Evidence like
seagrass wrack along the beaches of Cockburn Sound throughout the 1950's and 1960's
indicates that seagrass movements were occurring, maybe as a consequence of storms
or strong waves or currents easily dislodging fragile seagrass meadows in Cockburn
Sound.

Although the impact of natural factors have not been widely debated, from this study
the possibility that past occurrences have effected seagrass movements can not be rule
out. Therefore because of the probability of storms occurring episodically, especially
every 15 years in Perth, the impacts of such events, although not documented must be
noted in the loss of seagrass meadows in Cockburn Sound (Bureau of Meteorology,
1996).

6.4

HOW DEVELOPMENT COINCIDED WITH SEAGRASS LOSS

Evidence from this study coincides with the development of heavy industries around the
)

KIA which lead to the destruction of Posidonia seagrass meadows in the Sound.
Particularly the industrialisation of the Cockburn foreshore at Kwinana which quickly
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transformed an area primarily used for holiday purposes into a heavy industrial area.
Most of the seagrass loss in Cockburn Sound occurred prior to the development of
major environmental management plans, as a result whatever plans that were
implemented were only able to conserve small areas of unaffected seagrasses.

Although no researchers collected comparable data which covered larger periods prior
to the Southern Metropolitan Coastal Waters Study ( 1994) that would enable
comparisons. Results from shorter studies, such as from the EPA (1998), can be
compared to this study which justify major seagrass losses did occur. This study
established from the initial stages of development, that as a result of industrialisation,
major losses occurred in distinct periods.

The frrst period was associated with the constructional effects of establishing the KIA,
primarily from B.P petroleum building jetties and groynes. State Government was able
to provide associated infrastructure to the area which further impacted upon the
surrounding terrestrial and marine environments. Port, rail, electricity and road facilities
were established and continually expanded to meet the demands of industry and a
prosperous minerals sector. The construction of jetties and groynes are major examples
of such destructive structures which were directly associated with increasing industry
and development.

The second factor greatly discussed in shorter studies of Cockburn Sound is the
eutrophication of the Sound's waters from nutrient inputs. As a result of industrial
development, industries directly discharged into Cockburn Sound and high levels of
nutrients created epiphytic growths which inhibited light reaching Posidonia seagrass
meadows. These effluent flows eventually reduced in the 1970's, but as most nutrients
were slow releasing from sediments, eutrophication continued and most seagrass
meadows were still effected.
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The most conclusive evidence established from this study spanning 51 years, from the
initial stages of industrialisation to the present, was that chemical and physical impacts
lead to the destruction of almost all seagrass meadows in Cockburn Sound and
pennanently changed the marine ecosystem of the most intensively used embayment.

Plate 6.9 - An example of how recreational and industrial developments surround the
Cockburn Sound foreshore, as a result clear waters with no seagrass meadows occur
(2000).
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Changes to the distribution of Posidonia seagrass communities from 1948 to 1999,
were brought about by significant ecological impacts resulting from the development of
Cockburn Sound. The expansion of Kwinana as the main heavy industrial area of Perth
was responsible for the destruction of seagrass communities in Cockburn Sound. This
study established three major patterns of decline from the analyses of aerial
photographs which spanned 51 years. The established patterns occurred through natural
(e.g. storms), anthropogenic chemical (e.g. nutrient enrichment) and physical (e.g.
jetties, groynes) events.

These three environmental issues have significantly combined in a single environment
to effect almost all seagrass meadows. As the State further develops its industrial and
resource sectors, increased pressures will be placed upon marine habitats. Sounds,
archipelagos and embayments suitable for industrial and port development because of
their protected waters are often also sites of high conservation significance and social
value. Any loss of biodiversity will significantly effect existing resources, such as fish
stocks, therefore our knowledge of marine habitats is crucial.

Seagrass communities are critical for the long term sustainability of Western Australia's
coastal zone. Despite the extensive area and species diversity of seagrasses, significant
losses in seagrass communities has occurred especially in closed embayments such as
Cockburn Sound. The continued eutrophication of harbours and estuaries is the main
danger to the remaining seagrasses in the Sound. As soon as the nutrient input and
status of these waterways is returned to pristine or improved, real efforts can be made to
begin seagrass restoration.
-\

In Cockburn Sound, erosion and accretion are important factors in the survival of the

remaining seagrass meadows. The remaining seagrasses appear easily effected by the
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changing sand and wave movements, and therefore need strategic protection. The
disastrous chemical impacts that led to the massive destruction of Posidonia seagrass
meadows have thoroughly been addressed, but need continual monitoring to ensure that
whatever meadows that remain are not destroyed.

The degradation of marine habitats is like the clearing of vegetation on the land, leading
to reductions in the area of seagrasses or other habitats. Much of this is a direct result of
human activities, such as, mining, port development, shipping channels, exploration and
shore-based practices such as aquaculture. Information from the State of the
Environment Report (1998) indicates that sustainable development did not occur in
Cockburn Sound during the period 1948 to 1999, leading to Aust'ralia's greatest loss of
seagrass meadows. As seagrass communities are interconnected in the marine
environment, the effects of these losses have been substantial. Most seagrass and fish
species were effected and as a result, significant progress in understanding the nature of
marine ecosystems in Western Australia has occurred.

It is recognised that environmental issues do not occur in isolation or have single causes

or effects, therefore a comprehensive strategy for sustainable development should be of
immediate priority. This will ensure that a uniform measurement can be used to
quantify changes in marine ecosystems. This will aim to further reduce significant
human induced losses or degradation of marine habitats, and that the management of all
marine habitats are ecologically sustainable.

Further research, both in the field and in the laboratory, is needed to solve the many
problems of seagrass restoration. From overseas experience it is obvious that restoration
is an extremely expensive exercise, and this expense must be critically evaluated
against the environmental, aesthetic and commercial costs of seagrass decline in
Cockburn Sound (Kirkman, 1997).
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Consequently, cost-effective methods in the seagrass recolonisation process (to speed it
up) should be investigated. Conventional planting and transplanting has not been
successful with seagrass meadows (Kirkman, 1997), much work seems to be required to
find a successful and reliable method for long-term restoration of seagrass meadows.
Sufficient information is available on the transplantation of seagrass meadows in
Australia and around the world, but with limited success (e.g. Posidonia seagrass
meadows of the Mediterranean Sea). Seagrass meadows should be restored, if possible
to their original condition, therefore reliable transplant methods should grow enough to
cover realistic areas within a reasonable time span. Although Cockburn Cement Limited
attempted to investigate the methods of seagrass restoration by many scientific trials,
little success in revegetating their dredged areas has occurred.

However, most important of all is the prevention of seagrass meadow loss by correct
catchment management, monitored dumping of urban and industrial waste and care in
the development of nearshore habitats.

There is a need to develop cost-effective methods of seagrass mappmg and for
monitoring of their habitats, that can be pursued on an ongoing basis. As seagrass
meadows are difficult to accurately map, the ongoing mapping of Western Australian
seagrass communities should be given greater priority. The final product should have
the following features:

•

a single, uniform scale;

•

a categorised map with the status of seagrass meadows;

•

all limitations clear and easily documented and updated.
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This will become an important priority as further coastal developments occur in this
region. As an example, there is virtually no information about seagrass meadow habitats
along more than 6500 km of coastline around northern Australia. Furthermore, results
from this study indicate that key regions and sites need to be monitored on one to five
year cycles because the potential of large scale changes over short time periods is great.

Seagrass meadows need proper management, effective techniques are needed to
document the extent and condition of; seagrass meadows. Monitoring programs are
necessary which will detect, especially at an early stage the impacts of the disturbance
and distinguish these effects from natural influences. If these disturbances are detected
early enough, appropriate measures can be implemented to stop or reduce the
destructive impact to protect fragile seagrass meadows.

Managing the health of seagrass meadows should not be restricted to the meadows
themselves, but includes the total management of everything that enters the seagrass
habitat. From catchments and algal beds, every input should be monitored and
managed. Urban development, sewage outfalls and effluent from industry should be
planned and strict controls be enforced with realistic alternatives to ocean dumping
given immediate priority. Choices on the location of ports, effluent discharge and
fishing grounds should be made after careful consideration of the existing location of
seagrass meadows and the effect that these activities will have on the meadows.

With growing land and marine-based tourism development in Western Australia and
regionalisation of population growth, these impacts are likely to increase without
adequate protection and management. The interaction between land based activities and
the marine environment is of immediate concern, the ultimate movement of these
discharges into nearshore marine environments is crucial to marine management. In
Western Australia, much of the pollution in the marine environment and slow chronic
degradation of marine habitats is caused through this interaction.
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Coastal waters

outside the Perth Metropolitan manne reg10n are

largely

uncontaminated, with reduced environmental quality affecting only local areas.
However, many inshore areas tend to be dominated by highly productive seagrass
meadows which have adapted to low-nutrient waters. The dominant factors that effect
the marine environment are degradation of habitat, contamination, exotic species and
harvesting of marine species.

Discharges from estuaries, drains and groundwater are of immediate concern as they
introduce contaminates to the marine environment. However, most ports, marinas and
slipways are likely to be contaminated. Without a co-ordinated, ecologically sustainable
approach to management and planning, contamination will increase along the Western
Australian coastline.

The public perception of the role of seagrass meadows is another factor which is
important in establishing effective seagrass management policies. Throughout the
1990's, a greater amount of literature has been made available to the public which aims
to change the way seagrass meadows are viewed. Throughout this study, the public
perception of seagrass meadows as a nuisance and a source of visual pollution on
beaches was of concern. Decaying wrack is a major factor in influencing people's
residential living patterns, as it decomposes it emits a strong smell. Therefore the
residential sector has become an important factor in the survival and regrowth of
seagrass meadows, needing urgent attention.

In 1991 the Hon. R.J. Pearce the then Minister for the Environment presented a paper at
a conference on enclosed seas in Japan, on the management of the Perth metropolitan
waters (Pearce, 1993). He explained the concept of 'assimilative capacity' as a
philosophical approach to maintain the biological integrity of nearshore coastal
ecosystems in Western Australia. This approach relies on the capacity of the receiving
environment to disperse, dilute and absorb certain types of pollutants without causing
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an unacceptable change. This should be an important underlying concept when
environmental management decisions be considered for Cockburn Sound. Past actions
are beginning to deliver reductions in some pollutant discharges but as Perth's
population increases further management plans will need to be developed.

It can be concluded that the preservation of the remammg areas of relatively

undisturbed seagrass meadow habitats in Cockburn Sound is critical. The seagrass
assemblages that occur in this embayment are distinct from those that occur elsewhere
on the coast, and for this reason further habitat degradation should be avoided. The
most obvious areas for conservation priority are the remaining seagrass beds of James
Point, but additional locations, such as Mangles Bay or the Woodman Point/Jervoise
Bay area should also be considered. Faced with the prospect of greater recreational,
residential and industrial expansion around Cockburn Sound, whatever seagrasses that
remain should become a conservation priority. If biodiversity is to be maintained,
sustainable development should become an immediate priority so that future
generations can experience the many unique aspects of Cockburn Sound.

Future recommendations arising from this study in regard to the terrestrial and marine
usage of the Cockburn Sound include:

•

Future terrestrial developments should be ecologically sustainable, and sympathetic
with the marine ecosystem of Cockburn Sound. Such developments must co-exist
harmoniously with the marine environment, and minimise, if not eliminate all
discharges.

• Development, particularly continued industrialisation should be better monitored
and greater controls and information be made available to decision makers to
realistically reduce their impacts upon seagrass meadows in Cockburn Sound.
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Rather than imposing large fines and attempting to reverse the disastrous
consequences, prevention needs to be given greater emphasis.

•

Greater public education should become a priority, especially to the many users of
Cockburn Sound. Such programs need to highlight the existing ecological problems
and future management plans, with the purpose of reducing the impacts on the
environment of the Cockburn Sound ecosystem.

•

The establishment of a Cockburn Sound management framework consisting of
major stakeholders, Government agencies and inherent groups. The aim of this
managing body will co-ordinate. the management of the Sound's marine and
terrestrial environments to ensure continued sustainable development.
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APPENDIX A: EDITH COWAN UNIVERSITY STATEMENT OF
INTRODUCTION

EDITH COWAN
UNIVERSITY
PERTH WESTERN AUSTRALIA

MOUNT LAWLEY CAMPUS
2 Bradford Street, Mount Lawley
Western Australia 6050
Telephone (06) 9370 6111
Facsimile (06) 9370 2910

25 March 1999

STATEMENT OF INTRODUCfJON: MR ANTHONY MUSCARA

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

Anthony Muscara is currently researching historical and contemporary aspects of seagrass
distribution in Cockburn Sound as a requirement for his Masters degree in Geography at
Edith Cowan University. As much of the records that testify to the early industrial

development of Cockburn Sound may be contained in internal reports and archives in state
and local government organizations I request that Anthony be given whatever assistance and
access to this data that may be reasonable within the operational guidelines of the
organization. In order to assess the change in seagrass distribution Anthony also requires
access to any aerial photographs that may be held in archives.

DR HUGO BEKLE

Postgraduate Coordinator
Lecturer in Geography
School of Community Services and Social Sciences
Ph:
(08) 9370 6148
Fax:
(08) 9370 6593
Email: H.BekJe@cowan.edu.au
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APPENDIX B: DEPARTMENT OF LAND ADMINISTRATION
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH CONFIRMATION

ADOLA
Depdrtment of

MIDLAND SQUARE. MIDLAND
WESTERN AUSTRAUA
Postal Address: PO Box 2222
Midland, Western Australia 6936

LAND ADMINISTRATION

Mr A Muscara
201 Ravenswood Qrive
NOLLAMARA WA 6061
Dear Mr Muscara,
Thank you for your inquiry regarding the availability of aerial photography from
DOLA.
Aerial photography over Cockburn Sound is available for every year between
1963 and 1999, and at intervals before that date. This aerial photography is
accessible and DOLA staff can provide access to this photography (depending
on availabi ity).
As a studpnt, sales tax exemptions would apply for maps and photography,
provided the appropriate documentation is supplied.
Black and White contact aerial
photographs
Colour contact aerial photographs

$8.70 for the first aerial photo in a run
$4.34 for each extra_ghoto in that run
$28.62 for the first aerial photo in a run
$8.73 for each extraQ_hoto in that run

' are sales tax exempt pnces.
These

Yours sincerely,

KERRY SMYTH

-'L

A/MANAGER
LAND INFORMATION PRODUCTS & SERVICES
CENTRAL MAP AGENCY
CUSTOMER SERVICES BRANCH
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APPENDIX C: DETAILS OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS OF
COCKBURN SOUND (1948 - 1999)

YEAR
1948

RUN
46
48

FRAMES
2770-2773
3260 & 3261

NUMBERS
4
2

1953

18
19
20
21

364 & 365
366 & 367
398-401
402-404

2
2
4
3

1959

37

203,205 & 207

3

1960

44
45

5001, 5003 & 5004
5069, 5070 & 5072

3
3

1961

47

67-69

3

1963

35
36

5142 & 5146
5183 & 5187

2
2

1964

24
26

5080 & 5081
5165, 5167- 5169

2
5

1965

32
33

5130 & 5132
5086-5088

2
3

1970

32

5010-5012

3

1975

5

5040-5043

4

1981

5

5055-5059 &
5066

6

1987

6

5033-5039

7

1989

7

5029-5034

6

1995

6
7

5205-5207
5280 & 5285

3
2

1999

7

5149- 5153

5

TOTAL

81
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Industry, unions call
for quick decision on
K winana option
• By John Flint

DE);lUTY Premier Hendy Cowan
insisted yesterday the State Government did not err when it chose
J ervoise Bay for a $200 million
marine and offshore engineering
complex.
Mr Cowan denied a big amount of
money had been wasted over the last
seven years, only for a more suitable
location to emerge.
The West Australian revealed on Saturday that the Government was considering scrapping the J ervoise Bay
plan in favour of a similar facility at

Kwinana. Mr Cowan said the Government had not overlooked the alternative site at Kwinana because it was not
an option when Jervoise Bay was studied.
"It's a relatively recent phenomenon," a spokesman for Mr Cowan
said.,
The Government is investigating
whether the Kwinana site would
deliver sufficient savings to warrant
moving the project. That would also
hinge on the successful purchase of the
land from its current owners, BHP.
The West Australian understands
that two of the companies which have
expressed an interest in managing the
plant identified Kwinana as the preferred location.
But Mr Cowan's spokesman said
this was not the frrst the Government
had heard of the site.
"The possible availability of the
land was raised with Mr Cowan by an

executive of BHP, independent of anything that was in the expressions of
interest received," he said.
A BHP spoke~man said the site was
bought 40 years ago for a steel mill,
which ·was decommissioned in the
1980s.
"Subsequent to that we have used
the site to ·run a transport business
given that it has rail access and a 500m
jetty there," he said.
"We have also- sold and leased parts
of the· site to businesses that we think
will benefit from our transport capabilities there."
Opposition trade and commerce
spokesman Clive Brown said he would
support moving the project to Kwinana if the savings could be proved and
there would not be any delays.
The WA Chamber of Commerce and
Industry stressed that timing was a key
factor.
"WA cannot afford any procrastina-

tion over the location of the urgently
needed integrated engineering construction complex proposed currently
for Jervoise Bay," chief executive
Lyndon Rowe said.
"Plans for the facilities at Jervoise
Bay are well advanced and must continue to schedule unless an overwhelming case for relocating the project is forthcoming in the very short
term.
"There is nothing to be lost by the
Government considering the merits of
the BHP land at Kwinana while time
allows, provided it does not delay progress of the project or result in
changes which compromise its functionality." Mr Rowe said WA engineers and fabricators needed to be certain that the complex would be
operating by the end of 2001. Unions
have called for the project to be completed on time to help extricate the
mdustry from its slump.

First $27m
Jervoise Bay
instalment paid
• By Carmelo Amalfi
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Cost the key to new port
BHP offer of land at
K winana has to be
assessed: Cowan
• By John Flint
DEPUTY Premier Hendy Cowan
said yesterday he owed it to taxpayers to consider an alternative
site for the marine industrial complex earmarked for Jervoise Bay.
BHP had indicated that it was
prepared to sell a parcel of land at
Kwinana and the Government was
duty-bound to consider its merits.
Mr Cowan said there appeared to
be potential savings at the K winana
site but these would need to be fully

investigated before the Government
would scrap Jervoise Bay.
The Kwinana alternative, as
revealed in the The West Australian,
has surprised those who thought
J ervoise Bay was a done deal.
The Government has secured the
necessary planning and environmental approvals as well as Federal

Government funding for a facility at
Jervoise Bay. It also enjoys rare
Labor and union support for the
$200 million project, which is considered cructal for lifting WA's
heavy engineering and fabrication
industries out of a deep slump.
Mr Cowan acknowledged a lot of
money had been sp~nt on preliminary work at Jervoise Bay. Anysavmgs at Kwinana would have to
exceed the money already spent.
"If there are any savings to be
made, the estimated savings would
have to be quite considerable before
we move," he said.
"All we have is affirmation from
BHP that they are interested in selling land adjacent to the foreshore
there. We are just going down the
particular path of identifying if
there will or won't be savings.

"Cabinet is now going to have to
"The savings are- likely to come
from costs associated with dredging, take the advice I give after the
costs associated with meeting the investigation of the alternative.
environmental conditions and costs
"It doesn't mean we are scrapping
associated with the actual offshore Jervoise Bay at this particular
fabrication facility itself."
. stage."
Mr Cowan said the BHP land
Mr Cowan said benefits might
adjoined some Government land. also derive from the Kwinana site's
An unused port facility exists there. close proximity to the proposed
"It has been dredged, there is a - location of the S100 million private
channel there and there are a whole port at James Point, but he stressed
range of things," he said.
the two would not be combined.
"I have been led to believe the
"There is no doubt that you
environmental conditions will be would probably get a common
easier to meet at the alternative heavy haul route into the fabricaoption for the simple reason that tion facility or into the private port,·
there is no sea grass there.
the one route in would serve both,"
he said.
"It is already dead.
"But we are dealing with these
"The bulk of the area that would
need to be dredged has already been projects separately because there is
dredged to a depth of about 11 already a preferred bidder for the
James Point private port."
metres.
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SEAGRASSES destroyed by
W A's proposed $200 million
J ervoise Bay development will
not grow back and dolv.hins
and other marine life wdl be
driven away, according to
Environment Australia.
The warning by Federal
Environment Minister Robert
Hill's department in Canberra
was issued as part of its
December 1998 submission to
the WA Environmental Protection Authority ..
It flies in the face of State
Government claims that some
seagrasses can grow back and
that a big pod of resident dolphins had the rest of -Cockburn
Sound to live and breed in.
The purpose of Environment
Australia's advice was to determine whether there was sufficient information to meet the
objectives of the EPA assessment and whether an allocation
should be made from the Prime
Minister's Federation Fund,
which Senator Hill approved in
January.
On Tuesday~ Federal Industry, Science and Resources
Minister Nick Minchin signed
over the first $27 million instalment of $80 million to be allocated over four years.
The funding was conditional
on the proponent the
Department of Commerce and
, Trade - obtaining environmental clearances, which it has
from the EPA.
But conservationists said yes-

1

terday that the Federal Government_ should not have released
any of the $80 million until the
State Government had established it~ long-promised Cockburn · Sound management
authority, which was not a condition, but EPA advice.
Greens (WA) MLC Jim Scott
said this advice was not legally
·
binding.
Hazel Duggan, convener of
Community Network- Incorporated which represents 19 rate"payer and conservation groups
from Fremantle to Rockingham, said the signing over of
the money showed the Government's priority in getting the
moriey locked in first.
Environment Australia said- a
management authority was
likely to lead to improved environmental management of
Cockburn Sound because the
State Government's conditions
relied largely on management
and contingency plans as mitigating mea_sures.
Commerce and Trade Minister Hendy- Cowan said in
December a management
authority would have power to
take action against polluters.
But by May, he had changed
his tune and said he was unsure
wheth~r it would be a statutory
authonty that could make decisions and issue orders, or an
advisory body to government.
Water Resources Minister
Kim Hames said a revised
model of the authority would
go to ministers next week and
to Cabinet next month.
Senator Minchin said that the
W A Government included
more stringent environmental
provisions as a result of Environment Australia and the
EPA's concerns about the
project.
-
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Mussel farmers
want inquiry
• By Gareth Malpell

COCKBURN Sound mussel farmers will push for
a public inquiry into last week's devastating
arsenic spill.
After taking In their first harvest since fishing
bans were Imposed, mussel producers met yesterday •to plan their next move after the Health
l)eparlment gave the sound a clean bill of health
despite ·a 900kg arsenic spill from a Wesfarmers
CSBP ammonia plant.
Seafood producers working Cockburn Sound
now face a battle to win back the hearts · and
stomachs of cons_umers scared off by the poison.
WA Mussel Growers' Association chairman
Glenn Dibbin said a full inquiry was needed to
ensure the public was made aware of what had
happened.
"The Department of Environmental Protection
is definitely investigating it, but at the end of the
day a public Inquiry is needed to make sure It's all
out in the open," he said.
He said the inquiry sho~d look at how the spill
happened and bow Wesfarmers CSBP, Government authorities and the seafood Industry reacted
to the spill.
Mussel farmers would consult industry groups,
retailers and restaurants before starting a marketing push to bring people back to the table to eat
Cockburn mussels again. Any compensation
claims would have to wait until the industry could
analyse the effect of the spill on demand.
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All clear: Crispian Edwards, left, and Geoff Peck were back at work helping Blue Lagoon Mussels owner
Glenn Oibbin process yesterday's catch of mussels from Cockburn Sound. PICTURE: GREG BURKE
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Seagrass success claim
• By Carmelo Amalfi
COCKBURN Cement has
stepped up its seagrass
replanting tnals off Fremantle
despite scientific claims that
it cannot be done.
The Munster company,
which mines shell sand in Success Bank in Owen Anchorage
in the northern part of Cockburn Sound, to produce lime,
has launched a new $350,000
underwater truck to transplant
seagrass 10 times faster than
previous efforts.
Built and designecf by Henderson company Ocean Industries Pty Ltd and researchers at
Murdoch University, Ecosub 2
evolved from an earlier version
launched in 1997 as part of a
five-year, $6 million project to
regrow areas dredged for shell
sand.
Murdoch environmental sci-

ence lecturer and project coordinator Eric Paling said that
the revolutionary transplanting
project had restored the equivalent of a quarter-acre block of
seagrass.
He said that the team was
replanting small sods of seagrass, including roots and
sand, from areas to be
dredged. Three species were
being shifted - Posidonia sinuosa and coriacea and Amphibolis griffithii.
Though winter storms last
year had reduced the success
rate of transplanted seagrasses
from 80 to 50 per cent, new
plots and harvested areas
showed signs of regrowth and
spreading.
Dr Paling said the project
had dispelled the _popular
belief transplanted seagrasses
did not regrow or spread. Sea-

grass binds the seabed and
provides shelter and food for
fish and other marine life.
The company, which bas
dredged Owen Anchorage
since 1966, has emphasised
that seagrass beds m Owen
Anchorage had increased naturally by 500ha since 1971.
But seagrass experts in Australia and overseas where similar experiments have failed,
say the Cockburn Cement project was promising but far from
being a panacea for the amount
of seagrass already lost and
expected to be lost from further dredging.
Conservationists said yesterday Cockburn Cement was
putting a positive spin on the
project because future dredgmg operations would be
reviewed next year by the
Environmental Protection
Authority.

Environment Australia, in its
1998 Jervoise Bay submission
to the EPA, said that seagrass
could not be regrown.
"A review of the international literature on seagrass
restoration was undertaken for
Cockburn Cement and found
tbat 'to date there bas been no
seagrass project that, overall,
bas not resulted in a net loss of
habitat, and that replacement,
or creation of funchonal attributes to match those lost or
damaged has yet to be demonstrated'," it said.
The future of Cockburn
Cement's operations depena
on whether seagrasses can
regrow in areas stripp·ed of
vegetation. In 1994, the State
Government set a condition
that the company had to
replant a 1OOOsq m bed that
could survive in its new habitat
for three years.

Defiance: Protesters show their opposition to industrial development on the shores of Cockburn Sound. PICTURE: JOHN MOKRZYCKI

Locals call for help to stop Cockburn plan
• By Clare Morgan
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ABOUT 2000 people rallied against
State Government pians for Cockburn
Sound yesterday, urging opposition
parties to stall the progress of a $200
million shipbuilding yard planned at Jervoise Bay by voting against land and
ocean rezonings needed for the project to
go ahead.
Protesters from across Perth gathered

at Challenger Beach for the Save Our
Cockburn Sound beach festival and political party, part of a campaign against further industrial development in the area.
The Government is expected to rezone
a nature reserve and limestone cliffs this
week to make way for the Jenoise Bay
harbour development.
Labor has said it will not vote for a
motion by Greens (WA) MLC Jim Scott
to block the rezoning because the development will create jobs.
But the Labor Federal member for Fre-

mantle, Carmen Lawrence, called for tbe
State Opposition to stall the bulldozers so
the economic benefits of the proposal
could be assessed properly.
Cockburn Sound is in Labor's heartland and Dr ~awrence said local State
ALP members Norm Marlborough, Bill
Thomas and Jim McGinty might feel a
voter backlash.
"A lot of people are angry, they don't
reel they're being listened to by their
member of Parliament," Dr Lawrence
said.
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Firm to pay for oil clean-up
Caltex to start
work when plan
is approved

~

Old AM POL fuel storage site

• Reports by Carmelo Amalfl
CALT EX Australia Petroleum
has agreed to pay for any clean-up
of its former fuel storage site at
Port Beach after concerns over
the leaching of carcinogenic compounds into the ocean.
Company spokesman Richard
Beatty said from Sydney yesterday
that Caltex accepted responsibility
for the contammation caused by
hydrocarbons detected in the soil,
just metres from the beach.
The admission followed a new
environmental assessment of the
fenced-otT site by the company

which revealed that previous
remediation efforts had failed .
Its final report, which was completed this year but never made
public by the Department of Environmental Pro tection and Premantle City Council, also said
there was a risk of human and
environmental exposure to potentially cancer-causmg material.
But the risk was considered low

because of the low toxicity of
these compounds, according to the
report which was submitted to
DEP with a proposed remediation
plan.
" Remediation will start as soon
as rhe City of Fremantle approves
the work plan," Mr Beatty said.
The plan involved excavating
hundreds of cubic metres of contaminated material and use of bac-

teria to break down oils in the
soil.
"All of the costs will be borne
by Caltex so there is no cost to the
community," Mr Beatty said. "If
approval is given and there are no
unexpected delays, work should
be completed by the end of the
year."
But Fremantle environmental
activist James Courtney, who
brought the report to light, said he
was concerned no warning signs
had been erected.
"Kids walk alon~ the sand and
play on the beach,' he said. "Soil
on the beach is relatively clean but
once you dig it up, some of the
water which wells up is most
likely contaminated even at low
levels."
Council chief executive Ray
Glickman said warning signs were
unnecessary because the contamination appeared to be of low risk.

Arsenic
scare
stops
crab
industry

Asked why Caltex's final report
was not made public, he said:
"Because it's premature to do that
at the moment.
"Our environmental planner is
monitoring the situation and is
confident there is no risk."
In 1996, the DEP said no further remediation was needed
unless land use chan~ed, which it
did last year from mdustrial to
foreshore management.
"Caltex hasn't owned the land
for some time but it bas maintained a residual responsibility in
the event that the use of the land
changed,'' tvfr Beatty said.
Ampol, which merged with Caltex in 1995, moved on to the Port
Beach site in 1956. Following its
1997 decommissioning, the property was transferred fr om the Fremantle Port Authority to the
council. Most of the fuel storage
tanks were cleared in 1993.

Playground
clean-up gets
the go-ahead

PROFESSIONAL crab
fishermen are staying
clear of Cockburn
Sound after the discovery of arsenic in crabs.
The readings are up
to eight times higher
than levels found in
mussels last week after
Wesfarmers
CS BP
admitted that 900kg of
arsenic from its Kwinana plant bad leaked
Into Cockburn Sound.
The Department of
Season over: Professional crab fisherman Lance Moss is one of 16 fishermen who have stopped fishing for crabs in
E nvironmental ProtecCockburn Sound since the arsenic scare. The results of tests in Sydney are expected today. PICTURE: GREG BURKE
tion bas banned fishing
in the Sound while the
The Sydney tests will show Cockburn Sound Professional
spill is investigated.
bow much inorganic arsenic Fishermen's Association, said the
Although the concentrations there
is in the sample of crusta- scare had a multiplier effect in
of arsenic in different fish, water
and sediment are being analysed cean. The results are expected which about 50 people - from
fishing crews to the wholesale and
in Sydney, initial results for today.
Concentrations several hun- retail workers - were affected.
total arsenic in crabs reveal
Last year, about 300 tonnes of
levels up to eight times the dred times the legal limit for
mussels can cause gastro-intesti- crab meat were caught and supallowable limit for mussels one milli~ram of inorganic nal pain, diarrhoea and vomit- plied to the domestic market. Mr
ing.
Moss said the arsenic scare
arsenic a ktlogram of flesh.
Lance Moss, who is one or 16 could have an impact on a develBut the high reading off
James Point near the BP refin- fishermen with a licence to catch oping export market for live
ery does not distinguish between crabs in the Sound, said the crabs.
levels of organic and inorganic scare had put a stop to what had
Associatio~ president Brad
arsenic, which is potentially dan- been an average season which Martin said operators based in
gerous because of the body's was due to close at the end of Cockburn Sound faced an uncerability to readily absorb it this month.
tain future from wbicb some
through intestinal juices.
Mr Moss, a member of the might not recover.
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WORK to remove toxic waste
from a contaminated children's
playground in Spearwood is set to
begin nearly two years after the
former Fremantle Gas and Coke
Company was closed.
In recent newsletters to residents, Cockburn City Council
said the latest sampling work had
confirmed the extent of pollution
on Vela-Luka Park.
The decision to close the park
followed tests on a single soil
sample collected in December
1997 by the Water and Rivers
Commission as part of routine
groundwater momtoring at former
gasworks sites around W A.
The sample o f coal tar
contained high levels of the polyaromatic hydrocarbon, beozoapyrene.
Tenders for thousands of dollars worth of remedial work are
expected to be advertised soon.
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Big fine looms for CSBP
Health Department
too slow to act,
says Labor
• By Wendy Pryer

WESFARMERS CSBP could
face a fine up to $1 million if it
breached environmental protection laws when it leached 900kg
of the heavy metal poison
arsenic into Cockburn Sound.
The State Opposition criticised
the Health Department yesterday
for not issuing an immediate
public health warning when it

learnt of the leak late on
Wednesday.
Recreational fishermen were
collecting mussels from the area
yesterday momin~. Labor health
spokeswoman Sheila McHale said
those people had been put at risk
unnecessarily.
It is beHeved CSBP underestimated the amount of arsenic
spilt from its plant when contacted
by authorities on Wednesday. The
Department of Environmental
Protection bad to carry out tests
yesterday to confirm the extent of
the crisis.
A Health Department srokeswoman said it alerted musse farmers as soon as it became aware of

rumours of a leak and farmers
agreed to witltdraw their products
immediately.
Department environmental
health director Michael Jackson
confirmed that mussels from
Kwinana had been sent to the
eastern States during the past few
weeks.
The Department of Environmental Protection believes CSBP was
aware of the leak before it alerted
authorities.
The company refused to say last
night when it first became aware of
the leak, w_bich is believed to have
occurred from July 24.
The company also told The West
Australian on Wednesday night

tltat the levels of arsenic in the
Sound were below health
standards.
But it compared levels of arsenic
in the Sound to much higher drink·
ing water standards rather than
those used for aquaculture, such as
mussels. The DEP confirmed the
levels were much worse than
accepted international aquaculture
standards.
DEP chief executive Bryan Jenkins said the arsenic, contained in
process liq_uors in a plant being
decommissiOned, escaped from a
steam heating system into the
stormwater diainage system and
discharged into Cockburn Sound.
Last October, Wesfarmers CSBP

was fined $15,000 for spilling
arsenic trioxide waste being
trucked from Kwinana to the Mt
Walton waste facility in the Goldfields. ln 1993, the EPA recom·
mended charges against CSBP for
allegedly causing sulphur dioxide
pollution in Fremantle.
Ms McHale said the DEP
inquiry into the incident needed lo
be open to the public and full
results should be published.
A company statement said
CSBP regretted the incident. It
said the company was continuing
its investigations~ maintaining that
concentrations ot arsenic in Cockbum Sound were low despite DEP
results to the contrary.

Arsenic
spill has
angle~$

Cockburn SOUDCI
health warnin.g
• By Malcolm Quekett
THE Environmental ·Protection
Authority has warned that a section
of former industrial land at South
Coogee could pose a health threat
and affect water quality in Cockburn Sound.
It·has refused to give the all-clear to
a proposal to· clean up the land for a
housing development.
·
The EPA said that based on advice
from the Department of Environmental Protection and the Water and Rivers Commission, it did·not believe the
full extent nor nature of the contamination bad been determined.
It did not have enough information
to give the green li~ht for the WA
Planning Commisston's proposed
Port Catherine development. More
tests were needed.
The EPA rerort said sections of the
50.56ba parce of government-owned
land about 5km south of Fremantle
were contaminated by chemicals left
by hide storage and processing,

tanning, chemical manufacturing, oil
processing and tlyash disposal. ·
Under an agreement .between the
commission and Port Catherine
Developments .Pty . Ltd, the commis·
sion was reqwred to clean the con· ·
taminated areas for sale to PCD,
which bad to get the development
approvals. The ~lean up_was a precon·
dition of rezonmg ·the land for the
development.
The EPA said PCD also planned to
develop 9.79ha of non-government
land. Cleaning up that section would
be assessed by the EJ>A through the
rezoning amendment.
The EPA said the Contaminated soil
could be a threat to human health and
a· continuing source of groundwater
contamination.
· ·.
·
Groundwater beneatlt a number of
sites was contami.nated with heavy
metals, particularly copper, mercury
·
and zinc.
Contaminated groundwater had
affected irrigation and bad the poten·
tial to affect the water quality at Owen
Anchorage.

.
1n a·

tang1e
• By Alecla Myers
and Jean Pel'klns

FISHERMEN at · the
Kwinana jetty were
shocked yesterday when
told of the arsenic spill
into Cockburn Sound.
Rather than take his
garfish home for dinner,
Arthur Grigo, 71,
handed his catch to
officers from the Department of Environmental
Protection who were
collecting water and
marine life samples for
testing.
Another fisherman,
Fishy cat ch: Arthur Grigo, 71, of Rockingham, was not taking chances with his garfish, handing it to officers checking the spill. PICTURES: MOGENS JOHANSEN
Brett Thompson from
Victoria Park, intended
Mr Grigo said he had been eating fish he
The spill has infuriated amateur use the new maximum penalties available to
to go swimming in the contaminated waters
bad caught from the jetty over the past few fishermen. Recfisbwest chairman lao bring the strongest possible action against
before be was told of the spill.
weeks unaware of the possible Stagles said Cockburn Sound was one of the Wesfarmers CSBP.
Mr Thompson said he had gone to the contamination.
most popular protected ocean fishing areas
Tbe incident raised issues about
jetty to fish and bad not been warned by
After the DEP's boat left the area, people .in W A, with more than 600 boats in the area competing uses of Cockburn Sound that bad
anyone that it might be dangerous.
not been addressed by authorities.
continued to arrive, many walking along the on some weekends.
Recfishwest recently held talks with
DEP marine management branch beach and others swimming.
The angling organisation considered the
No warnings were posted. Two women arsenic leak to be very serious.
Deputy Premier Hendy Cowan to try to
manager Ray Mansini said he wanted to add
Mr Grigo's fish to samples collected for sunbathed on the beach while their children
expedite the development of the Cockburn
Mr Stagles said be boped tbe DEP would Sound management authority.
testing in diving forays just off the coast.
played in the water.
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